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IiratQDUCTIOB 
70 IHK tXr IkH-I-BAYHAQ 
OF
DEAHIRU'2-DIH ABU’i— gASAH *Al! B. YD Al-b a y h a qI.
ABSTRACT.
The Tdrlkh-i-Bayhaq. la one of the few rare and preoioue wor 
that have aurviTed the awful Mongol Invasion. The work, as Its 
name implies, Is a history of the famous district of Bayhaq, in 
Khurdsdn, completed, in the year 563 A.H.w 1167 A.D., by an inha 
tant of the district, called Dhahlru'd-Dln Abu'l-§aean 'All b. 
al-Bayhaql, who died two years after completing the work. This 
important work was not paid attention to until quite recent yea 
The present dissertation is upon the work, and it is divided 
into three parts. The First deals with the Author; his correct 
laqab; hisblrth, and birthplacet details of his education; his 
marriage to the daughter of the Governor of Ray; his appolntmen 
.as Q.d$.l and Governor} and his oandldature for the ministry unde 
Sulfdn sanjarfthe author's anoestors, who were honoured by the 
contemporaries, waslrs and kings*
The Second part deals with the work, idiioh is the meet impor 
existing source of information upon the culture of Bayhaq. Thii 
part includes the suggestion that Baadu'llah Mustawfi had the 
Tdrfkh-i-Bayhaq m  view when he wrote his Tdrlkh-l-Guslda; it a! 
contains the earliest aoeount of ibu'l-Fa$l Bayhaqi, the eminen' 
historian, and his unknown book zlnatu'l>Kuttdb; a detailed aoo 
of the celebrated tfagfr Hidhimu'l-.rulk and his descendants; Bert 
literature of the sixth century; and translations of blographioi
sketohes of
Authors and other eminent men mentioned in the j.'drfkh-i-.Bn*ha;
fhe i'hird part deals with other works of the Author; some 
eight; books, written in Arabic and in Persian; his existing 
book the -‘arikh-i-Jlukamau'l-lslaia, whieh contains the oarliesl 
account of 'Umar Khayyam; its reproduetion in the Nushatu'l- 
Arwa£ by Shahras&ri; its MSS.in different libraries; trans­
lations of biographical sketohes of eminent Muslim and Christl 
authors mentioned in it; end some details of his non-existent 
works.
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ramcji.
uoh has been written recording the losses which Version 
literature suffered by the greet Mongol Invasion, -hat works 
survived the oatastrophe are very rare, and for the most part 
very valuable. Xhough poetry at first attracted scholars more 
than did the prose. In later years, the prose, which Is no let 
Interesting - and perhaps more important - is gradually reoel> 
ing more consideration. Among such prose works may be named 
Chuh&r i&qdla, Un^ jatu’g-^uddr and Vapklrntu' 1-Awliyd.
Still, there remain a number of books whioh deserve close 
study. Among such may be reckoned the famous Maqdradt of yumfc 
d-iln, which was written after the stylo of the standard prose 
works of Arabic, the ..nq&adt of ]iarlrl and of Uadi'u'z-oomdn 
Hamd&nl. -'he iiaqamdt of yaraldl is a toxt-book In almost all 
the highest examinations of the Indian Universities, as well 
ns in the Itunshifddll and in U.S.M, (..aster of Oriental angur 
and literature) examinations of the Punjab University. So tw: 
published texts of the book agree in their readings.
Among the few prose works which survived the Mongol disnati 
Is the lArikh-l-Bayheq. Besides being the oldest of the booki 
mentioned above, exoept Chnhdr .aqdla, by some eleven years, 1
book takes, on aeeoant of Its own peculiarities, a unique 
position In Persian history; for It contains sons Important 
historical fasts, as wall as blographloal notloss of eminent 
non of Bnybaq, not to bs found elsewhere. It is also remark­
able for Its fine and elear style.
It Is hers ay pleasant duty to express ay gratitude; first 
to 1'rof. sir £.Denison boss, under whoa 1 have had the honour 
ef pursuing ay studies, for the hind help he has always genex 
ously rendered me. 1 hare to thank also M r  ii.a.storey, 
particularly for the suggestion of sons technical terns. 1 a 
grateful likewise to 'Alldma dlrud Muhammad Khfin Cjaswln1, and 
the late Prof* arqufirt, for sons suggestions regarding the 
eolleetlon of nsterlal. Prof* Yawner of I*nlC£rad has been 
kind enough to transcribe and forward to no a oopy of the ent 
In the Tashkent library'Catalogue concerning the Tarlkh-i-bay 
• that part of the* Tashkent Catalogue containing It, got beIn 
available In the Jtritlsh Museum. Prof* Schmidt, of the Uni­
versity of Tashkent was good enough to help «e to obtain phot 
graphs of certain pages of the MS. there, the lbrarlan Mr. 
Chernov readily forwarding me the photographs, free of charge
To Professors hieholson, irenkow, terthold, unbrlall, hltt 
lttwooh, Jakhaw, Sell, Messrs* lllls, .awards, Hddi Hasan as 
Henry Hassell, i taro tend ay grateful thanks* I am also muo
indebted to Hr. Bidhamu'd-Pin for fcia holy la finding on* 
tha subject for research; to Jiawlvi AbduSr-HalpAn KMn, tho 
principal of tho Osmonla University College, Hyderabad., Dooo 
- for his kindly support of my efforts to visit Europe. cs 
but not lsast, I have gratefully to aaknowledge my indebted­
ness to the hldhda's Government, under whom 1 have th
honour of serving, and owing to whose generosity I have been 
enabled to proeoed to Europe, there to continue my higher 
studies and researohes.
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The correct
Din.
CHAPTKR I.
Tha correct Laoab.
there la uuoh oonfualon about tho laqab of our 
author. In hla autobiography uhloh ho narrated In 
hla book Maahirlbu't-Tajlrib «a Ohawir'ibu'l- 
Ohari'lb ha aalla hlmaelf aluply Abu'l-Haaan 'All b. 
Abl'l-Qiala Zayd~al-Bayhaql| and ha urltaa tha aaaa 
kunya and name uhan ha aata forth hla ganealegy In 
tha Tirtkh-l-Bayhaq.
Safadl glvea hla aaoeunt under tha name of 'All 
b. Zayd al-Bayhaql.
Xmidu'd-Dln Xafah&nl In hla faaoua book 
Kharldatu'l-Qaer wa Jarldatu'l-'Ayr atyloa hla 
Sharafu'd-Dliu
Ttqit R&ul nho quotaa aaaa of our author'a auto 
biography In Irahidu'l-Arlb lli Ma'rlfatl'l«Adlb* 
glvaa hla aocount under tha heading of 'All b. Zayd
1. Irahid, Vol. V, p. 808.
TaBt fa8ft«
8. fifadl* Vol. XIX* f. 68a.
4. KharIda* Vol. XX* ff. 8448* 190a. Thera are 
two MBS. of tha KharIda in Leyden library) one Cod. 
81a at b 0ol| tha other 848 Mfetrn. Our author'd aooc 
la given under 81b, ff. 844a* b) and 848 ff. 190a* b 
the mnabera we have.quoted In footnotea are from bot 
tha MSS. auoeaaalvaly* ao aa to faollltata
to either of than 
8al-Bayhaql and does not writ* any other laqab hlnoal:
Ibn Kballlkin also ealla hla Abu'1*4} as an 'All b 
Zayd al-Bayhaql, referring to tha fayl of as-Saa'lnl 
and writes Bharafu'd-Dln quoting 'laidu'd-Dln and
showing his own unosrtalnty.
8.
Bat Broekelaann atyloa hla Dhahlru'd-Din, prob­
ably on tho authority of tha Tlrilch-l-Hukanmi11-Iala 
this laqab la wrltton on the first paga of tho Tlrlh 
1-ltukaafu'l-Xalta In thoao wordst-
"Tillf-l-Dhahlru'd-Dln al-Bayhaql", and in tho 
profaoo of tho book* "oils ash-Sha'&h al-Xala 
Uhahlru'd-oln Abu'l-Haaan b. ol-Ialua Abu'l-Qisla Zaj 
al-Bayhaql". As ragarda thoao words It la posslbls 
that only Dhahiru'd-Din al-Bayhaql was wrltton by tt 
author hlaself, ethor words denoting rospaet for thi 
author woro evidently Introduced by the transcriber 
after the fashion of the oriental transcribers of ol 
Blwllarly the aaaa laqab la wrltton on tho abridged 
MB. of tho Tlrfkh-l-Hukaalu'l-Xalia which la presort
1. Irshad, Vol. V, p. 814.
8. Ibn. Khal. Vol. X, p. 74.
8. Brook. Vol. X, p. 884.
4. Ahlwardt, oat. Ar. MBS. Bor. tdb. No. 10,058
Pe£. 787. tho Berlin Catalogue wrongly quotes in tl 
Index Tarlihu' l-Hukaai, though la the MS. Itself tfc 
eorreot nans la 4rltten-Iarikh-l-Hukaa4u*l-|Ialaa.
rather quotoa what 'Ialdu'd-Din atyloa hla, Sharafu'i
8.
1*
In the Leyden Library* In thaaa wordss-
t*3> i / o ) I ^ V  v cj^ K •> 1 <j’ ^ Y '
T <  <\s>3 i/r 4 *j \ c r “ t A j  1 /'■** i £ J  I J .  I 
There ar* two other MSB. of this book entered 1:
tho catalogues of tho l&brer&oa of Baohlr Agii* and
Mulli Murid, at Constantinople. The laqab of our
author on tha MS. which exists in the library of
Bashir Aghi la written down thuai-
(j'W'Mdt «>jJl(s^  I dji'0
J u>J-eCu 14/V /"GJ )U IO;
On the other Ms* which la In the library of
Mulli Murid la written aa followst- __ ^
fi* UJ Id I W  > u-Oi ^  (u*' 1 £ ,J~ ^ * V
* ** * * “ (J 1 4 P V
Bven Shahrasurl who mproduced our author9 • i
in his Nuzhatu'l-Arwafc wa Raw<Jatull-Afr6£
u a i i w i  « • * «  —
ear* to eonoeal hla plagiarism, (aa w* have proved 
In chapter VIX) has,,
' fchough very grudgingly and in
1* Doay, cat* $r. MSS. Leyden* Vol. XX* p. SOS* 
Cod* ISSA^ U.
8* Catalogue In the Library of Baahir Aghi* p. 8 
Mo* 494.
8* .Catalogue In the Library of Mulli Murid* p. 1 
N*1431| but on the MS* Itself the number 1408 la wrl 
ten* About these two MSS* at Constantinople we kn* 
nothing except names* but new* fortunately* X have h 
an opportunity of learning something about then £< 
through a German Arabic scholar Herr Martin Pilsner 
who had recently returned from Constantinople and ha 
hlaself seen the MSB* there*
f. some extracts from the Tirihh-l-Bttkanau'l-Xsl 
and the MuAhatu' 1-Arweh about Umar Khayyam were stmt 
la Der Xslia* Vol. XXX* p* 48* by o* Jacob and B* 1 
Wlcdmann. I
Mk Ahlwardt, Cat* Ar. MB8. Bor. Lib. Mo. loose. 
Mo. SIT. —
61.
haphazard manner, mentioned hla name, atatlng.
Similarly Muhasmad b. Abil-Wafa al-Ma'rufl al- 
Hamawi^who borrowed the life of Avicenna from the 
Tirlkh-l-Hukamau'l-Xalim, has the eourteay to name 
the author aa Dhahiru'd-Dln in hie "Muntakhab mln 
Kalim^Abu'lHPadl, etc."
It waa 'Xmidu'd-Din lafahanl who flrat called 
him Sharafu'd-Dln, and Y^qut and Ibn-Khalllkin gave 
him the aame laqab on hla authority, but they too —  
owing to laok of any other aupport —  quote 'Xm&du'd 
Din and ahow their own uncertainty on the point. Bo 
as regards the laqab "Dhahiru'd-Dln" It appears on 
all the different M8S. of the Tarikh-i-gukamau'1- 
Xal&m, in ezlstenoe In different plaoes. Xt Is 
also adopted by Brookelmann, Shahrazurl and by al- 
Ma'ruf/. Taking all this Into consideration.I thlc 
we may rest assured that his eorreot laqab is 
Dhahiru'd-Dln.
Hla kunyai name* Dhahiru'd-Dln Abu'l-Hasan 'All b. Abl 1-Qisim
nisi*;and gene- * *
alogy.9* Zayd al-Bayhaql b. Shaykhu'l-Xslim Jamalu'l- Qudat
wa'1-Khutaba Abl Sulayman Amlrak Muhammad b. al-Xman 
al-Mufti Fakhru' 1-Qadat Abl 'All al-Huaayn b. al-Q&d
1. Nushat, ff. 161b) 162a.
2. Cat. Ar. MSS. Ber. Lib. Mo. 8205 Pet. 600 f
3. Irshtd, Vol. V, p. 908) T.B. f. 2a.
•1-Xafan' 1-Af4q Alii Sulaymin Funduq trtoii hla pedi-
&• 3#
g m  up to Khusaynah b. Thablt yush-Bhahidatayn, one
of tha Companions of tho Prophet, and froa hla upwar
to Shoa, aon of Noah, tho aoeond Jldaa -  nay poaeo b
upon than —  aad ho onda tho podlgroo with tho folio
log veraei- \>\ -
Data of hla Birth; Dhahiru'd-Dln Abu'l-Hasan waa born on Thursday 
M l  Blrthplaoe. 4.
87th of aha'bin, 409 A.H. — s 1108 A.D. In tho town
1, Our author oalla hlnaolf aftor hla grendfathe 
nano "Ibn Punduq", booauao Abu Sulaynan waa tho feun 
or of tho fatally of Vunduqis or Ealdala. Bo waa aua 
an nod by sultan Maraud of aiaani and waa efforod tho 
poat of qadishlp, which waa not than nominal aa la 
tho qagiahlp of our tine.
8. In tho British Huaoun Catalogue "Husayaah" 
which la erroneous. See Irahad, Vol. V, p. 308. 
Ta^slbu'l-Asmi, Hawawi, ad. Wttat. p. 887.
8. Ho waa eallod ZuSh-Shahidatayn booauao ho had 
wltnaaaod with 'All, the aon-ln-law of tho Prophet, 
tho battloa of Jamal and Biffin, and In tho latter 
war ho put to death Xbn-Baahlri than tho Prophot 
Incited hla to alaughter tho wretched anarohlat, 
'Aware, whloh ho did. Bo alao had tranaaltted 
thirty-eight fcadittaj tho Prophet waa ploaaod with 
theae thinga and aa Khuaaynaa' appreciation made hla 
testlnosy equal to tho wltnoaa of two poraona ho waa 
oallod ”Zuah-Shahada tayn". Tho same description
will bo found In tbe.aost famous and reliable book 
of Hadith Sahib Bukharij also Muhaysab, beginning 
of Pabn'l-thMw M l  §aJJ. (Vshsibu'l-Aaai Nawawl, 
od. WCfet. p.
4. Irahid, Vol. V, p. 808| Safadi, Vol. XII,/p.< 
Brookelnann (Vol. I, p. 884) states tha date 
as being 500 A.H. • 1106 A.D. whloh la given by 
>*^Ahlwardt In the Berlin Catalogue (Mo. 10082-PiA-737] 
/^bt^&^wsda^not be oonsldered seriously, booauao 
Abu'l-Haaan himself plaaoa 499 A.H. on record. r
Hla Karly 4. 
Bduoatlon.
1
of sebswir la tho dlstrtot of Bayhaq, aa ho hlaaolf
8.
atatoa in tho following words i-
- 4^ >\j u*
Hla parents loft the town la hla childhood and
■et’■led down at Shashtanad, a town of the aaiae
district of Bayhaq, where hla father had an estate,
8*
whloh he deaerlbes aa followst-
- Uftfjiiy > ^
It la an undeniable faot that our author was a 
genius. This will be seen from the faots of his 
life whloh follow.
Before he loft hla birthplace, and whilst ho 
waa yet a youth, our author's adueatlon waa comraltti 
to the care of a tutor (whose name, however, la not 
known) in Sabswir. with hla, he appears to have m  
rapid progress In his studios, and to have learnt bj 
heart a number of books upon various subjects.
1. But la tho Tirikh-i-Bayhaq ho says Shaafcanad 
(f.Sla), to whloh ho has oaaually referred when the 
none of that town oecurredi In Saaharbut-Tajirlb ho 
has wrltton his autobiography. Xf wo aasuwe that 
ho was born at shohetanad, then wo see that what ho 
described inedlately after (that his parents loft 
tho toon and settled down at flbashtanad) naans that 
ho waa born In Shashtanad and then transferred to tt 
sane town. Therefore It would appear correct to si 
that ho waa born In Sabswar, and afterwards trans­
ferred to Sheahtamed.
8. Irah&d, Vol. V. p. 808.
5. See How 8.
4. Full details of his education are given In tt 
Xrshad. Vol. V, pp. 808-101 Safadi, Vol. XXX, ff. 
S8a, b. *
M
8
young to understand their Import aixl algnlfloanoe,
the book* seen to have been explained to him by soma
one* whether tho tutor or some other "guide, philoac
pher and friend" la not made manifest*
His vide range Among the boy's studies were the Qur'in, exegei
of knowledge*
of the Qur'an, tradition, law, literature, loglo,
philosophy, lexicography, astronomy, mathematics,
poetry and various other subjects, —  a formidable
list for one so young.
Further It appears that the boy was not at all
satisfied with the knowledge he thus acquired and h«
seems to have sought and obtained help and enllghtei
went from other learned men of his time*
Qur'&nle sxegesls, Far the knowledge of Qur'&nie exegeals be seems 
TndltlOB; •no
Law* to haw* oowattfced to memory Gharlbu11-Qur1 An of
X*
1 Aslal* Tradition he atudlod In 508 A*H* under th< 
fanoua Abu*All lama'll b* al~Xm&u al-wutyarayad Atyead 
al-Huaayn al-Bayhaqif who waa admittedly "the groat*
a.
tradltlonlat of his time** Agnln^ln 518 A.H* he
auat have heard Oharibu91-Had£th of al-Khlt£bl from
* •
Xmtm Mu^aaaad al-Faairi, and Oharlteu'l^adlth Abi 
'Ubayd from Xmftm Ahmad b. Muhammad al-Mayd&ni.
1* I rahad. Vol. V* p* 808*
8. T.B. f. 108b.
\
8* Irah&d, Vol. V* p* 800* Safadi, Vol. XIX, 
f. 88a) T.B. f.04b. '
Lexicography.
LOglC and 
Philosophy.
For • knowledge of WUfmnmHam low tho youth sat
under tho learned 4&ju'l-Qufit Abl sa'd Yahya, who s
1.
our author says "was angel in nan*. Re also read
8.
Kltibu's-Zakit and disputed problems of law.
To gain a wastery of the language and llteratui
it was necessary, of oourae, to possess an adequate
vocabulary* and to this end our author ooasitted to
menory. —  so wonderful a nenory had he —  lexicons
of different authors suah as Kltibu'1-Mujnal fl'l- 
3. m m
Lugha. in 814 he read Yanibl 'ul-Lugha, toy Abu
Ja'far A^nad to. al-Muqri 'Ali, $lju*1-Mayadlr toy hi
eons author* i'in fl’l-Lugha, Kltitou'l«Mafadlr of
al«q(fi as-zusani and Bl^ ityu'l-Zntfia toy the lexioo-
8.
grapher al-Jawharl.
During this period of his edneation his father 
died in JUnid kX 817 A.H., tout notwithstanding the 
sad event our author pursued his studies as dili­
gently as ever.
Anong the subjects tsiWMMto studied were logl
and philosophy, and to these he aeena to have
1. See Wo. 8. Irshdd, Vol.V, p.208.
8. 8ee’^ BSfi
8. Xrshfd, Vol. V, p. 808.
4. see n*l.
8. Xrahid, Vol. V* p. 809t T.B. ff. 95b| 96b
6 e 818.
*Mathematics
Astronomy*
1C
attached great importance* For Oriental scholars c
those times logic and philosophy were essential, and
without a sound knowledge of themf their learning
would have been considered Incomplete* He commit
to memory the works of the jfenEsad&saetaesfe al-Mikili,
(al-Amlr Abl9l-Fa$l) named Xylfyu9l-Mantlq and Kltat
1-Muntah41f studying philosophy under al-Xraim
Ibrahim al Harris al-Mutakallim.
and Further he learnt mathematics, algebra and
3*
astronomy* He then went taafei to Xhurisin and com­
pleted his studies In these subjects under "the 
teacher of Xhurisin" •Uthmin b* Jidukir* Later onj
In astronomy, as he says, he was "considered to be 
0*
an authority"* His knowledge of the subject over­
flows at places In the Tirikhi-l-Bayhaq and the 
Tirikh-i-Hukiraau,l-Islim# in both of which, While 
describing other events he Introduces astronomy* Fc
instance, writing about an earthquake occurring in
6.
the suburb of Bayhaq he gives astronomical figures,
7 •
also writes astronomically the birth of Avicenna,
1* Akhal^q-l-xiflrl, Majidi press, p* 125*
2* dee ny 3r* Irshdd, Vol.V, p.£08.
3* Xrshid, Vol* V, pp. 210,211) Safidl, Vol. XX] 
f* SSa*
4* Ibid* p* 210*
6* See n* 2*
6* T.B. f*84b*
7* Tir.sHuk* Islim^ f* 25a.
iDialectloa.
Honlletloa.
U
lldblan'l-Ktlk |£al, and $t*U»ar Khayyiw.
Apparently our author waa net aatlafled with
tho knowledge ho had acquired, and furthermore he
dealred to excel in diaeuaaion and debate* To thli
end he devoted at leaat one year (519 A.H.) and
during that tine aatiafied both hlnaelf and hla
S.
teacher of hla proficiency.
Aa our author poaaaaaed great rellgloua know* 
ledge. It waa hla earneat dealre to beeone a preach) 
like hla forefatherat for all truly rellgleua peopli 
deem It their duty to expound their bellefa concern 
ing the Hereafter, and ao apread the U & t  of Faith, 
—  ao far aa It Ilea In their power ao to do*
Upon hla travela, our author now preached in 
varloua oltlea and held meetlnga In Mdrv In the 
Identical achool In which he had atudled under Abi
a/uu*vC
Sa'd Yahya, and In the Xtfil Moaque of Herv, preaohi
on Friday In the Great Moaque of old Miah&pur, on
Tueaday In the Square Moaque, on Sunday In the
. 5*
Moaque of al-gajj.
Hla preaching, It may be aaid, waa greatly
1* T.B. f.dla.
8* Tar.Huk.Ialia, f.SSa*
5* Irahad. Vol. V. p. 809.
p. 809} gafAdl Vol. XXX,
B. p. 810.
f.68a.
Jf
History.
Postry.
II
admired. oven tho nobility, tho learned. and above 
•11 the greet waslr T^ hlr b. Fakhru'l-Mulk cane to
*• * s
hoar hla. In Nlahapur ho was soon granted "Ajl* 
vhlah was tho amble* of a reoognlsed preacher of thi 
place, where ho stayed until the 1st of Rajah 840 
A.H.
Though our author has described In detail tho 
subjects ho had gained a thorough knowledge of. he 
never mentions anything about his knowledge of sub* 
jects. such. as. medicine and history. Yet not* 
withstanding, he Is best known as a historian. Hls< 
tory appealed to him strongly, and he produced many 
Important works on the subject, from which eouroe 
were to come later Important Arabic and Persian 
histories, described In the latter part of tils 
2hesls» In detail.
It appears from the reoorded facts of our 
author's life that from his very childhood ho had 
fine poetloal taste, and found pleasure In learning 
by heart dlu&ns of eminent poots. such as Mutanabbi
the art of poetry oan be Inferred from tho dlaeussl
p. 811.
S9P.808) Safadl, Vol. XXI.
Which took place between hla end the greet aatronoae
poet 'Omar Khayyim, on a verse of gamiaa. Though
tho author wee very young at that time —  being only
about eight years of agel —  he yet took by far tho
1.
greater part la the discussion. Zt is not to bo 
wondered at that a boy with such poetical intuitions 
should develop later Into a great poet and leave a 
diwin. Zt Is doubtful whether tho diwin contains 
Persian or Arable versos. Els verses mentioned in 
the Tirikh-l-Bayhaq and the Tirikh-l-Hukamiu'1-Zslin 
are In both Arable and Perslani but tho latter are 
of limited number, a few quatrains and other verses, 
Which cannot be considered great poetry. Els Arab] 
verses are numerous, beautiful and of exquisite wort 
manshlp, many of them having been quoted by his bio­
graphers. be find further, that It was only the 
Arable diwins that he covltted to memory, end all 
his commentaries ooneerned Arabic poetry only.
1. Tir. Huk. Islim, f.68a.
Chahii Jfaqala, pp. 817, 818.
Lit. Hist. Por. Vol. ZZ, p. 284* 
Al-Musaffarlya by Professor Zhukovsky,
Bt Petersburg, 1887, pp. 887-31. 
Al-Musaffarlyai Containing a Recent Contri­
bution to the Study of 'Omar Khayyam 
by Professor B.D. Rocs. p. 340.
8. Xrshid, Vol. V. p. 811.
Jafsdi, Vol. XZZ, f. 68b..B. f. 188a.
Froa the above faota we infer that be had an 
eapeelal liking for Arable poetry, and accordingly ! 
aay be taken aa oorrect that hla dleAn eonslsted of 
Arable veraea.
# IB
Hla Qtyidhlp.
CaAPTKH IX.
Hla Marrlagoi <la Children.
Our author'a erudition brought hla fame. A
notable member of a wall•known and highly respected
family, ha married tho doughtor Bhlh&bu *d-Din
a b. Maa’ud al-Mukht&r, tho governor of Ray.
Tho marriage took plaoo la tho year SSI A.H* » 1187
1 *
A.O. * an event Whloh ho rofora to aa followst*
Jf* S (>-> »)l-’
' * • ' '
It la eartain that ohlldron roaultod from tho
nnloni how many there wore wo do not know.
Ho know though* that ho complained that ho woo bound
up by marriage and ohlldron* aa In one plaoo In tho
autobiography ho rofora to tho death of hla aon
8.
Ahmad In 649 A.H.
Devoted aa ho waa to literary work ho did not
oaro to apend time In other pursuits. Hla fame
and learning would not allow him to alt In tho oorna
*•of solitude. Ho waa offered the poet of Qaflahlp
1. Irahid, Vol. V. p. 809.
8. Ibid. p. 811.
S. Trehfcd. Vol. V. p. 810j Safadi* Vol. XXI* 
f.eea.
0Sultin SanJar.
by the kindness of Sulttn Sanjar.1* Hara something 
■ay ba said of tha Ring undsr ahoaa raign and patron 
ago our author flourished.
Zt was tha golden age of Xalia. Sultan Sanjar 
is praised hlgily by mhistorians for hia flrunes 
of character. regard for tha learned. bis adalnletra 
tlon of justloe. hia piety, and other excellent 
qualities.
Of this good King's reign perhaps I may quota
froa tha translation of tha Tirlkh-i-Qustda by Pro-
8.
feasor R.A. Hloholson. It is as follows, with soma 
omissions,and^ additions: -
"sanjar was for 80 years ruler of Khurasan, and 
afterwards for 40 years and 4 months. 'King of tha 
Kings of tha world', holding sway from Tartary to 
Egypt and Syria, and froa the Caspian Sea to Arabia 
Felix. and ha was amongst tho Kings of Islam what 
Xhusraw parwis was amongst tha sissinlana. Ba won
1. Zt is suggested by Mlrsi Muhammad Qaswlnl. ii 
his ad lion of the l arikh-i-Jah^n-gusha^p. 15 n^ths
our author wrote tha Tarikh-i-Bajhaq for Sultan SanJ 
but it does not seam to ba sound. Though our anthe 
has used terms of great respect in reference to the
King as ha did with tha name of 'Abudu'llah b. Tahli
(as is usual with authors) it need not ba Infarted
that the book was written espeoially for tha Ring,
otherwise there is no trace of this to ba found eitfc
in tha book Itself or in any other works.
8. Translation of tha Tirlkh-l-Ousida. p. 100. 
Also see "Xsl&sv p. 47. by Sir B.D. Rosa, in which t 
has given an exeellent brief account of Sanjar.
IT
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1? out of 19 grout bottle* whloh he feugit. The
Caliph Muatarabld conferred on hia the title* of
■u'lstu'd-Din, and Burhfinu Aairi'l-M&'ainin. He
placed Bahriaahfh on the throne of flhasnt, allowed
hia 1,000 dinar* a day. He defeated hia nephew
Maraud b. Mityaaaad b. Ualik 3bih, but forgave hia an
Conferred on hia the governs*nt of the Western
provinces, which on Matya&d'* death, he transferred h
Matya&d** brother fugtiril, and afterwards on another
brother, Mas'Ad. In A.H. 6£4, he took Bomsrqand
froa lta ruler, Muhaaaad.b.Sulaya&n, who had defied
hia, but afterwards reinstated hia. Zn A.H. 680
Bohr&mahih of Obaans opposed hia, but waa reduoed to
obedlenoe. In A.H. 586 he was defeated at Dashtl
Qatawia near Baaarqand by the aray of Ourkhin and
lost Transoxlana, which passed into the hands of the
heathen. Zt eeuaed heavy loaaes the Huallm* in
this war. Zn A.H. 648, BahrAashfh defeated the
Ohurla, and sent the head of Surf to Sanjar. In 
1. 8.
A.H.844 'All Chatrl, whoa U AnJar had raised froa th
1. The real date waa A.H. 547 according to Zbm* 
Athlr and tho author of tho Chahar Maqala (pp. 66,87 
Oho was himself present at the battle.
8. R|S. Hiaysrl, but the hfibatu'f-gudAr (Supple. 
Pers. 1814, i. 78) in five plaoes, as well aa Oantln 
Pari* edition of tha Uusida,p. 864, give* Chatrl as,
the correct reading.
9petition of oourt-jester to the governorship of H4rat
rebelled against hit, end joined 'Aliu'd-Dln Husayn
of Ghur. SAnjar conquered end oeptured then* end
put 'All Chetri to death, but perdoned 'Allu'd-Dln
end repleoed him on the throne ofeOhur. In A.H.640
senjer wee token captive byaohuss. Their efforte 1
reconcile theneelwee with SSnjar foil* end e bettle
it fought* in Which Bdnjer it token prisoner end hia
troops ere routed* Mnjar is deteined by then for
four yeers* while they ley weste Khur&sln end kill c
nsltreet neny of its inhabitants, anong then Muhsnna
b. Yahy4* to whose death Ehlqini elludes in e oele- 
1«
brated verae*
Barly in A.H* 581 SAnjar'a wife, Turkln Xh&tun, 
died, and senjer bribed his outtodien, Anlr Ilyas, 
to help hin to etoepe. By the help of Atyaad b. 
0un4j, Oovernor of Tirnidh, he wee conveyed across 
the Onus* end in Ramadin;A.H. 561, nede hit way bed 
to Kerr. On his arrival there, he fell sick,end 
died on 86 Rebi* I, A.H. 558, at the age of 78. On 
the death of SAnjar, Khur4s4n wet filled with
e “
1.^  See Ibn Khellk&n.WHat. p. 74, the quatrain ol 
our author on the death of Mthnaaad b. Yah ye- Rahet^ 
also of. T.B« p. 196.
0
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Bit Governorship 
and Candidature 
for Mlnlatarahlp.
dlaordar, KhwAraswahAh succeeded in adding parta of 
It to hla domains. Tha Khin of Samarqnad alaw tha 
ahlaf of tha Qsrlugb tribe,who appaalad to Alp*AralA 
Ha baalagad Samarkand and restored pt aoe. Sevan 
years later ha la attacked by tha Qara-Khltay, falls
sick, and tuffera defeat* Ba dlee on HaJab 0, A.H.
*♦ /„
658." « 1168 A.D.
But to resume) In tha month of JuaAda I, 586s
• •
1151 AaDa f our author booamo Qtyi of Bayhaq* ho 
grudged apandlng hla time In auoh a oapaolty, a graa 
drawback being aa Bhsrlh QAdl remarkst "than X woke 
up next morning, X found, that half of tha people we 
angry with aa, and X found tha task distressing". 8 
auoh ao that our author thought It beat to resign tb 
position and so leave Its shadow far behind him*
Xt appears also that our author waa Governor of 
Ray for aome time, a faot to which 'laid refers In 
the Kharlda and says that hla own father related to 
him that when he went to Ray, Just after the
1* Rajab 19, A*H*66Q la the more correct date 
given In the JshAn-guahA, Ibnu'l-Athlr gives A.B.566
8. IrahAd, Vol. V, p. 8lo» fafadi. Vol.XII,f.68a
s. The period of his
qAglahlp la not exactly known;but it may be fixed, « 
period of about 5 months, aa on the first of JumAdA 
he became QAdl and on the first of ShawwAl he went 
back to Ray, Where hla father-in-law 8hlhabu'd-Dln v 
Governor. Irahad; Vol. V, pp. 810-811*
0Productivity 
of tho Author.
ootoatropho of Sultfin Sanjar with tho Ohuss, ho foun 
that one day our author, Sharafu'd-Din Bayhaql (ao* 
cording to 9Iaid), "who waa then governor", went to , 
aoo 'Iaad'a father , and in hia carriage took hia 
('laid9a father) to hia own houae and extended hia 
help to hia. Both of thea lived in Ray aa great 
frienda until the deatined aeparation (aorae event 
which ia unknown to ua) parted thea in the year 535. 
vIaad further atatea that our author waa alao a can* 
didate for the ainiatry of Sultin Sanjar, but waa
unaueoeaaful on account of the battle of the Sultin
•
with the Xhitayls, and the foraerve defeat/
In any oase, after resigning froa the post of 
Q&dlWhip, it seeaathat he devoted hiaaelf wore than 
ever to literary pursuits. In proof of this we may 
refer to the huge amount of work he ooapleted upon 
all the subjeota, deaoribed previously. Besides 
thia he frote books on other subjeota, a complete 
Hat of which ia given in chapter VI. At the same 
time, we admit our limited knowledge, when we assert 
which of hia books were written first, and which 
followed. Aa regards two of thea, Lub4buf1-Anaab 
wa al-Qabuf 1- A'q&b and the T4rikh-i*Bayhaq, we can 
assuredly say they were ooapleted after the year 44£ 
A.H# = 1154 A.D., for the reason that the author die
1. Irsh&d, Vol.V, p.214.
i
bo* motion then among tho Hot of his works eomplel 
bsfors tins* time. 'Imad lnoluded these books In tt 
list lster on end wrote thst he found them during hi 
stay in lllehipur In tbs ysar 619 A.H. Lubibu'1-Ana/ 
Is mentioned in the T&rlkh-l-Bayhaq an! there Is no 
other book of our author's In which the Tlrlkh-l- 
Bajhaq Is mentioned , therefore we must assume that 
the Tirlkh-l-Bajhaq is his lest produotlon. With 
regard to the books ooapleted up to the year 440* is 
traee ean be found as to shloh appeared first•
Hewing added ao largs a collection of works to 
Persian and to Arable literature, our author, 
Dhahlru'd-Dln Abu'l-Qasan 'All b. Zayd al-Bayhaqi 
died In the year 966 A.H. “ llfcf A.D. * This date : 
agreed upon by his biographers except Brookelmann a:
Ahlwardt, who suggest the date being about 670 A.H.
4*
117^ A.D. which. In my opinion, oannot be aecepted 
In the faoe of shat seems reliable evidence. Besldi 
there Is another reason for not aeoeptlng this 
opinion. Our author hawing always been so
1, A full list of our author's works Is glwen 1
the Irshfd, pp. 211-815* gafadl. Vol. XXX, ff. 68b,
69a.
8. Irahid, Vol. V, p. 819.
9. Safadl, Vol. XIX, f.68a» HaJ.Khal. Vol. XXX, 
p. 988, Mo. 769. Irshld. Vol. V. p. 208* Barthold 
p. 91. n*6.
4. Brook. Vol. X, 984. Ahlwardt. Cat. Ar. MBS* 
Bar. Lib. Mo. 10068. P*t. 797.
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Ths Author 
•I Mom
enthusiastically devoted to writing books # it seems 
lneonoelvsble that he should remain silent for a 
period of seven years» after completing the Tirlkh- 
i-Bayhaq In 563 A«H«
It appears 9 thereforef that the date of our 
author9s death occurred some time after completing 
the work, most probably in the year 565 A#H« » lltfq 
A.D.
Abufl«Hasan was no doubt a man of excellent and
high character, and at tha aame tlae a veritable
Muslla, poaaasa&ng a vast knowledge of Muslla theolc
Any merely meroenary post made no appeal to hla. A]
though ha accepted Qfdishlp reluctantly, ba resigned
it within a short period.
Respecting, as ha did. tha finer qualities of
wan, their learning, their noble birth, it was
natural that he should show great respeet for Band
Hashlm or Sayyids.
Oentle and righteous to a degree, he yet had
praise for those who were lnlaleal to hla or ewen
bore active animosity towards hla. further than
that we find hla magnanimous enough to write eleglei
upon the deaths of such people, calling thea al-Xaai 
. 1. 
al-Afil, etc.
1. T.B. f. 140b.
* 3
Originality.
Hit circle 
of friends*
Indeed of eo lovable a character waa he that hi
friends almoet worahlpped hire, and loved to be in hi
company# and even upon their death-beds did not 
1.
forget him*
Contented a a he waa and not oaring for money# fa 
waa certainly not tempted to extol the vlrtuea of 
merely wealthy persona In verse* Nor does fImid's 
father# hie great friend# aay anything that would 
persuade me to the contrary*
Originality la not given to all men# but It waa 
our author's predominant quality* A manifestation 
of It can be aeon In the "ennobling1' titles he gave 
to various persona# ^iloh also display his regard 
and respect for them* For Instance# Fakhra'l-f Ulan 
Shamau'l-Ialim) Najmu'l-A'lmma) Najmu'l-Qugat)
Mu'Imi'l~Af&411) Tiju'd-Dunyi Fakh-ru'l-Ialira) Tiju1 
1-Islam, and many others*
He employed these titles In reference only to 
those authors and learned men who had written very 
many books or who were greatly famous for their 
learning as well as other qualities# and who rlghtl: 
deserved such praise*
Among those who received auoh titles were a fei 
of his personal friends whom he has mentioned In tftu
1* T.B.# f. 137b*
8Hla Religion.
84
\ .
I
Tirikh-l-Bayhaq and tha TiriU><^dmla'l*Iilia.
For exaaple, ar-Ra'la Aha MMfra— art al-Mu'alll b.
Afenad al-Bayhaql, tha grandfather of tha Q&dia of
si'Adlan of Klahipur was ona of thoaa Oho wore looked
upon aa "tha pride of Bayhaq". learned awn praleed
him highly, and even Surl b. al-Mu'tar governor of
ttlship6r aa&d that ha "had never ooma aeroaa anyone
1.
■ora popular and pollahed than al-Hu'allft Bayheql".
Thla learned and good nan had a great regard for our
author, and vla&ted bln dally for a oonalderable 
8.
period.
Another author uaa al-Faqlh Atyaad b. 'All aa-
Surl al-Bayhaql, a greatly learned man of Bayhaq,
about whom our author aaya that he (our author) had
S.
"true frlendahlp for him". Be alee refera to
4.
another friend al-Hakla Abu'1-Padl-dJ-Bayhaql uho la 
different from the faaoua hietorlan Abu'l-Pagl Bayhat 
As for the religion of our author, from the
notarial at hand, and fron faota In the Tirlkh-1-
Bayhaq and the Tirlkh-l-IJukauAu'1-1alia. It appears 
that he vas a IJanlfl'lte. We assume this beoauae ol 
the ooneeptlon that uhen the name of the prophet la
1. T.B. f.looa.
8. see nfl.
S. T.B. f.ISBa, 68b.
4. Tim f.ISRa, 68b.
mentioned, after his narae, he completes it with the 
following!- (peace be upon him) and does not add the 
term (and peace be upon his children) nor does h
write hl^i praises for 'All* the son-in-law of the 
prophet# as is usual with the Rhi'ltes.
la .
According to Hushatu'1-Qulub and Mujamu'1-Buldii
Je,
Sabswar was noted for ahl'ltee# who manifested greet 
love and respect for 'All —» as Mawl&na Huai refers t 
in the following verset L/_t
Our author waa also born therei had he been Shi'lte 
he would certainly have praised 'All aa other Shi'its 
did, and would have mentioned him as the best of
the preface of the TarlVh-l-HulcamAu'l-Islfcs he extoli
all four Khalifa# and states that all of them were
devout and blessed by Ood. He writes of thea as 
8.
fOllOWSf
Another usual thing with the Shl'ltes is that 
they have ever an earnest longing to visit Karbali, 
and our author expressed hla perfervld desire to 
visit Madina. Moreover no traoe of him is to be
1. «.f. p. 140.
2. Mu'Jemu'l-Buldin# Vol. XX# p. 846. 
8. Tar. Huk. Islam,
The Importance 
of tho Author*
M
found in*Haj4llsu#l-wufminlp of Rfiru'llah flhustari*
Wo therefore find no reason to call him Sh£9lte*
Wor alternatively, can we consider him a Bh&f i11
to which neither he nor the book Tabaqfitfii9 sh-Shafi9 ly
of 9 Abdufl~wahh&b Subkl refers* Therefore we have
every reason to believe him to have been a Kan£fl9lte
Judging from authentic material available, our
author seems to have been one of the most eminent men
of learning of his time* Re wrote some eighty 
1.
books —  In Arabic and in Persian —  most of them ap­
pearing to have been of a high degree of excellenoe* 
Included In the foregoing, were works comprising thre 
or four volumes, and also commentaries upon the works 
such as !Citfcbu9n-Najit, o# Avicenna, Hamass, Bakhtari 
Maq&n&t♦/-Hariri and others*
Our author appears also to have been conversant 
with Syriac, In vfcich language he replied to a query 
of the Qeorglan King, Dtw&d b* Ya9qub, "the Sword of 
Christ", addressed to Sulrfn Banjar, being commis­
sioned by him to make the reply*
Throughout most of his historical work, we find 
our author reliable in his account and descriptions 
of authors, learned men and contemporary events, or 
matters that took place anterior to his time* He
1. I rabid, Vol. V, pp. 811-19t Bofadl, Vol. XIX, 
tt. 68b, 69a.
8. T.B. f.94aj Bney. IalW, Vol. X, p. 599.
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waa vary punetllloua aa to days, months and yeara, 
and ao careful, that In stating a number ha alwaya 
wrote that number In worda aa wall aa In figurea*
H&a memory waa prodlgloua and truatworthy, and w  
do not find hln eareleaa and erring in daaoriptiwa 
matter like Nldhial *Aru^i in hia Chahir Haqfila. 
Conwinoad of hia aeouraoy, many writera of important 
Arabio and Paraian histories, have quoted from hia 
worka*
We find our author'a Maahiribu't-Tajirlb quoted 
in Wafiyttu'l-A'yin, Inbld, Stall, Tarlkh-l-Jahin- 
guaha, T&rlkh-l-Ouxida, and other books^to which we 
hawe referred in ohap. VIXI.
Hia Tirlkh-l-iJukamiu'l-Ialta waa reproduced by
the fanoua author Sharesurl, and other authora hawe
borrowed froa the book (aee chapter® of'fhls Iheale)
8.
Our author had net 'Umar in the year 507 A.H. a
1. Chah&r Maqtlay preface, pp. ^
8* In Chahir Maq&la (p. 817) and in al-Musaffarly 
J.R.A.B. 1988 A.D. p. 557) the axtraet quoted about 
'Umar froa the Plrdawau* t-Tawarlkh glvea the year 605 
A.H* which ia ineorreet, for Abu'l-Hasan hiaaelf 
writes the year 507 (aee Tar.Huk.Xsltm, f.OSb). This 
extract froa the above mentioned book ia else giwen 
in Prof. Browne'a Literary History of Persia (Vol. XX 
p. 864) but there the date la not aentlonad.
1112 a . j .  and dleouaaed poetry and geometrical probleu 
with him*
Further, it may be said that Hdjl Khalil calls hit 
Imdrn1; Kdqdt2* lbnu'l-Ath£r*and Juwaynl4*quote hia 
as their first and foremost source, aeknowledging him 
a great authority for the Khwdraonshdhl period. 'Indi 
praises him immensely, and quotes his father's oplnii 
who said that "he nover know his (our author's) equal 
learning and ability.'' Xdq&t wlvos the longest aooo
7.
fafadl also gives a detailed aeoount. From all this
our author's position in the literary world con be
>
Judged.
1. {faj.Khal. Vol.Ill, p.326, Bo.6769.
2. irshdd, Vol.11, p.314. ttu'jemu'l-Aulddn, Vol.I,
p. 226.
3. Kamil, Vol.XI, £.249.
4. Jah&n-guaho, Vol.11, pp. 1-21.
6. harfda, Vol.II, f£.£44b, 19 a. irslull, Voi.V.p.
6. lrshdd, Vol.V, p.208—219.
7. fafadl, Vol.Ill, ff. 68a-69b.
Hla family. Our author* descended froa tho tyiklala family oa
tola patornal aide* and of Bajbaqis on tola aatoraal 
side* both aldaa of the family being learned* well- 
known and honoured la the oourta of the klnga and 
miniatera of their time* aa we ahall abow later on 
in dealing with their lives.
Aa la stated by Profeasor Mu^amaad Bhafl' of
4 U  ■* b*lo"« “  » • * - ll» «  
Q&glan. He has* In the book* described many fami­
lies of Baytoaq* auoh aa Nukhtirlan, Xhatiblan*
ftdkilian and other a. He refers to tola eonneetlon
8*with tha family of Huhallab b. Abl gufra al-Aaad b.
'Umar Mualaqla,inasmuch aa Muhallab, descended from
'Umr&n b. 'Umar b. Mualaqla* and our author waa
descended from Ttoa'laba b. 'Umar b. Mualaqla* wtooae
descendants are styled In the Thlmiru'1-Qulub of Abu
»•Manf&r Tha'alibi as the "Sword of Ood".
Our author alao desorlbed tola relation with the 
family of Badlllan aaylng that* Badillan were the 
descendants of Badil b. Waraqi'al-Khusiri * and fore­
fathers of our author's father* Shamsu'l-Xalia* on 
tola mother'a side* belonged to the same line. He
1. Oriental College Magaslne* Lahore* November 
1988* Vol. V* p. 76.
8. T.B. f. 48a.
S. See n*4.
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also Md« tha fact olaar that "there waa a different 
fatally of Badillan of Iafirayln, tho daaoendanta of
the oaae froa HurandJ
Ho haa alao mentioned In brief tho family of
oeema to Indicate that ho had no connection with 
thia family, tout had with tho ]}£klnla, which ho elearl 
atotea aa followai- "After thia (MUballatol family) 
X have deaorltood In tho hook (tho Tirlkh-l-Bajrhaq) 
tho family of {[il&mia or Punduqia, who wore ay an* 
eoatora, and who were tho deaeendante of Khuaiyaa-b.- 
Th&tolt Zudh-shahidatayn, tho Companion of tho Prophet
and tholr original abode waa the town of Slwir near
8.
Hut',
Ao regarde our author'a family on hla mother'a 
aide, they wore Bayhaqle, and of thorn ho wrltee aa 
under:- "Al-Bayhaqlyyunt thoao people wore ploua 
and learned, and tho greater part of Rub' Zaabah waa 
tholr native placet they wore ay maternal anoeatore 
and ar-Ra'io, al-'Alim, Abu'l-Qialn 'All b, Abl'l* 
Qiala al-Kueayn..., al-Baphaqi waa ay grandfather
Badll b. Mufyammad b. Aaad al-lj4rlthf al-Iafar&ylnl
0&$lan, but did not Include hlraaolf among then. Thia
4.
on thia aide".
1. T.B. f.78a. 
8. f.78b.
8. f.57b.
4. 4s b£ f.«lb.
>
3 1
Juat aa tha Oriental College Magazine waa mla-
taken, ao haa Profeaaor Barthold very aaeh exagger*
ated, in hla article In tho Bnoyolopaedla of Xalaa o
al-Bayhaql (our author) that, "nothing la known elth
from hla own work or fron other aouroea of the
1.
career of thia author".
X wonder at thia atatenant, for there la plenty
of notorial exlatlng In booka, which we have aet
forth In detail. Moreover there are to be found
detalla of our author1a life and of hla forefathera
throughout hla own exlatlng booka* Tarikh-l-Bayhaq
and Tirlkh-lHjfukaniu'l-Xalia, froa which we have
quoted In many plaeea In thia Sheala.
Hla grandfather. Proa the Tirtkh-l-Bayhaq the Profoaaor makea
tho following atateaents "Aa to hla faally* ho (oui
author) talla ua that hla grandfather Abu Sulaya&n
Funduq (419 A.H.) waa auaaonad aa and aufti
•ba qa$i wa fatwi dlden', froa Slwlr near Buat to
vlah&pur by Sultin Mahmud of Oioanl end hla wasir
Abu'l-Baaan Mayaandl* and afterwarda on giving up
tho office acquired an eatate In the diatrlct of 
8.
Bajhaq". Further we learn that ho bought eeveral
faraa In tho village of Saraaatina and aettlod down
1. Bney. Ialaa, Vol. X, p. 898.
8. T.B. f.STb) Bnoy. lalfa, Vol. X, p. 898.
there* Be wee for a time Q&gl of that well-known
plaoe Buatam, *•*< where the famoua guf 1 B&jraxld waa
born,*—  and alFitha'JiBBBBgfBb Dlmghan , —  after whee
name the celebrated poet Manfiahlhr{<*ta known* —  th<
poet being managed by hie deputies. Abu Sulaymln
had a great Influence In the court of the minister
of his time Nldham u'l-MUlk, to whom he had ones re*
commended Abu'l-Baaan Pindar, who waa aecordlngly 
1*
favoured*
Brest and learned men appreciated hla learning,
which they expressed by establishing lasting memorli
for him* For example, cs sa-Shaykhu'r-Ra'is Abu'l*
Q&ala 'All b* Muhasarad, a greatly wealthy and learn*
man of Bayhaq wished to leave behind him some sort
of memorial, and upon reflection decided to erect
four colleges for the followers of the Xmlas of the
four sohoola of Islim* The College of ganlfl'lte
he named after Abu Sulaymla, and It waa still In
£*
existence In our author's time*
80 honoured and learned was Abu Sulaym&n that 
several contemporary poets composed verses extolling 
his virtues, among them being Ustid Ya'qutywho wroh 
an elegy upon the death of Abu sulaymln, praising
1. T.B. f.4Sb. 
£. f*113a.
hi. - . u ,  hi. **..
lamenting deeply hla death.
Thia particular grandparent wee aleo vaetly 
admired by men of divers religious beliefs* and of 
other communities. For Instance, « al-Hakim 
Muhamaad al-Fakhrl also known aa Muhammad fjasan, a 
Jew* penned an Impressive poem upon hla death* In 
which he eulogised hla great abilities and wide 
knowledge* and referred to the grief of the lnbabl- 
tents of Bayhaq at his loas.
Upon the death of Abu Rulaymin* his brother 
al-Hasan (460 A.H.) beeaae Qtfl of Bayhaq and 
Astar&bid in the year 550 A.H. about whose learning 
the famoua Iain Maydani (tutor of our author) ob­
served that "he (Mayd&ni) was as a lake* whereas
. 3.
alHgasan ti&3iS9was as an ooean".
So well-known was this grandparent for his
knowledge of law that he was often consulted upon
4.
knotty points and lntrloate fatwas (judgements).
It may be stated here that he held also the 
offloe of Q&glshlp of xishipur and Bayhaq. Khan he 
set out for the gajji the court of the Sultin
1. T.B. f.ll4a.
2. ^  f.ISBa.
3. Ibid. f. 60b.
4. Ibid. t . 58a.
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Tughrll Bag b. Mlk&'ll b. Raljuq issued • latter
of Introduction and rooewesndatlon to tba nlnistar
of tba government as-Zakl b. Abdu'l-Mallk In which
1.
ha and hla father ware extolled highly*
Ha had married the daughter of Xala Yusuf whose
learned eon Abdu'l-Asla had eatabllabed a school,at
which Aair of -Khur&sAn Mnfrawwad b. Zbrlhia sayajurl
used to visit hla every Thursday.
Hie father. Profeaaor Barthold* about our author*a father
from the Tirlkh-l-Bayhaq quotes,"Sfaaasu'l-IslAa
Abu'l-Q&ala Zayd was born on the 1st of Bhawwll 447
A.H. sr 84th Deoember* 1088 A.D., died on 87th
DJuatdi IX 817 A.H. 9  83rd August* 1178 A.D.* and
S.
that he apent twenty years In Bukbira”.
Abu' l-Q&sla was a man of auah learning and was 
often eoneulted when great religious problems arose. 
Xn one plaee In the Tlrlkh-l-Bayhaq he eays "then X 
returned from Bukhara to Beyhaq a meeting was held 
In order to solve the problem as to how the wealth 
and loot of the country of non-believers was to be 
distributed". Everyone present at the meeting had 
a volee In the matter* but X myself was asked to
1. T.B. f.60b.
8. Tsa. f.&Oa.
8. Tsm» f.68b| Bnoy. Xslaa* Vol. X* p. 698.
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deliver ay opinion first —  which I did, ay know­
ledge and powers of description teemed to aasso the 
audience".
He was undoubtedly s asn of greet abilities, 
and this feet seeas supported by books being sub­
mitted to hla for hla opinion and oorreotion. For 
Instance, 'Agdu'd-hin l^ rinurs b. *Ali, Malik of 
Yasd, submitted to hla his work oalled Bahjatu't-
a.
Tewtyld for correction. Xn appreciation of his
learning, a new "Miaber" or ehalr was founded In the
8.
school Where he used to preach.
He was reverenced too, by persons of high
degree, and we find the Aair Slalshl asking his
t*
blessing before going to the battle field.
Xt often happens that buildings and towns are
named after famous persons, and so It was that a
8*aaqbara or oeaetery was named after his father.
But It Is not always that the material things 
of this earth persist) Immortality, so far as It 
ean be transmitted by man, ean live within a poea 
or within the covers of books. Upon the lnauguratl
1. f .121b.
a. T&r. Huk. Islim, f.«Baj HaJ.Khal. Vol. XI, 
p. 78, Ho. 1988.
T« Be fe165a«
d. last f.ieob.
8. Ibid. f.etb.
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of the "chair" aforesaid, we find a qasida in which
1 1.
Abu Yahya praises highly our author'■ father.
The learned and pious Fakhru'l-'TJlamA Abu 
'Abdu'llah, who had been praised by great men of 
letters, composed many verses In praise of Abfi'l- 
Qasla and his grandfather, saying that they were 
unequalled.
Onoe Abu’1-qAaim went to al-ImAm al-Husayn b.
Abu'1-'AbbAs al-FawsAn, a greet man and of
Bayhaq, who was holding a meeting, then the former
arrived there, the latter stopped the meeting and
composed two verses extemporarlly In the former’s
praise, denoting the highest regard and respect for
S. 
him.
Khw&ja Ra'is, al-Qusayn b. Ahmad ad-DarrAj
wrote a beautiful elegy on the death of Abu'1-0Aslm
4.
which ranks among his best poetry. The foregoing 
were a few who wrote qafldas and verses In praise of 
our author'e forefathers! we omit others for reasons 
of spaoe.
Abu'1-0Aaim zayd was himself a great poet, wrot 
verses, qayldaa, elegies, and sometimes he oompoaed
l7
S.
S.
4.
T.B. f,153a. 
Ibid. f,138b. 
Ibid. f.ISfb. 
Ibid. f.153.
S'
t u h i  axtamporarlly. Ones *mtr Abu'l-Haaan 'All 1
al-mdhaffar built * tavern and requested Abl'l*Q&sl
to ooapoae a quatrain to engrave upon the building}
he ooaplled with the request and composed a quatrail 
1.
•^temporarily. Abu'l-Qaaim'a detailed aooount wai
given in the Slaqatu1t-rlrlVh by Imam Abu'1-Hasan b.
' Abdu'l-Ohifir al-Farsl in the 'i'irikh-l-Bayhaq by
2.
Abu (4lt|f al-Khuwirl.
Hie family on As we have said previously^our author was
his anther's side.
descended from the Bayhaqi family on his mother's
side* Hi* maternal grandfathor al-Bayhaqi (489
AeHe) # prominent among the great and learned men of
hie time9 waa a poet of no mean order, and tome of
hie versos are quoted In the Tlrlkh-i-Bayhaq*
He appears to have been everywhere respected,
and not least in the Court of the minister Abu Nasr
al»Kundur/* Ever firm in his refusal to aooept
gifts of any kind, he led a life of ealm contented*
ness* By this mlnisteri his advloe was sought upo
many oooasione, and was aeoepted gladly, and acted 
l«
upon* He had also private correspondence with
another minister, Abu91~9Alt Muhavsad b. 9All, who
4*
wrote many letters to him*
y./i*
1# Hgfo t. 82b*
2* ^ 3 ^ f#61fl*
3* Ibid, f* 83b*
4* See n*l« *
i
A
Among hla family ha numbered the distinguished 
author, Abu B&kr Khwaraxmi , whom Haft Iqlim oon- 
aldarad "the graataat author of Bayhaq” who was algo
I*
a tutor of Sultan Mahmud.
soma relatives of hla ware superintendent of 
2* 3.
finances, minister, and delegate In the Samanld 
4.
government* Ism£f£l b* Xbr&him ad-plwani vaa also
a relative, shorn the historian Abu'l-Fagl Bayhaqi
has mentioned in the ?4pikh-l-fctah*Sdian/ and upon
Whose death the great q&dla/aaas noblemen of the town
and the Minister of that time, Mudhaffar Narghaai,
called personally at the house to offer condolences
with the family and relations.
Hot only were the male members of his family
learned, his own mother (540 A*K•) was particularly
gifted and learned, In religious studies —» In
tafsir, hadith, flqh, etc* She was h&fldh of the
*•Qur'an, a fact Which speaks for itself*
It will be seen then from the foregoing that 
our author descended from a family of great
1* Haft Zqlim ff*£3?4(Abu Bakr Khwipasmi. it may 
be stated, was a cousin of Muhammad b* Jarir ^ abari 
the famous historian!* T*B* 61bJ*
2* T*B* f. 62a*
3* Ibid* f. 62b*
4* See n*2*
6• Irshao, Vol. V* p. 211*
5. Ho reference of this is to be found in the \ 
existing part of the Tdrlkh-i-Bayhaqi.
s.* 39
distinction whose members wore almost all of them 
gif'tod and learned^and of whom people of Bayhaq 
wore rightly proud*
Bo find our author writing of them In the 
T&rikh-l"*&ayhaq thus:-* *7hey ware groat men of 
learning* strict ffuljajmadana, followed the teaohln 
of the Qur'in* and ^ adith* were offered high posi­
tions by tho Kings of their times , and they ever ke
aloof from all covetousness and all worldly tomota- 
1*
tiona"*
1* T.B* f«2b«
PART II 
THE BOOK
CHAfSiil HI.
The laportano® of th® Tarlkh-i-Bayhaq.
A® regard.® th® i&rlkh-i-Bayhaq, It has a unique position ii 
Persian history. It oan aaf®ly be said. that concerning 1 
Wwrtrdistrict of Bayhaq there exist® no other hli
w*<.te*Skmaeaa»<*ef*deG6aaas* fc«w> iMet»^ r*lhc i*rikh-l-ia.yha<:(. ,h<
district 1® all th® aer® Important beoouse of th® aany ®min®n1 
erudite personalities it has produoed. lot without reason wai 
called 1 iihAmatu'j yu^hrA' (snail Ka'ba; in those Aays most p< 
•specially Muhammadans considered Ka'ba the eentr® of learning 
rhe booh also gains in laportano® for th® reason that its nut* 
was a native of th® place, and was therefore the more quallfi< 
deal with it® history.
Had the valuable work remained undiscovered and unknown, tl 
great error contained in the Idrikh-WahAn-Oushd-i-Juwaynl, t 
its writer states that our author's Mashirlbu't-TajArib wa
dhawAribu'l-dharA'ib was a continuation of XajAribu'l-ltaam of
2Ibn-MisJtawayh, would still remain unoorreoted, and would have 
for ever misled its readers* For this Important elucidation 
thanics are due to Professor Mrthold who has used the drlxh-i
1« X • J3 • fell. 2a •
Z. Jehdn-uushA, Vol*11t p*l#
.Bayhaq as an authoritative source for his “epoch-making’1 work; 
"Turkestan aown to the Uongol Invasion , and thus revealed tha 
Mashdribu’t-iajdrib was a continuation of the Ttfrikhi-Vamini o 
'Utbl, not of Tajdribu11-Umam of Ibn Miskawayh.^ The same fao 
is affirmed by Mirzd Mu^aaead Qaswlni while editing the Tdrlkfc 
Jahdn-gushd-i-Juwayinl^* The Professor has also generously dr 
upon the Tdrikh-i-Bayhaq for his essay "£ur desohiohte der Saf 
i d e n  ’,3 and his article in the ^cyclopaedia of Isldm on Abu1 
Bayhaqi, the historian.^ So impressed with our authorvs book 
the Professor, and so concerned at the fact that it was virtue 
unread,.that he, in contributing an artlole to the itaoyelopaed 
of Islam on Bayhaqi (our author), thus refers to the importanc 
the Tdrikh-i-Bayhaq : “It is really worth editing as a source 
information on the history of the oulture of B a y h a q " H e  the 
goes on to express his regret for “the entire neglect of such 
work, which is not even mentioned in the ‘urunariss der Iranisc 
Philologie".
1* Barthold* p.31, i*noy. Isldm, Vol.l. p.592. T.B. f.l2a.
2. Jahdn-Gushd* Vol.II, p.l,n.2.
^ /
3. Orientalisohe Stuaien. festschrift HCldeke ,
Vol.l, p.175.
4. Kncy. Isldm* Vol.l, p.592.
5. See n*4.
The Tdrikh-i-Bayhaq was also utilised by Mlrsa Muljammad 
in his edition of Chahdr-Maqdla,'*' he gives the oorreet name 
and a sketch of the famous author Abu vAli Salldml, whioh 
was quoted from Sallaml's book Kitdbu1 th-Thdr. So also has 
Dr.NidhdrauM-Diij, in the Introduotion to the Jawdml'u'l- 
Hlkdydt of al-1Awfi.2
Through the Dr., who had the honour of being a pupil of 
the late Professor Browne, I have learnt the Professor 
declared that the work Tdrikh-i-Bayhaq was nan epoch-making 
one."
>*e have reason to believe that Mr .Muhammad §iddiq, who is
studying in the University of London for the degree of Ph.D.,
his subjeet being the Tdrlkh-i-Ndfirl of Abu'l-Fa$l Bayhaqi,
considers the Information which the Tdrikh-i-Bayhaq contains
<<
about al^Bayhaqi, the most authentic and the most Important
in existence
ftr-faoefc-of our author1!
3
YufaylttLL»Ai?4L-Ae— iw--not->msfttienBd by^ftny>^o4her-acrth or  
axaept-by-vQug' puthor^4iiiftsel4f-^n^the^Mrfkh^t^Bayte^i
1. Chahdr Baqdla, p. 125.
2. Jawami1, p.6o.
— T f »135a»
Tdrikh-i-Bayhaq, I think, is the book Hamdu’llah MuBtawfi, 
had in view in writing his well-known history, the Tdrikh-i- 
Guzidafc, as was the ease with the seeond volume of^Mdmi’u't- 
Tawdrikh,1 whioh deals with general history.
The headings of all the chapters of the two books dealing 
the details of Qazwin,I find,are identical. My suspicion grc 
stronger when I notice that Hamdufllah had utilized another c
p
our author’s universal history, Mashdribu-t-Tajdrib.
As regards the Tdrikh-i-Bayhaq, that part of the book whic 
deals with the kings is more or less described in every histo 
the rest of the book being devoted particularly to Bayhaq,mat 
which could not be of any use to a historian in dealing with 
other town. But the detailed system of the Tdrikh-i-Bayhaq w 
quite a good one, and therefore liable to imitation, and this 
eventually happened. For instance, our author describes in d 
the House of Hidhdmu’l-Mulk; gamdu’llah describes in detail t 
House of Mudhaffar; our author mentions Imdms, tradition^ist 
shaykhs, saints, principal buildings<of Bayhaq, its etymology 
other things, so does ^amdu'llah.
We quote hereunder ohapter-headings from the Tdrikh-i-Bayh
I
whioh are all of them to be found in the Tdrlkh-i-Uuzidafc.
1. T.G. prefaoe, p.xiii.
2. T.G. preface, p.8.
4r
T AUlKH-1 - iJAYHAQ,.
I he House of Hldh&mu'1-Hulk*
Biographies of 'Uldmd f Imdms,
'fiea&ers” of the h u t*in, 
traaitionists, Shayks, Holy men, doctors, 
and divines•«
Poets in Persian and in Arabic, 
etymology of Bayhaq, its 
limits, divisions, and its 
founder.
9 ' -  V % * ■ . .* ,V * V/V »• ' 'M : •'* & V** 1 • :V 42* r,rt ” . * V '
Its prinoipal buildings.
Muslim Conquest of Bayhaq.
Its aqueducts, mosques, and 
suburbs *
flotable men of different 
families and classes who were 
born in Bayhaq, or resided in 
it.
fribes and families of Bayhaq.
£
T ARfKH-l-UUZIDAJf.
i’he House of Mudhaffar. 
Biographies of learned 
Xmdms and Kujtahids, 
'’Headers’ of the Qur'ii 
traditionists, Shayks, 
men, doctors and dlvln* 
Poets of a) Arabia, b) 
-he City of Qazwin, lti 
and etymology.
Its principal building! 
Its subjugation, and oi 
slon by the Arabs.
Its aqueducts, rivers, 
mosques, tombs, and sul 
Notable men of differex 
classes who have residi 
it or visited it.
I'ribee and families of 
Qaswin.
be nay also add that tha Mrifch-i-Bayhaq o on tains tha 
earliest aoeount o f Abu'l-Va^l Bayhaqi, tha eminent historian.
i ■ f ^
Cur author, having t a w »>ini some thirty years after tha death o 
tha historian, ia able to give first-hand information about tha 
famous idrikh-i-N&firi, whioh ha states comprised, mors than thlr 
volumes. Moreover, our author was the only person to peruse son 
of those volumes, in tha libraries of 3arakhs; in tha aohool of 
Xhdt&n Mahd 'Irdq in hlsh&pur; and also volumes in tha possaasio. 
of various private parsons. As regards tha raat of them, ho say 
that they were not to be found.
About tha total number of tha volumes, other authors state th 
there were thirty, though we gather not one of those authors had 
ever seen them, about whioh they have nothing further to say.
J.Bowson is right when he suggests "Firisbta evidently refers 
to the author when he speaks of Mujalladdt of Abu'l-Fa^l, at the 
beginning of tttyadd's reign; but it may be doubted if he ever sa 
the work”. ftstamedhe»*pamqe Sowson remarks, "Though the work w
well-known to historians, none had seen it, and a large portion 
of it seems to be irreooverably lost".
She above assumption is, of course, affirmed by our author's 
statement, who also gives the correct date of Bayhaqi'a death 
(470 A.H. » 1077 A.S.J,
1. Elliot, Vol.II, p.54.
Our uuthor further add* an important pieoe of information, 
stating that Bayhaqi, besides the history, composed a hand-book 
for officials, under the title of Zinatu'1-KuttAb, "an unequnll 
work of its sort", and furnished some Interesting extracts froo 
the book in the Xdrikh-l-Beyhaq, "otherwise quite unknown”.1 
The other book, otter the Xfrlkh-i-Bayhaq, whioh mentions
’ V- y. •.< Ai* * * • . - yi\
Abu’l-Fadl Bayhaqi, is the Jawami'u'l-gikAyAt wa .awAml'u'r- 
LlwAydt (626 A.H. - 1227 A.D.) of Awfl, who quotes from Bayhaqi 
XArikh, two foots| one about Sabuktigln's oonoem for the deer
the other about Abu Sahl Zawsanl's plotting during the early
£part of the reign of Jtof'Ad, in the capital of uhasna.
Then MinhAj in the {abaqat (668 A.H. - 1269 A.D.), states 
"IrnAm Abu’l-Fadl Bayhaqi relates in the Tarlkh-i-Hafirl that
3
SultAn M&tysAd said his grandfather was called "Karabakham".
In another plaoe kinhdj writes, "according to Abu’l-Fadl Bayhaq
_4
Hafr SirAj was a trader.”
In the same year (668 A.H.- 1268 A.D.) it is stated by Juway 
in the JohAn-gusha, that upon ilatybAd's return from SomnAt, one 
of his offloors killed a dragon "60 yards long and four yards 
broad."®
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1. I.B. f.lOlb; also see linoy.IslAa, Vol.l, p,692.
2. Introduction to the JawAmi, p.66.
2. oiUiot. p.266.
4. Ibid. p.267.
6. JahAn-gushd, Vol.II, p.44.
Hnmdu'llah, In th® T&riXh-i-Uttaida (730 A.H. - 1329 A.D.), Yu 
referred to Jiujalladdt of Bayhaqi, in dealing with th® Chaznawit 
roigm.1
DiAu'd-Sin h a mi (768 A.H. - 1387 A.S.), in th® folio writtei 
by him and annexed to th® Jawdai'u't-i'awArlkh, aritielaee Heehii 
d-£in for not making Abu’l-I'adl Bayhaqi hi® authority for th® 
uhasaawid period.* After this. Khwand Mir in th® prefaoe of Kawq 
tuf -§afa, 929 A.H. - 1622 A.S.), mentions Bayhaqi among hi® 
•our®®®.4
Wufll^u’d-Hin Ldrl mentions Bayhaqi1• name when h® refer® to 
hi® tdrihh, in Mir'&tu'l-Adwdr m Mirqdtu'l-Akhbdr, *{979 A.H. - 
1871 A.S.), under th® name of »&rlkh-i-'Al-l-Sabuktigin.
Abu'l.Fadl, in th® A'id-i-Akbarl, (1006 A.H. - 1679 A.S.). 
merely mention® th® name of Bayhaqi and his ?Arikh.
Khdki Shlrda 1 state® in the A^saau't-,i'nwdrlkh7{1021 A.H. -
' .14' - v
1612 A.S.) th® date of Bayhaqi*® death a® 470 A.H.
w n — ■■ m ww— ®p— imeiwi® —  m ■» *m ><i® >mnm» m «mi —  m '»M"n®n m i> —  —  am n ■
1. 2,-8. p. 896.
2. Kieu'a Cat.far.MSS. Br.Mu®. Or.1684, f.268a.
3. billot. 7ol.II, p.63.
4. iliou'a Cat.fer.ass. Br.Mu®. Or.1649, f.Ga.
6. Ibid. Add. 7680, f.66.
6. See n.3.
7. Cat.f®r.MSS. Br.Mu®.Or. 1649, f.96a.
Hoyder Kiel (1086 A.H. - 1617 A.B.), FiriehtA, (1033 A.H. - 
I S M  A.S.), utilise the T4rikh-i-MfirI for the Chasnawid period 
and JahAnglr In bio Memoirs,1 (1040 A.H. - 163 A.D.), ana ydjl
Khalifa2(1176 A.H. - 1768 A.p.), refer to Bayhaqi when they 
mention hie booh under different tltlee.
B.Dorn, In an article, In Has Aelatlaohe Museum,2 (1846), on 
the XArlkh-l-Bsyhaql, takea the date of Bayhaqi'a death from thi 
Hujmel of Faflhl.
In 1868, Bayhaqi'a i'drlkh tas edited by W.H.Lees in Caloutta, 
In Blbllotheea Indioe Series.
i.Dowaon wrote a detailed artlele on the book In Sir H.u, 
Hlllot'a Hlatory of India,4(1869), baaing hla information upon 
aoae of the above mentioned works.
i4.au, in the Catalogue of Persian MSS. in the British Museum 
(1879), also based hla entry upon the same works.
The l6rlkh-l-Bayhaql was also published in |ehrdn in 1889-90 
Professor Browne mentions Bayhaqi in his Literary History of 
Persia, (Vol.l, 1908), in only one pleee, and that in a foot­
note*
» ■ * *  II II « I » I .  »  III I , < * ■ ! ■ . . . . . . . - I a .  <— .  ■ *1 m n m <  * » n i —  ■ ■  ■  < ■  —  « ■ ■ ■  m mimm m - m m m
1. KlliOt. Vol.II, p.03. i, * # r/"- !•/.£
£• yd^.Xhal.'Vol.IX, pp.soa, l o o.
8. Das Aslatisohe Museum, p.668. • *• 4 Um* 1
4. -illiot. Vol.11, pp. 03-164. -s '4t M ’•
6. ttieu's Cat.ier.MS3. Br.Mus. p.169. i *' t'"[
*
1
Professor Barthold’s artlole in the t&oyolopaedla of Isldm* 
(1913), on Abu*l-Fadl Bayhaq,! Is ehiefly based upon the lnfon 
at ion available in the Tdrikh-i-Bayhaq.
The last mention of Bayhaqi is made by Dr*Hl<lhdmuvd-Din in 
his Introduction to the Jawdmi’u’l-gikdydt of ’Awfi^ (1929). 
The Dr.has discussed at length the Tdrikh-i-Hd^iri, as it was 
source of 'Awfi's Jawdmi'u’l-Hikdydt.
Our author has also given in the Tdrikh-i-Bayhaq. a lengthy 
account of the great Wasir Hidhdmu’l-i*ulk and his descendants 
he had lived g i t n e a r  to the period of the Wasir, whose 
assassination occurred in 486 A.H. Though a reference to Hid 
u'l-Mulk is to be found in the Chahdr Haqdla, whioh may be sa
jj,i teJ‘
to be the earliest, it^ fcs not throw.light on the life
the Wasir, whom the author of the Chahdr Jiiaqdla styles as "Kh 
9i Busurg”. In one reference he mentions the Was!rts distast 
for verse3; in another, he refers to his counsellor, the astr 
omer, Hakim L^dylll*.
After the Tdrikh-i-Bayhaq, mention of the wasir is made in
C.Sohefer, in his.cdition. of Sidsat HdmgJichas collected hi
graphical sketches of the Wazlr from several authors, suoh as
Kindush&h, Khwand-amir, Ibn KhalllkAp and others; but thess d
not give suoh information about the Hidhamu'l-Mulk's desoenda
aa is to be found in the l'drikh-i-Bayhaq.
• Snoy#Isldm,VolsI, p . 6 9 2 . 5, Ba^&t, p.
2# Jawdmi1, p.60s 6. Per«Cat«Br.Mus.Ho.
3. Chahdr tfaqdla, p#41.
4s Ibid, p.61.
A The Tdrikh-i-Bayhaq Is not only a source of informatit
history of on the history of the culture of Bayhaq, It contains all
Bayhaq. other Important details concerning the topography of thi
district, gives etymologies of Bayhaq, Sabs
Bish&pdr, and of other places. It states the divisions 
the district; particulars of Its taxation; and mentions 
founders of these towns, with other details whioh we hai 
in chapter V,
Bate of its Opinions differ about the date and year of oompletior 
completion, the book, burfTas will be seen hereunder,there is little 
doubt that it was completed on the 4th of Shawwdl, 563 i 
1167 A.d.1
The year 563 is generally agreed upon, but the MS in 
State Library of Berlin gives the year of its oompletlox 
888 A.H. ? 1463 A.D,, which is absurd, that date being I 
years after the author's, death.
Similarly the opinions of Brookelmann and the entry 1 
the British Museum Catalogue are slightly at variance. 
Brookelmann and the British Museum Catalogue give the da 
as 5th of Shawwdl. As regards Srookelmann, we 
upon what authority he bases his statement, and he does 
mention it. with regard to the British Museum Catalogue
1. kieu,N» Suppl.Oat.Ler.^SS. Br.Mus. p.60; T.B.f.
A.Kahl. Tashkent Lib.Cat.Ar.Per.lux^SS, flo.9a, p.8- 
i'eshkent US.f.l27a; iJarthold, p.31,n.6.
£4
authority is also not quoted * but it ia probably baaed upon t 
information in the book itself, the *3 being in the poasesalo 
that institution; but in the MS. itself the date of eompletlo 
ia^  given aa 4th of ShawwAl. If that ia based upon Brockelman 
opinion, it can not be aooepted in the face of th&t to be fou 
in the book itself. Moreover, the same date is written on th 
MS. in the Russian Public Library of Tashkent.
The year £63 A.H. oan also be confirmed by the dates mentl 
in the book. There are many events whioh are described aa ha 
taken place in the year 560 and 561, and there are also a few 
other events whioh took place later on in the year 562. In 
that year, in the month of Sha'bAA QA$.i fiau'd-Din Abu'l-Kaaa 
fAll b. Hamza died.1 The other event was a battle, fought on 
western side of SabzwAr, between Mufayyid-l)awla Malik- fl-Mash 
and Ato^oArsldn Khwaraxm-ahAh.2 In the month of KomadAn 562 
the name of thm king A&E”'! Arasan Khawaraxm-shAh was announce 
the Khufba as being the ruler of RlshApdr. There la no other 
event mentioned after this year. Had the book been completed 
long after  ^other facts would have been included.
Therefore, I am quite convinced that the date of oompletic 
was the 4th of ShawwAl, 563 A.H. * 1167 A.D.
Sourcea of It may be .all that the Mrfkh-i-Bayhaq is not altogether
the _
fiook. an original work, it. principal authorities bein^ , im«
1. X.B. f.162a.
2. Ibid. f.166b.
3. iUSLf .149a.
Tdrikh-i-Hishdptir of al-Hdkim. Abu 'Abdu'llah al-$dfidh (405
=■ 1014 A.P.) which was written in Arabio^in twelve volumes,^
was the source of many early histories, but so far as is know
does not now exist, Atoatfce&^ soeapoe^ &w the Tdrikh-i-Bayhaq^al
t
written in Arabic by Imdm 'All b. Abl Sdlifc al-KhuwdrJ, who d 
an untimely death, the work remaining incomplete. This bewta 
equally an important book concerning the district, but was no 
known until our author mentioned it in the Tdrlkh-i-Bayhaq.
It seems that both the books existed in our author's time, fo 
quotes from both. These^were not the only sources he drew up 
there were others, to whioh he refers occasionally •
namely, Sidqatu1t-Tdrikh, the continuation of the Tdr 
Bishdptir,by lmdm Abu'l-^asan b. 1Abdu11-Ohdfir al-Fdrsi and 
Mazidu1 t-Tdrikh by Abu'l-Hasan Mufcammad Sulayman, ^afdkhir*-* 
Khurdsdn and I4afdkhir-i-flishdpdr by Abu'l-Qiisim al-Ka'bi al- 
Bal#khi, Thimaru'l-^u€ixb by ath-Tha1alibi, and Lubdbu'l-^lbdb 
by fa'qdb.^
Other than the above sources he included some of the ansdt 
and old families of Bayhaq, so that the book might be more 
comprehensive.&
1. T•B. f•13a.
2. See n.l.
CHAPTER IV.
Parsion Literature 
of the Sixth century of the Hijra. Contemporary autho: 
_and their works.____________________________
Our author lived during the reign of 3ultAn SanJar, whose 
period in literature and aoienoe was undoubtedly aa brilliant 
aa any that preoeded or followed it.
i'he number of Persian writers, both in prose and verse, 
greatly increased, while many important Arabic works oontinuei 
to be produced in Persia. In the reign of Sanjar, were born 
the great Persian poets Shaykh Faridu'd-Dfn 'A|jdr (11SC a.d, 
JJidhAmi of Ottnja (1140 A.D.). in the same reign died 'Umar 
Khayyam (1121-88 A.D.), Asrdqi (1130 A.D.J, ties*Ad b. Sa'd 
OalmAn (1131 A.D.J, Adlb §Abir (1143-44 a.d.), Uu’izzl (1147- 
48 A.D.), and ’Am'Aq of Bukhara (1148-49 A.D.). Others who 
flourished during this period were 3and'i, BidhAmf-i-1Ard^l 
of Saaarqand, the great KhAqAnl, Anwarl, iiashidu'd-Din wajwdj, 
the satirist zdsanl.
Of the eon temporary Persian prose works, the most important 
are the great medical encyclopaedia entitled Lakhira-i 
KhwArasmshAhl (1110 A.D.}, the translation of Kallla ana Dions 
by Bafru'llah b. 'Abdu-l-Hamid (1143-44 A.D.), the DaqAmAt of 
(A4I Kam^du'a-Din Abu Bakr of Balkh (1160 A.D.), and the ChnhA 
UaqAla of Hidhaal •Arddi of Samarqand (about 1160 A.D.) and 
Hadlqatu's Si^r of Rashidu'd-Dln KafwAf.
Besides Persian literature, much Arabic literature was produ 
though this does not oonoern us, it being apart from the subjec 
in hand, but we may as well mention a few great authors of the 
period* Among these were the great Chazdli (1111-12 A.D*); the 
geographer al-Bakri; the poets al-Ablwardi and at-Zughrd'l;
Ibn iianda, the historian of Iffahdn; al-Qushayrl, the mystio; 
and al-Ear£r£, the author of the oelebrated Maqdmdt. During 
the same period lived the great commentator az-Zamakhshari; 
al-ilaydanl (our author's tutor), the author of the well-known 
collection of Arabic proverbs; and ash-Shdristdnl, the author o 
the Kitdbu'l-niial^wa'n-IIi^al* Besides these there were many 
others whom we omit for reasons of spaoe.
The Tdrikh-i-Bayhaq. was, of course, one of the productions 
of the sixth century f v t  is written in the style characteristic 
of the period. It is simple and dear, vastly different from
* t l '.'r " s. '• \ •• •’ % -» * . . . .  i
the florid and diffuse style of the Persian books, such as the 
Maqdmdt of ^amidi, and ranks with Tazkiratu'l-Awliyd of’Atfdr, 
Chahdr Baqdla of tfidhdmi 'Arddi,and others*
On the other hand, our author sometimes gives too lengthy 
descriptions, which tend to become tedious; he often repasts 
himself, and unnecessarily gives long titles before the names 
ofxtt&fehon* and their ancestors, whiattr later authors, such as. 
jhahrazdri, iAqiit and. others^quotitofrom hie booics, omlttdns: th< 
superfluities.
Orthographical and grammatical peculiarities of the booh.
The MS* of the Mrfkh-i-Bayhaq, like tho 3 of the sixth and 
earlier centuries, has the following peeultorities in spellings:-
1) is nearly always omitted f r o m a n d  as well as from 
other wordst when joined to the preoeding words, as:-
with no distinctive marks.
3) 4* is sometimes written for vas; 1 s?*''*
4) > is always written for > in Persian words;
. (a) when the letter preceding it is vocalised (mutahar- 
rlk) aa In ws. ‘M i S '
(b) when it la preoe&eA by long vowels, a, {, u, aa in
et0>
But when the preceding letter is quiescent (sdkin) it is 
written (without dot) as in etc.
5) is sometimes separately written instead of in negative
68 : l * JU0 /Jf* - * , •
6 ) and) are both omitted in the word *>) as:
7) * (final) is generally not written in compounds formed wit!
in Arabic words is not written after the consonant it
> is always omitted aft
/ ^
2 ) w^'tV'^are written uniformly for ^^'/and ^  respectively
follows, but on the head of it9 as:
r^>~?
f  p  -  *“ • ; ^
*£ is sometimes written for4^ and^for^. * •»
is omitted from a» and when joined to the following words
as t if 'C  ^ w^0 / ui,? '* Jd
7
8) J it written Instead of t when followed by an others as:
&j/) ( tj
9) *is written for (before pronominal suffixes in words ending
in r , and also in the seoond person singular in the presenl 
perfect tense as: (tr)
10) An additional (S is written to denote identification in wordc
ending in * as; jJ**} *&+***
4
11) When two words are Joined in such wise that the seoond begix
with the same letter as the first ends in, one of the two 
similar letters is sometimes droppedt as ycs/j^j
12) three dots are given under the longcy-^ as: rl M ^  *
the following words have archaic spellings;
- o okc/ 1 ULS/sS * sAJ 
Of the trammatioal peculiarities 1 have noted the followings
1) i’he prefix is used with negatives, asi>L
%
2) a* is used before negatives as; •
3) is used instead of as: (~Sj __ _
4) is used for l»e# as:
Sometimes is used formas: ojs*tor 
Some words are written as they are pronounced, as:
Some words and phrases often used in the text are:-
^  , - .. .
- y^c/ J / ‘ Zf ■> sit?
I
MSS. of the M r  lkh-i-Bayhaq.
The
British
Museum
MS.
This rare work is preserved, to us, so far as is known, onl 
in three manuscriptst one in the British Museum, one in the 
State Library in Berlin, and one in the Tashkent Library in 
Central Asia.
The British Museum MS. of the Tdrikh-i-Bayhaq1 is a 
fine one, written in small neat naskh, and comprises 170 foil 
It begins with doxology thus:- /  . »
- L>* ✓ \ 0
The MS. was oompleted by the author on the 4th oi
563 A.H. in the town of Shashtamad; it was transoribed by
Kamdlufd-Dlnsh&h Tahir in 835 A.H. s 1432 A.D., who refers
2
to it as follows:- i  ^»
%
& VA» (_£u)\ x^>j» \r 4f(sd 1
&r£( a,i?i fs V(>)r\ l/ > I j
1. Hieu, Suppl. Cat.Per.MSS. Brit.Mus.p.60, Or. 3587.
2. The oopylst writes the year of transcription ”735" A.H.
which is wrong, since he writes in words eight hundred and 
thirty-five; for a mistake about a date is more easily 
committed in figures than in letters.
* Shawwdl
The MS. may be said to be fairly complete, but in i 
places it laoka description, words, and sometimes phrat 
fact was discovered upon collation with the Berlin MS. 
British Museum MS.^wga^tnrtewoa
^was written about the middle 
sixth oentnry; it is in the archaic handwriting and sp€ 
typical of the period.
The MS. is bound up with three other pieces written 
different hands, namely:
1. Fath Mma, or Bulletin addressed to Muhammad S&fl 'J
Hsrdt on a victory gained over Iskandar at Sult&nij
2. Notices of Ahmad b. al-^usayn sL-Bayhaql and of al-J
Arabic from the Muhimm&t of al-Isnawl.
3. Basab-ndma-i Mikdliyya by Nasiru'd-Dfn Ttisi; copy c 
896 A.Hi
British The catalogues in whioh the Tar£kh-i-Bayhaq. is ment: 
not oontain full and correct information about the boi
Cata­
logue. British Museum Catalogue gives the most details; yet t]
not free from errors, and there are a few points whioh
seem to be worth rectifying.
Firstly,the catalogue states that the author oomple<
work T&rikh-i-Bayhaq, on the fifth of Shawwdl, but the <
I have shown in chapter III, under "the completion of
is not correct.
V ^  V v » ■, V , • V > ,* ' ^  | -■ . v^ - --5T1 ^ -5*7 v ^  - •
t&eMtv&lytit states, 1 the Ms* was apparen 
a aepj whioh was defective at the end’. h^< 
quite oleur, the meaning is doubtful* i'he i
to be quite complete, as are the other two J
have the same ending* 1 hare carefully exai
compared it with the endings of the two ethi 
failed to find any difference or defect in i 
therefore, it appears that the entry in the 
Strangely, the British Museum Catalogue < 
the rdrlkh-i-^uJcajaau'l-Islam of our author, 
is mentioned by BrookeIoann, and is also en 
Leyden and other catalogues.
She i'he second MS* of the X&rikh-i-Bayhaq, p
Berlin ^  Berlin, is written in a olear hand, but ;
MS*
l’hia is almost a complete MS* but differ 
the British Museum, and Russian MSS; beside 
comparatively modern, but faulty; for it la
rnmmmmmmmm*mm«— mmmmmmmtmmm— rn+rn*mmmsmMfrSsI — —  — ■— 1— wrnmmrnmmmmmmW S — CWi— ^m m rn m — — ■—
1* rcrtsoh. Cat•Per.MSS. Ber.Lib. p*C16, 1 
£07,£08.
in many places, especially at the end, where the mistakes are 
often so numerous as to obscure the sense; moreover, the 
diacritical points are often omitted, especially in names and 
words like where not only tl
points, but also complete vcalization was especially requlx 
The copyist appears to have been quite ignorant and uneducatc
The MS* having been transcribed in the latter half of the
thirteenth century, it does not preserve the old transoriptic
as is to be found in the British Museum MS. While he writes
wrong words or omits them, he adds other words; in one place
where the Ms. is written in naskh, he writes 4)l-> in thulth
after the name of the Prophet, and introduces the words
with the name of 'All, the son-in-law of the
Prophet, - perhaps beca*0fer he was a Shl'ite, and an inhabitax
of Lucknow (where the MS. was transcribed), whioh town, is a
well known Shl'ite centre in India. But on the other hand, 1
MS. is distinctly useful, for in some places where the Britii
Museum LIS• lacks an important passage, it has such passages i 
3
full; sometimes two or three pages more. It begins thus:- 
c! (vs; S*
This beginning is quite different from rthat in the British
Museum MS. The style of the above quoted passage differing
1. T.B. Berlin MS. f.58a*
2. Ibid. f.47b*
3. T.B. ff. 18a, 75a, 167b; Ber.MS. T.B. ff. 13a, 67a, 165
from the stylo of the rest of the book. It sesnts that the 
MS. from whioh the present MS.is transcribed, and whioh is 
considered by the transcriber to be the Original' MS. must havi 
been defective in the beginning, and it is quite possible the' 
a short.beginning was written and added by some other person, 
the book was thus made "complete”. There are a few lines • a: 
seven - of this kind in the beginning. These wor
are written twioe, after the lines quoted above, at the end o 
the first page, and at the beginning of the seoond; besides, 
handwriting varies slightly, but after this, the text of the 
runs similarly to that of the British Museum MS., save and es 
a few plaoes where the Merlin m s , has fuller descriptions.
the date of the MS's transcription in Lueknow is the year 
1268 a.11. from the "original "“-S. written in 888 a.H. * 1488 A. 
It ends thus;-
tfhe m s. from whlol
the Berlin m s . is transcribed is dated later than that in th<
\
British Museum, by about S3 years, the British Museum ms, be: 
transeribed from a MS. written about 326 years before the so 
called "original" MS, Therefore it ean surely be said that 
the Berlin MS. was transcribed from a muoh older one. This 
can be corroborated by referenoe to the British Museum and 
Uussian uS3, whioh woM» oopled from a ITS. oompleted in the t 
of Shashtamad on the 4th of Shaww&l 863 A.H. * 1167 A.ii.
J
The Berlin MS. is bound up with another work, Tdrlkh-i- 
Tabarist&n and M&zandar&n by Sayyid Dhahlr,who wrote it in, or 
shortly after, the year 881 A.H. This however, is not the 
whole work, whioh Born's edition has made well-known* The MS* 
contains only an extract from the book, and was transcribed in
The 1265 A.H. - 1840 A.P, The Berlin catalogue suggests that the
nm P*
Berlin book is a history of the town of Baybas, situated near Ilsh&pdx
Cat- This,as I have already stated,is erroneous.
alogue. As to the period in whioh our author lived, Sprenger states 
in the Catalogue nI can find in the book no reference to the 
period in whioh he (our author) lived". It may be said as right 
that the years of birth and death of the author are not to be 
found in the fdrlkh-i-Bayhaq., but by the faots narrated thereir 
it is manifest that he was still living in the year 562 A.H, * 
1166 A.B.
As to the name of our author, the catalogue refers to it 
being given by Khalifa, first simply as Abu'l-^asan1, and
then as 'All ibn £ayd al-Bayhaqi^; and as regards
the full name of our author, %e states "from the book (T.B. 
f«57a, Ber.MS.) we learn that he was called Abu'l-$asan 'All 
to. Abl'l-Qdslm Zayd."
But we find that H&jl Khalifa himself,in many places where
1. Haj. Khal. Vol.I, p.684, Bo.12043.
*
2. Ibid. Vol.II, p.122, 2186.
ho mentions the author's book, has given the full name1, 
though it was hardly necessary to look for the name of the 
author on f.5T, as he had himself given it, and his genealogy 
in the preface of the Tdr£kh-i-Bayhaq.
An error follows the above; this states that after the for 
going statement our author passes on to the biographies of 
the inhabitants of Bayhaq "beginning with the first half of t 
5th oentury of the heglra". The fact is, the first man our
author mentions is Abu'l-fasan Muhammad b. fAbi Ja'far, who
£
came to Bayhaq in the year 595 A.H., he then gives a brief
3
aooount of Abu Manfdr, who was born in the year 333 A.H.
The third MS. in the Russian Library of Tashkent first be- 
came known through an article by Professor Barthold, in the 
Rnoyolopaedia of Isldm, on Bayhaqlf
iv wfiiHai. ToTrrrrry^^ pn.wpfc\iiw
8. T.B. f.24a.
3. Ibid, f.45b.
4. JS.Khal. Cat.Ar.Per.Tur.MSS. Br.Mus.A Her.CatAdo not mentl 
this MS. nor any other cat. or book.
See also Snoy.Isldm , Vol.I, p.592.
As that part of the catalogue, in whioh the MS. is ent< 
was not available in the British Museum, it occurred to 
the present writer to ask Professor Vasmer, of Leningrad 
University, to get a copy of that part of the catalogue 
whioh contains the information. He very kindly complied 
with my reguest, himself copying the entry, and sending 
it on to me. At the same time, as it was out of the 
question that the Tashkent Library authorities would lend 
the MS. outside Russia, I asked the Director of the Libra: 
through Prof .Schmidt, if I might have photographs of the 
first and last pages. My request was granted at once, and 
the photographs were klttdly forwarded to me. They are now 
at my disposal.
The The Tashkent MS. like that of Berlin, is defective
Ku88ian in the beginning, muoh smaller in size (as is the 1<
MS• ing)# than the other two MSS. Though not so defeotj
as the Berlin MS. (only about fifteen lines of the 
doxology are missing)* It begins thus:- r* .
it
The work was completed on the 4th of ShawAl 563 A 
m 1167 A.D. in the village of Shashtamad, and was 
transcribed in the year 1057 A*H. r 1647 A.D. by a c
*?*
 ^ _/ i* 1st whose name is unknown*
jf*. *fy V J  ' V
<-j - ""*».* • The Tashkent MS. is muoh older than the Berlin on
jj 4ata of ooraplotion and of that at the Britis
Museum being the same. This being so, It seema fair
. * O S* S3*_ • Bafe t0 assume that both of the MSS. were transorlbe
^ . i - • from the original itself. There seema another reaso
^ ; r  ■4d\*>'?'/r
- /I J* _>u j* *° •MPPort the assumption - Tashkent is not very far
" ' from the border of Persia. If the original MS. happ
to be in existence there, it is possible that it may
in the possession of some private library or person,
and we hope that one day it will make its appearance
The Tashkent MS* is bound with another MS. A copy
of one of the "items" that appears in the British
Museum MS* appears also in the Tashkent MS* (f*127d-
189)* and is called therein Kasab Bamah-i Mik&liyya1
1* In the MS. "Mlnkdliyya" is erroneous; see SupplJ 
Ber*MSS. Br.Mus.p*61. Tdrlkh-i-Bayhaq. also 
mentions the family of Mlkalian (p*67b)*
The The Russian catalogue likewise contains erroneous in:
Russian mation about another of our author's books, the Lubdbu'! 
Catalogue. Ans&b, for it states that in that book "ancient familiei 
and dynasties of Bay ha were described. It appears thi
*f
the compiler misunderstood the words:
There are mentioned in the book only those dynasties 
whioh concerned the Prophet's family, i.e. the Sayyids; 
the same thing being described in the British Museum am 
Berlin catalogues. Besides this, the author himself 
makes this clear.
-  * JJIn one place in the Tdrikh-i-Bayhaq^ he says*:
' V  I-- I-J "i \ > vfys S—>! > *>+2
In another place he is quite olear on the point, for
he writes \ O IJ O * ^ *
V \^ 1 J ^ ^ * x *-*w  1*  ' >  ^  j  ^  ^  u
After having carefully examined the British Museum,
Ho other 
MS.
exists.
and the Berlin MSS., and Judging from the available infi 
ation of the Tashkent MSS., it appears that by far the 1 
most correct, and best written is the one in the Britisl 
Museum.
So far as is known, no other MS. of the Tdrikh-i-Bay] 
• except those already mentioned - exists in any of the 
public libraries of Europe, Asia, Egypt, Persia or Cons^
1. T.B. f.!48b.
2. Ibid, f.30b.
tinople. At all events a thorough search in the catalogues 
of the libraries has failed to find an entry relating to 
such MS.
Unsatisfied with my own searoh, I got into oommniioatlon 
with some eminent scholars well versed in Oriental literate 
namely Mr*A.C.Kills, Mr.E.A.Storey, Professors Ritter of 
Constantinople, Gabrieli of Rome, Barthold and Vasmer of 
Leningrad, Sohmidt of Tashkentf Monsieur Blochet of Paris, 
Mirza Muhammad of Qjazwin, Professors Marquart, Mittwooh, Wa 
and Well of Berlin, and others; but in each and every ease 
these learned gentlemen could throw no further light on the 
question* I have had an opportunity of meeting some of the 
and replies from others to my communications are in my pose 
slon.
CHAPTKB V.
Biographical acetohea of the 
•uthora and personages mentioned in the T'»rfkb-1-B<jybaq.
-tie ahallhsrounder trnuslate frem the Jdwikh 1 . Bayhaq aa
account of those eminent men who were either horn In Bayhaq or
resiled, there, and who were distinguished In one way or another
Some,of whom biographical notices are not to be found elsewhere
had produced great works, nbdahnernwfrftww*meow* The Information
afforded In the l‘Arf kh-l-itayhaq may perhaps be fowl useful
concerning any works whioh may eventually oome to light.
Some historical facta, events, and names of anolent towns
and villages which do not now exist ar are but little known,1
also erop up In the following sketches.
Our author gives a description In the following of a
descendant of MdAnu' l-uulk, the King of Yemen; of Khuoraw fare
his assassination by the order of his son; and a miracle of the
Prophet.
1. for the names of persons, towns, and places mentioned 
In the i'frlkh-l-Bayhaq, various books, maps and atlases have 
been consulted, such as, Turklstan; the lands of the Laatem 
Khaliphate; literary History of Persia by Professor Browne, 
and P.iykes; alu' Jamu' 1-iiuldan; Muzhatu'l- ulub; Persian Mi pi 
by X.Kltohin; Times Atlas; daseteer of the World, and other 
publioations; and some names are not to be found even in th<
"Abu m i — H  al-Fa^l b. uhamnad aah-Shl'rdnl al-Beyhatjl1 
was a deaoondant of MO.Anu'l-v.ulJc, the King of Yaman. Onoe 
Malika*1-'AJam KisrA2 Parwlz b* Kurmuz b. Hewahlrwdn ordered him 
to present the Prophet Muhammad in his court In chains, this 
Mddn, bein^ a wise nan, sent messengers to the Prophet with 
word that the kallk-i-'AJam was displeased with him, for haring 
written his (the Prophet's) name orer that of the King. Phis 
offence would be pardoned only if the Prophet presented himself 
in person in the court of the King and asked his pardon. Phis 
being done, the pardon would be granted and the Prophet would be 
allowed to return home, ror a few days the Prophet postponed re* 
plying, and kept the messengers waiting, later on he told them 
to return to their country, as the ualik-i-'Ajam Parris had been 
that day assassinated by his son SharAba. Xhe messengers request* 
him not to utter such ill-omened words, for if the Malik-1-'Ajam 
happened to hear of the utterance he would without doubt make woj 
upon the Arabs and destroy them and their oountry. She Prophet 
then assured them that it was the faot. She messengers thereupoi 
returned to BAdAn and related to him what had happened. BAdAn 
then asked the messengers to write down the day and date of the 
Prophet's utterance, and said *lf it is true, then we will belies 
whatever he says, and we will also aeoept his religion, if it Is 
not:true, then the Malik-i-'Ajaa will himself seek revenge upon
1. P.B. f.80b.
S. Xhuqaw in Persian.
?0
the Arabs9* Three days a fte r  th is  event Mddn received  a l e t t e r  
from 'AJaxa Shardba, bearing news that on the very date
that the Prophet had uttered the wox>ds, h is  fa th er had been taken 
prisoner by h is  so ld iery  and put to death* At the same time he 
ordered Bdddu to announce to the people that he had embraced Isld  
and forbade him to eome in  the way of the Prophet or to cause the
s l ig h te s t  inconvenienoe to him. Mddn was muoh pleased  to  reoeiv
the King’s l e t t e r  and he too follow ed the example o f the King, as 
indeed did h is  whole army and embraced the r e l ig io n  of the Prophe
B&dfin was born and grew up in  the v il la g e  of Hi wand, in  the
d iv is io n  o f Bashmln* This Mddn was learned in  lite r a tu r e  and in
r e lig io n , and had tra v e lled  much, and there was no Isldmlo c ity  t 
Mddn had not v is ited *
Im&m Muhammad b* Is^dq. b* Xhuxayraa sought a knowledge o f $adlt 
from him* Bdddn was h im self a pupil o f the celebrated  Ibnu’l -  
!Arabi."
While transm itting a tyadith, our author d iscu sses  the ^uestio* 
of the 1 earnsd-looking^ignoraruB. _j>bu ’Uiardn Uutyncunad b* TUmar 
b. J ib r i l  a l-B a y h a q itr a n s m it te d  a ^adith o f the Prophet, who 
sa id  *when you are asked about a thing you do not know, you must 
admit p la in ly  that P ° u ^ o  know; th is  r e a lly  is one-third  
of learning** our author says 'Ones, while 1 was in  Nlsh4
pdr, I beheld the Prophet in  a dream and heard the same tyndlth
1' T.B* f'82b*
from him." He farther continues "a great deal of the ignorance 
in  the world i s  due to concealing from ignorant people th e ir  
lack  of knowledge, and boldly expressing one’s own opinion upon 
r e lig io n s  problems, of #hich they are to ta lly  ignorant* There 
are some.peoplTe who look the very p ortra it of Wisdom, but who 
n e v e r th e le s s  are Ignorant and i l l i t e r a t e *  Among simple persons 
they pass as rep o s ito r ie s  of vast knowledge, and th e ir  opinions 
and advice are sought on a l l  sorts of subjects* 'Their every worl 
i s  received as the very quintessence of wisdom* Ashamed a t the 
thought of d isp laying  th e ir  ignorance, and afra id  of unpopularity 
they must a t a l l  co sts  impjfert th e ir  knowledge, whioh i s  invarial 
wrong ana of no value at a ll*  Yet such "reason" p reva ils  the woj 
over.
Whatever may be wrong with the re lig io n s  of Moses, Christ and 
Muhammad i s  due to ignorant men, who pose as learned* I t  has 
always been the case that where the learned appear to be oontente 
people are the more in clin ed  to aocept th e ir  opinions and pronour 
ments. jTven these learned men oould not in  the le a s t  in fluence 1 
leam ed-looking ignoramuses* In a l l  times the r e a lly  learned  
and enlightened have been harassed by th is  c la ss  of persons, and 
have rea lized  th e ir  power of spreading Ignorance. Strangely, the 
learned-looking ignoramus i s  muoh more popular than the man of 
genuine learning*"
In the fo llow in g , our author, while mentioning the decline of
the TAhirid power, and the r ise  of the §affA rid , rela ted  a humorov 
story about the poet IbrAhia Mughlthi.
"Abu IshAq IbrAhlm al-Mughithi al-Bayhaqi^* was born In Mughlthfi 
in Bayhaq, near Jashm. Abu 'Abdu'llah al-£A fidh w rites that 
IbrAhlm Mughlthi was greatly  respected in  MshApdr and the adjoin­
ing d is t r ic t s ,  and was known as “tyamak and ^smash". To acquire 
knowledge he v is ite d  several centres of learn in g , such as KhurAsAi 
Baghddd, and other towns. Amir Abu Ajjunad Ubaydu’lla h  b. 'Abdu'llal 
b. TAhir became h is  great fr ien d , and Mughlthi wrote books for hii 
Mughlthi was a lso  a poet and wrote verses in  reply to the poets 
I bn iidml and BakhtArl. Once Ibn Hdrai praised him highly in  
verses (f#86b).
When the power of TAhiri Kings was deolln lng and A l-i-Layth  
were g ettin g  powerful, Mughlthi was appointed a tutor to the son 
of Ibn Layth* One day Abu'l-HArith, a co u rtier , asked Mughlthi 
to w rite a le t t e r  to h is  people in S ijistA n , Ordering that h a lf  
of h is  property be so ld , and the proceeds d istr ib u ted  among the 
poor, as a thanksgiving for the Kingdom of KhurAsAn coming under 
the rule of Amir la'qdb. Mugh^th| wrote accordingly, but in  the
1. Abu IsfcAq was the grandfather of ImAm Sadldu'd-Din IbrAhim 
Mughlthi, who was then <viuftl of KhurAsAn and was mentioned by Abu 
'A ll al-Xhuw^rl in  the TArikh-i-Bayhaq, and by Al-yAklm Abu Abd1 
ullah  al-HAfidh in  the TArlkh-i-MshApdr. T.B# f.87b .
but In the le t t e r  asked, for the whole o f the property to be so ld  
sending the le t t e r  under Abu11-H drithis s e a l .  The in s tr u c t io n s ^  
the le t t e r  were duply carried out* When Abu’l-ty&rith received  
the le t t e r  informing him o f the s a le , he was beside h im self with 
rage; he tore h is  c lo th e sv and ca llin g  out and cursing, rushed 
in to  the court of Ya’^db b .ia y th . when Ya'qdb saw him in  such 
a sta te  and heard what the matter was he almost burst h is  s id es  
with lau gh ter9 f e l l  backwards and ro lled  upon the spacious 
throne from one side to the other. The cou rtiers stood aaased; 
they had never seen th e ir  master laugh l ik e  that before* Upon 
recovering from h is  paroxism the Amir ordered that a l l  the 
property should be bought baok from the Hoyal treasury and given  
to Abu'l-H&rlth* To Abu’l-^ d rith  he sa id  that he may take h is  
revenge on Mughlthi 9 who had already run away and lay in  hiding* 
I t  happened la te r  on that Just a fte r  dawn one morning Mu&hlth 
emerging from h is  hiding p la ce , and passing through a s tr e e t  cal 
the "Street of B attle" , by chance encountered Abufi«^drlth  with 
h is  slaves in  the same s t r e e t 9 and in  the l ig h t  of the torch* 
bearers he beheld Mughlthi, who nearly fa in ted  away a t the sight 
of Abufl* £ 4 r lth 9 who asked him tauntingly *Is there any way now 
to s e l l  the property that the King has bought fo r  me9 and w il l  
you write one more le t t e r  for me?’ To th is  Mughlthi rep lied  
trem blingly "I knew that there would be no lo s s  to you, and by 
the kindness of God you got double the amount, and now I ask 
you to for&lbe me*" He thereupon rec ited  the follow ing verse*
whioh ha composed on the in s ta n t:-  _ . ^
j A+>_> vlr*” 41 j ? I f * J * - * ’I? Jt O v
A bu'l-hdrith now forgave him and Mughlthi went on h is  way and 
was soon out o f danger.”
Our author quotes many of M ughlthi'8 verses and sa fs  that he 
was in c lin ed  to s a t ir e .  Ue a lso  s ta te s  th at Abuvl-;d sim  al-K a'bl 
a l-B e lk h !, in  h is  book Mafdkhir-i-Khurdsdn, has given a long  
quotation from M ughlthi's verses; JXhwdja Abu Najr fh a 'd lib i a lso  
mentions Mughlthi in  Yatimatu'd-Dahr*^
In the fo llow ing sketch our author desoribes an in tere stin g  
story about the generosity  of fd h ir  b. Abdu'llah, the Aalr of 
Khurdsdn.
r’Abu Sdlih  Shu1 ayb b. Ibrdhlra a s -S iJ l i  al-Bayhaq! 5 was a man 
of great le a m in g 9 Shu'ayb r e la te s  a story of how onoe a party 
tra v e lled  to Syria to  acquire a knowledge o f fcadlth, he being 
among them. During the journey they found that they had spent 
a l l  th e ir  money, became very worried in  consequence, and then 
began to wander about. Soon there appeared before them a young 
and handsome c a v a lie r , who asked what was the m atter, and a fte r  
learn ing the fa c t s ,  he went back home and immediately dispatched  
one thousand dinars fo r  each person. A fter enquiries had been 
made, i t  was found that the cava lier  was $dhir b.Abdufl la h ,  the 
Amir o f Khurdsdn, Syria and Baghddd."
4 .  See Yatlma, V o l.I I , p .125. .
2 . i?»B. p*9uiie
About the author of the famous commentary T a fs ir - i-
Kabir, he w rites as fo llow s;*
"Al-Imdm aa-Zdhid-al-K ufassir *Ali b. Abduflln h  b.Ahmad an- 
IfishdpArl k^nown as Ibn Abu't-*ayylb was born In JSlshfipto, and 
s e t t le d  down in  Sabswdr. Khwdjc Abu'l-Qjtslm •A ll b* tfu^emmad, 
who was a wealthy land-lw ner, erected a school for  'A ll b. Abdu1 
l la h  in  the town of Sabawdr, in  the quarter c a lle d  Is fe r d ’l s ,  in  
418 A.Iia in  which school he taught* *he ruined m ills  of the 
school are v is ib le  new.
•All b. Abdu, lla h  had w ritten  several commentaries upon the vu'rd 
such as T a fa ir -i-3 a b ir , in  th ir ty  volumes, S a f s l r - i - ‘.vasl$ , in  
f i f t e e n ,  and la fs ir -i-^ a & h ir  in  three. A ll those boohs were 
w ritten  with minute care and d o s e  observation* I t  i s  said  that 
when he died on the 8th of ‘ihawwdl 458, there were found only fou 
volumes in  h is  library , one of them was on f iq h , one upon l i t e r a ­
tu re , and two upon h is to ry . I t  i s  a lso  aald that whatever i s  
prayed for,near h is  tombstone, i s  ^ranted by Cod. He was present 
a t the Court o f Sult&n uiatai&d in  the month of Jund&a I , 414 A.K. 
waionefca^to the King unceremoniously, mask without addressing him 
by h is  t i t l e ,  and transm itted a hadlth without .licence, fhe* / * y _  ^A
SulJin , g e f e e t a d .  ordered n s ieve  to str ik e  him upon 
the head. ihe slave obeyed, and so severe was the blow that Abds 
l la h  lo s t  h is  sense o f hearing. la te r  on, when tho King heard, ol
1 . I’.B . f . l o f .b .
7/
*
h is  learn in g , p ie ty , tru th fu ln ess and G o d lin esse s  was extrerael; 
sorry for  the deed, begged h is  pordon and presented to him 
valuable g i f t s .  But Abdu'llah refused to aeoept the g i f t s  and 
alBo^ardon the King, h* sa id  *1 am no longer happy with any­
thing upon earth , for  thou hast destroyed qy sense of h ea r in g .1
Jnce upon meeting the ting he looked him str a ig h t in  the fao< 
and sa id  * God w il l  deoide between us upon the Bay o f Judgement. 
Transmission o f (L&dlth and preaohing are not things whioh are 
con tro lled  by the King, and remember thou hast in terfered  with­
out r ig h t . '  The Sultdn became greatly  ashamed and turned on h i 
h e e l.
Abdu'llah was a lso  a poet. Borne of h is  verses in  an elegy up 
the death of Amir Zayyfa az-layy£d l X have quoted in  Vush&tyu- 
Bumyatu'l-nafr • This unequalled Iradm had a d ifferen oe of opln 
with my grandfather, Abu Sulaymdn Funduq, "the header of the 
worldn, and had d iscussed  with him lite r a r y  problems in  the soh 
s itu a te  in  the market of Gabzwdr and in  the Gd'adl school in  
Ulshdpdr."
A blind genius is described as unders-
1
Al-Imdm an-M dir Bharlru'd-Dln 'A ll b. hdhnk a l -  asdrl was 
born and bred in  Babswdr, and was desoended from a good fam ily . 
In h is  childhood he lo s t  h is  ey es ig h t, but in  sp ite  o f that 
a f f l i c t io n ,  he fin ish ed  h is  stu d ies  of the d iffe r e n t  r e c ita ls  c 
the Qu'rdn -  a l l  famous and rare, la te r  on he studied  fiq h , 
u stil, and many other su b jec ts . In philosophy and lo g ic  he
1 . T.B. f .1 4 1 n .
77
*
became highly proficient. In metheraatios, he mastered all the 
boohs of £uolid and the well-known Majlstl. H* had a wonder­
fully easy method of teaching these. H# originated a calendar 
which oontalned astronomioal problems, and this calendar became 
known all over the world. Strangely, this blind astronomer nevi 
erred in the science, as many others, haring sight, had done 
before him."
An account of a great grammarian as as follows:-
"Al-Xmdm Abu 'All al-Fajl b.Kusayn at-iabrasl1 settled in 
llashad-i-Sanab&d of Ids. i'abrasl was unrivalled in the subject c 
nahw, and had a sound knowledge of many other subjects. He was 
bora poet, and composed verses from his early childhood. Some 
of his verses I have quoted in ftushdfeu-Jtamyatu'l-Qngr. i'abrasl 
wrote many boohs, most of them consisting ofss eotlons from othc 
authors' works, this sometimes being as difficult as writing a 
book one's self, because suoh selection may entail a severe test 
of one's knowledge. He made an excellent selection from Kitdb^J 
Muqtasid in nahw, from the commentaries of Hurz&ql, and of the 
celebrated Im&m Zafiakhsharl• He himself wrote a commentary of 
the Qu'rdn in ten volumes, and many other books. He died in 
Sabzwdr on the 10th of vXl-£ljJa 548 A.H**
Hakim Mufcammad b. 'Isa himself after ftajibu1
Mulk ftujlbl**, who was a well-known personage of the period. Abo\ 
this poet our author remarks 'I do not know any other poet in
1. r.B. f*14£a.
2. Ibid. f.l&lb.
Tt
*
Bayhaq excelling him in fineness of perception, in integrity, 
learning, prosody, and in beauty of expression* His verses are 
quoted (f*116b.)
The earliest account of the famous historian Abu'l-Fadl Bayha 
as given by our author is as follows:*
"Ash-Shaykh Abu’l-Fadl Muhammad b. al-$usayn al-Kdtib al- 
Bayhaqi 1 was born in the village of $drithabdd9 tie was the tuto 
of Sulfdns Muhammad, Mas'dd, Mawdd, and Farrukhzdd. w/hen the rul 
of Farrukhzdd came to an end Bayhaqi settled down in seclusion, 
and began to write books* One of his productions is the Zln&tu* 
Kuttdb, whioh is unequalled on that subject; end the TArlkh-i- 
Ndfirl from the beginning of the time of Subuktlgin till the rel 
of 3ul$dn Ibrdhira. He has chronicled in it the dally events of 
the time* It comprises more than thirty volumes, some of whioh 
I have seen in the library of Sarakhs, some in the library of th 
School of Khdtdn Mahd •Irdq, in Hlshdpdr, and some in the posses 
of private persons* The whole work in its entirety was not to b 
found.
Bayhaqi wrote that there were severe snowfalls in Hlshdpdr 
of long duration, and this was the cause of the famine in the 
year 401 A.H*, a famine which spread throughout Khurdsdn and
•Irdq, but was worst in Nishdpdr* The number of people who died
o
of this famine exceeded one hundred and seven thousand* Abft
3
al-'Utbi narrates in the Idrlkh-i-Bftminl* that all graves, even
17 T.B* f. lOlTb. ~
a. There is a lengthy description of this famine in the Tarlkh-
Yamini . ff *154-199. Cat .Per .MSS • Br .Mus • Add • 24,950 •
f g e ^ s t s t s s s  j i p f ’s f t s r i s s a - f i i . ® ? ! 18 *° *• r " m i  l n
the oldest, were torn open and people devoured the bones of the 
dead, l'hls was terrible enough, but It was not all, for parents 
devoured their children. India Abu Sa’d Khargdshi affirms the fa 
in his bookf stating that from his locality alone more than fou 
hunored victims were burled.
2hls was hardly a famine oooasioned by laok of food, but it 
was the terrible insatiable hungor, a disease whioh completely 
overpowered the people. It is stated in tho book of Yomlnl, tha 
in those days bakers put many tons of broad in their shops, 
soventeon man of bread could be bought for a penny* fiat tho 
■ore the people ate the more they were hungry. Poets described 
this horrible fumine in verse (f»10£a.).
Onoe Bayhaqi, for not making a settlement upon his wife, was 
sent tSh$rison of Uhssnl at a command of the ,d$i. At that 
time I’ughril Bdsdrf who was a fugitive slave of the ih^rnddl King 
become so successful in laying hold of ohasnl after slaying -ul|
'Abu'r-hashid and Imprisoned in a fortress the officers Of:the Ki.
)ac of tho prisoners was Abu'l-Fa£L Bayhaqi, who, from the priso:
2
of ,<*.c.i, was transferred to the prison in the fortress.
After a short period the tables were turned, and £ughril was 
killed by Hdstigin Au'indar, after ruling only seventy-five days 
when the kingdom again oarae under the rule of iSahmAdian. Abu'l- 
Ibfl Bayhaqi died in 2afar 470 A.H.”
About the following greatly pious author he writes s- 
"Al-Adlb Abu »a'ld n^ iiinwsn b. Xbrdhlm al-Khuarawabdai® was
1, Cf. Barthold, pp. 368, 401.
21 ' EnCy.’Isldm, Vol.I, p.592.
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born in Xhusrawabdd, but grew up and lived thereafter in Nlshdpd: 
a man of great piety, it la aald that when he went to the mosgu 
for prayer on Friday, he would not pay a viait afterwards to any 
body without changing hia clothing, and this waa his consistent 
habit for a period of forty years* He was also a prominent euthi 
and had produoed numerous works, among them being Kitdbu'l-Hiddyi 
and Kitdbu,l*lAniya fit-'i'ayrlf •"
Another author la mentioned thuss*
"Ash-uhaykh Abu^-videim Hamza b. al-Rusayn al-liarzahl al-Bayhi 
was born in Burzah, whioh ia also oalled Bar&. He wrote many vo! 
amon^ them being Kitdbu’l-Fufdl j KitAbu’l-Ma^dmid and KitAbu1!- 
Mahdsin. He is also mentioned in LunyatuU-Qayr of Bdkharzl, aw 
in the 1drfkh-i-Bayhaq of Iadm 'All b. Abl £dll$ al-Khuwjr£f 
Leaving a dlwdn oonslsting of more than ten thousand verses, he 
died in the year 468 a .H. Xmdst •All wrote an elegy upon his 
death (f.l£4b)."
About a great commentator, lawyer and jurist, he statesx- 
nal-Eakfm al-Imdm Abu >^a'd al-;iu£sin b. »u^ammad b. Kardma el* 
Bayhaql^was born and bred in dashm. He wrote many books on 
Muhammadan law and jurisprudence, such as •Uydnu’l-Maed’il; 
aa commentary on al-fUydn, ^aklmu’l-'Uqdl, compiled an extra­
ordinarily good commentary of the iu9rdn in twenty volumes; and 
wrote a fine work on Shurdt . He was highly respected by Amir 
Abu* l-ifadl al-Mlkdll• He was also a transmitter of health from
1. T.B. f. 123b.
1 f y % / v A •
3* Ibid. f.lE4b.
tIradm Aba Abau' r-itahmdn an-Baball and from several othor fomoua 
traditionlsts.
lain 'All Sdlih wroto a ^aylda la his praise (f.l24a). He was 
an 'Alawl Snyyl4 ana a fourteenth desoendant from 'All (the eon- 
la law of the Prophet) j but be and his deseendaats were not known 
by that name as they oared nothing for fame, preferring to remain 
In a oorner of seolusion."
About "the greatest tradltlonlst of the time", our author 
writes ; -
"Shaykhu'l-du£dt Abu 'All Xsmd'll al-Imdm al-MutyAddith AJpsad
b. al-riusayn al-Bayhaq.1 was "the greatest tradltlonlst of his 
time", and a tutor of mine, when he visited the village Abdrl In 
the year 606 a.H. (Our author was then a little boy of seven.)
Abu 'All was also a oddl of Khwdrasm. He died In the town of 
Abdrl in JumdcLd 11 687 A.H."
A generous and pious Wasfr is described as follows:-
£"AbuU-yaean •All was a deputy minister to ifekferu'l-ttulk b. 
Mdhdmu,l-i»iulkt and noted tor hie generosity. It Is said that 
In the month of namadAn, If any poor man happened to dine with 
him after the lf$4r Abu'l-HaGan would make himself responsible 
for his malntenanoe for the ensuing year. In the latter period 
of his life he ereoted a monastery In Sabsw&r, where together 
with a few otherst mystloally minded# he led a life of seclusions
1« I sfis f* l£5b .
£« Ibid , f•l£7b»
Many poets dedicated poems to him, in all, sufficient to make 
a book. Ab^l-Kasan * All was himself a poet whose versee are 
quoted on f»l£7b. Upon his death in the month of Kamagdn 
619 A.H., 'All tu Abl ?«llh wrote hie funeral odeCf«l£7b>R 
About a minister of different Kings of hie time, our author 
gives the following account:-
1
"Bharafu’d-Dln Bhahiru'l-Mulk Abu ’All al-Bayhaql was a eon 
of 1 All Sijlstdnl, but - Sharafu’d-Lln himeelf was bom in 
Sobswdr. H* was one of the greatest men of letters in Bayhaq, ai 
was a tutor of Sayyid Ajal ’Asia and of hie brother 1mdduvd*Din. 
He was also appointed by my grandfather Jhaykhu’1-Ieldm Amirak 
a deputy to his post of Kha^ib and preacher.
fthile 3harafufd-Dln was a tutor to ’Imddu’d-Bln Yaliyd, he 
wrote a Qaslda in praise of Muhammad b. Man^&r, the Chief of 
Khurdsdn, who was pleased with this and bestowed upon him favour 
By means of these favours he attained a high position, and 
presented himself at the court of Malik Jamdlu’d-Bln Bdrl Bara 
b« Alp Arsldn, where he spent some time. *hen Bdrl Bara was 
defeated in a skirmish by his brother Malik Arghu in Marv, close 
to the village of Barlja ?, Sharafu'd-Bln in disguise, and with 
the help of his brother Shaman’1-Aimraa (Abu’l-vdaim Iamd’fl) 
hid himself in a sohool bulldlng<*£lll after the skirmish was 
over. Later on in the reign of Sulfdn Sanjar, he became a
1. J?.B. f.131b
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a collector of revenue in Hirdt, afterwards becoming a minister 
of 'Iszu'd-Din Tughril Beg, and from that position he became 
accountant general of the kingdom.
His last appointment was as a oolleotor of revenue of 'Irdq 
and Baghddt in 517 A.H. He was killed in a battle in 636 A.H. 
His son Mujlrufd«i)in was also a revenue oolleotor in Ray."
*4
la the following is described Abu'l-Kasen, the great mufti 
of Shdfi'itesi*
"Imdm AbuU-Hasan rfnframmad b. Shu'ayb al-Bayha^i 1 was a i&uft 
of Bhdfl’ltes* He founded the aehool in the street of "Sayyar* 
in Hlshdpdr, whloh was aleo known as iladraeii-i-iiayhoqi. He w&e i 
tranamitter of fyadlth*
'Umar Atafaww'i in hie book al-Mupahhab fi A^mmntiU-i^a^heb 
extolled him very highly* <azlr Abu* 1-Fau.l al-Hal1ami had a t>ro 
regard for him and offered him the <<A<Jiship of certain great 
cities, but he refused the position* Abu'l~Hasan died in 324 A* 
and was buried in the eemetsry of al-Husayn b* .«afad**
Our author gives in the following, strange information about 
a town whioh was founded for aged~learned people only*
"Abu 9&&1& Atymad b* Muhammad al-Bayhaqi? was a man of learnij 
and Khatlb of Khurdnsdn*
It is said that KayKhusraw, the founder of Khuarawjird, create 
the town espeoially for aged men of learning of that time* I hav 
observed many old men of learning in residence there,* (he gives 
the names of some of them9 f*9£a.). Abu Hdmid al-Khatib died in 
355 A.H*"
A poet is described in the following:•
"Ahmad b* Ibrdhlm al-A'sari al~Bayhaqi^ was among the great poet 
and learned men of Khuw&r. He wrote a book of verse, ^ater on
1* r.B* f*91a* 
2* Ibid, f*92a.
3. Ibid,f.9ab.
he entered the service of Xsmd’il b. Abb£d«
nco Afseri wee dining with 9Abbdd, learned men bein& present, 
when a sweet dish called "halved was brought before then and *Abb 
expressed a wish that every poet should compose a quatrain before 
testing the dish* everyone did as asked9 but A9sari kept quiet 
until all had reoited their verses. then he pointed out errors in 
every quatrain uttered, and then reoited his own quatrain. 9Abbdd 
was quite amased at hie judgement and so pleased with it that he 
bestowed on the poet favours and honours.*
hereunder an author and poet is described, and mention is
made of a oemetery which was known after^uxT^lhor1* father1*
"Abu Abduvllah Muhammad b* Abdu9r~Haes:dq al-Bnyhaqi1 was born 
and bred in Sabzwdr. he was an author and a poet, his verses 
were eventually collected by Abu9l-$fasan ^ufeammad b* fAli. and 
they comprised five volumes* He wrote a book for /miir hdplru9d» 
i4*la Abu,l-ijasan iojdri , entitled Kitdbufd«iMrdt* Ourlng the
Khildfat Of al-^uji9 Aillah, the Homan Caesar sent an Arabic
&
Ida. which was a sort of "threatf* Mrsny poets wrote verses in 
reply* Abu Abdu9llah was asked by the Khalifa to write one, which 
he did in glowing terms. Abu Abdu'llah died in the month of 
Sha'bdn 662 A.H. and was burled in the cemetery called after the
1* T.B. f*93b*
2. See Barthold, pp. £60. 
3* 2.B. f.lOhb.
>name of my father."
A brief account of ttasIr Abu'l-Abbde, the pioua, and a poet, 
rune thuss-
"Al-Viaalr Abu'l-'Abbds IsmA1il-al-Ambdrl wae born and bred 
in Sabzwdr. He wrote many books, among them may be mentioned hi 
Kitdbu'l-Farah Ba'dat-iam^. He had for a long time been the 
Mf&zlr of ^lak Khdn In , dwdrdu'n-Wahr; resigning the poet he cam« 
to Khurdsdn* Sultdn .ahmdd offered him a ministership, but he 
refused to aooept It. For that offenoe he was imprisoned, and 
later on poisoned* His diwdn exceeds five volumes, in which he 
seems to favour alliteration."
Hereunder Is described a wealthy man of Bayhaq, who erreoted 
four oolleges for the Imdms of four schools of Isldm; one of 
them being eerected for our author's great-grandfather*
"Ash-Shaykhu'r-tfa'ls bu’l-Qdsim 'All b* ttutyaausadNras a grea 
and wealthy man of Bayhaq* He cerected four colleges for the 
four Imams of flqh* fhe Hanifite College was named after my 
great-grandfather Abu'l- ,dsim 'Abdu1 l-'Azls b. Ydsuf, and it Is 
still flourishing, fhe Shafi'ite College was erreoted in "Hew 
street", for Abu'l-Hasan, the preacher, and this collegewda ids 
in the locality of Shadrdh, but no trace of it is to be found 
now* For the Sayyids and their followers, and for 'Adllan and 
Zaydian a college was erected in the locality of Iafara'ls, and 
named after Icuim ’ 11 b* Abu'^ {ayyib; this college is still in
1* T.B. f.llda*
existence*"
An author is described as follows:*
"Ah-ahaykh Abu Abdu'llah Muhammad b. Abdu'llah as-ZayyAdl al- 
Bayhaql1 also known as ”XhwAjakak ^ayyAdl \ was foremost amon^ 
the great men of ZayyAdian in Bayhaq. -lahmddi Kings granted him 
the title of nthe wrcat and Learned*• He was also addressed in 
very respeetful terms by 3ul|An fughril saljdqi. Abu Abdu'llah 
had produced both prose and poetry* Among his work was the book 
Sharafu'l~Mukalllf # and also MaqAraAt, on the style of the well* 
known naft MaqAmAt- of Badi 'u'z-ZaraAn. He also wrote a Journal. 
His poetry was of a high order of excellence."
Another author and physiei&n is mentioned as follows*• 
"al-Hakim 'All b* Muhammad al-uAyani^ was bom in Ay An, and 
later, when the town waa destroyedt he removed to HishApdr• Ther< 
he had disousslons with 'Umar9 and others 9 upon raedloine and 
other subjects* Amir Abu'l-^asan 'All b.al-Hueayn al-Jashmi 
appointed him ohlef physician of the dlstrlot. Wealth and honou: 
were conferred upon him by the Kings of hie time.* Among his 
great literary productions was, KltAb MafAkhir-i-AtrAk, which he 
v wrote for Suit An Sanjar. He wrote many treatises upon medicine'. 
Our author describes the famous Abu 'All SallAmf, and writes 
his nlsba SallAml from the former's own description of it in hi 
book KitAbu'th*i>hAr9 which had been wrongly written and misread*
1. T«B* 112a.
S. Ibid. f.83b.
3. S o t  this description ... also Chnhrtr .Saqdla, p.128.
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*Abu *111 al-Kusayn b* Atynad b. Mufraasiad el-.jallAmi^al-
Bayhaqi was born and brad in the town of KhuwAr in the district
of Bayhaq. Hi a name would be pronounced Sail Ami with double
"1" like " 'Allan and Uhaffarw9 as he writes in his book KltAbu*
th-lhAr. His nisba is from the Madinatu'e SalAm i.e.BaghdAd.
He died in the year 300 A.H.2
Abu 'All SallAmi is too famous to require any description of
mines his works disclose his greatness# Among his many books az
iarlkh'-iWulAt-i-KhurAsAn, iatAbu'sh-shuff-i-wa'^-iaraf, KitAbu'
HlsbAhc KitAbu'lh*ihAr and I1Arfkh-i«*Khuwdr. He was a pupil of • •
IbrAhim b*Muhamma& al-iayhaqi* His worses are quoted in Yeti matt: 
t-Dahr of ath-Tha'Alibi° and other famous books*
It is interesting to know that the famous author of Bayhaq,At 
Bakr KhwArasml who was a tutor of Sul|An Mafrmdd and was the 
"greatest author of Bayhaq” was his pupil.M
A great author’s brief mention is as followss- 
"Abu Hayr Atynad b. al-^usayn b. 'Adi al-Bayhaqi,6 another grt 
author was born and liwed in Blwra. Among his productions were 
KltAbu11-Adab, Commentaries of - ubAb^ lylAtyu'l-i&inJiq, Adab-u'l«
1* I'.B. f.89a.
£• But in Yatlma the date of his death is given as 336 A.H.
3. 4ee Yatiraa, Vol.il, p.XSV; in the Index p.168, which is err
Vv £>• n.ooa
4. Haft Iqllm- Cat.P.r.HSS. Br.tttt*. Or.303, f.337b.
5. *♦». r«o%b.
6 . f.rh a p a  LabAbu11 - Alb fib o f  Yn' qdb.
Kitdb, ui-JitP.fAru' 1 'Aya and. of Uhariba11 - K a J . i t h . " 
Another author is mentioned, thus:-
1
"Abu da1far Muhammad b* Atyaad al-Bayhaqi oamo from &alimabad
of Bayhaq, a town situate between HArlstdna and u&rlrhlotdn. He
Wf»* the author of many books among them being TdJu’l-May&dir,
Yandbid'l-lugha, Kitdbu'l-Huhit**» •
An account of a great friend of our author, a popular Bayhaqi:-
2
"Ar~uafis Abu Muhammad el-^u'alld b. /^ rnad al-Beyhaqi was born 
in Xuhand.and was the grandfather of Qu^&t-l-^d'ldlydn of iflshdpd] 
and he was among those that Bayhaq had reason to be proud of* He 
held a prominent position in the looal Government of HishApdr* 
Hany poets wrote Qayidas in his praise, sdri b* al-Hu’tar the 
governor of Bishdpdr said that he knew no equal to Mu'slid al- 
Bayhaqi in popularity and fineness of character. Ihis Jn'aild 
Bayhaqi used to meet me every day over a considerable period. 
Khwdja Abu nydr ath-Tha'Alibi has also narrated in his books 
muoh about Mu1 lid al-Bayhaql."
A short aooount of another author is as follows;- 
"ish-Shaykh Abu 'All al-Hanafl was appointed chief writer 
in the rol&n of Sul^dn Mus'&d. He wrote As~3iratu,l~Musf&dlyya, 
a wonderful book, no such book having been written for any King of 
Khurds&n. *
X. • B* f «96fi ■
3. Ibid, f.99K
3. Ibid- f.lOBa.
>• ' c.- 1 ’ ! ■ '
The family of Klsd9i.1
"This family vrae one of the most Important of Bayhaq. The
members of the family were descendants of al-Kisd'l an-Ua^wi.
Hdrun ar-^ashld, the Xhallf took him and his family to Ray, where
after a while, he died. Afterwards some of the descendants of
Klsd9! left hay for Baghddd, and some of them went to Khurdsdn
with Hdrdn ar-ivashld. -<hen Hdrun ar-Rashid died. 9All b. Hamza9 .
al-Kisd9! came to Bayhaq and settled down there. This All was 
killed in a battle near Aha bad. He left a son named Husayn, in 
the Tillage of AfJang, later on in the battle the Khdrljiys 
killed all his sons* bu* this boy somehow escaped their search ar 
grew up and became a noted scholar. Husayn had a son named Ismd9 
both of them are mentioned in the Trtrikh-l*Baghddd, and through 
this source Imdm Awahadu9d~JDln Abu9l-Ma9dli ar-Raehldf had mentlor 
«& In his history? that he d.soended from the family of Klsd'l 
Haherl."
About a philosopher our author writes:*
£
"Imdm Muhammad b. AJunad ai-Ma’mddi al-Faylsdf was one of the 
great men of learning of his time. It was unanimously agreed 
upon by scholars that Imdm Muhammad was pre-eminent in philosophy 
He entered into the service of Tdjufl-**ulk, a wazir of Iffahdn ai 
Baghddd, before Hldhdmu11-^ iulk held that position. But some tlm<
1. f.3. f.133a.
2. Ibid, f.136b.
*  *
later Imdm Ja'm&dl considered service with X&Ju'l-Uulk danger- 
oub, ao he secretly left l'dju'l-^uik's house and bid in the house 
of a friend near the fortress of the town. Somehow a disturbance 
there oaused bloodshed and plundering, In which te'tsAAL was 
killed In the year 486 A.H."
v "Aje,
About an author and friend, ewvwrtins writes thus:- 
"Al-lmara ffcjfhru's~&am£n ^as'ud b, 'All b« /xhraad UB-Sawdbl1 was 
a desoendant of Aslslan, und the fact has already been mentioned 
that 'Asialan were descended from Abdu'r-Iiahmdn b* 'Awf, the 
Companion of the Prophets
iiss’dd, a well-known writer of hie tioef was highly reepeeted
by the great men and ministers of the time* A poet, his dfwdn
a large one; he wrote muoh, among his works being SdyquiuU- AlbA
Qwdml1 wa Lawdml1 fi9l-Usdl; at lanalh fi Uedli'l-il^h; i-ezklr, 
four volumes; Be^iat u9l~*iasd&r; A^dqu^-ifialwfn wa Akhld<iufl- 
Ajwin; a Commentary of the Q.u!rdnw"
About a great tradltlonlst, humane and benevolent man, he 
writes as followsi-
"al~Xmd» Jamdlu'l-Ialdra a1-Husayn b* 9 All b« Abbds, al- 
FewzAnL was born in Sabzwar* tie was a pupil of Imdm Abu tiu^ ammad 
Juwaynle A great man of letters, he is mentioned in detail in 
the Tdrlkh-i-Hlshdpdr. Hawzdn was one of the greatest tradition- 
lsts and learned men of Blshdpdr, and suooedded Imdm Ahmad Fujaym 
in the post of &uftl of tfishdp&r. Fawzdn was a most goodnatured
1. i\B. f# 137a*
2. Ibid. f•138a•
EJJUA. if anyone cJ.d him uny harm or oausad him any t 
would never retaliate; rather would he present to hi 
My father sharasu'1-lolAm visited Fawsdn one day 
was surrounded by f trends• Cpon seeing Shamsu'l-Isl 
beoaae silent, but after a few moments he reoited ti 
verses in his praise if,13bb*)
Fawsdn transmitted hadlth from great traditlonlst 
Imdm A^mad Bayhaqi and others* He died in 519 A.H, e 
in the compound of the school of S1 Idea - i • Bay y dr •" 
The first Persian oompoaer is mentioned as folloi 
The first man who composed Persian verses in ttaj 
Muhammad b. Sa*ld al-Bayhaql. Abu'i-ldela Ka'bl a] 
Mafdjchir-i-Hishdpdr gives an aeoount of that poet ai 
It is interesting to learn that he wrote verses in 1
J . ' a ‘ ' 'rSSSI
dialect too". to this dialect our author refers in 
place thus i- "»hen Hdrun ar-hashld reaohed Xuhndb 1 
the place oalled luaidtr, which some people called j 
in the Bayhaq. dialect meaning 'fox'*
We have hereunder translated the aeoount of Hldhdmu'l-Mu 
into English, together with a genealogical tree at the end 
of it, and these are as follows:«
The Dynasty of Sayyldu’l-Wuzard flidhdmu’l-Mulk
”l8^dd, the father of RldhAmu'l-llulk was a landowner in
the village of Ankd, situated in a fertile part of Khurdsdn
He succeeded in spreading happiness among the people, suppo;
them in their troubles and difficulties, and ever devising
new ways for their prosperity.
This Is^ dq. had four sons: Abu'l-Hasan ’All, Ahmad, Muhaa
and Abu Hasr. The last named died in his childhood. The .
eldest son Abufl-Hasan had three sons, Ridhdmu’l-Mulk al-Ha 
Abu 'All, Abu’l-uAsim Abdu’llah, and Abu Keyr Ismd’ll.
Ahmad b. Ishdq had only one son, who was called Khw&ja 
Amlrak Razlabddl.
The poet Bari’ al-Fadlawl writes the following verses in 
praise of HidhAmu’l-Mulk:-
•Hidbdmu’l-Mulk is a great minister,
Sword of religion; a chief of humanity.
I wish him long life,
For he is a cause of peace to the people.1
Ihe. heapendanta of Hldhtou'l-Mulk.
Eltthdmu'l-tfulk had. nine eons: Falthru’l-: ulk al-ludhaffar, 
Jatndlu'-l-iiulX Abu /a*far Muhammad, c lwdmu'd-Dln Afraftd ( who 
lived in HaghdAd), Uthrndn, Hahdu'l-Hulk Abu'1-Fat^ Abdu'r-*-<\^ li 
'Iezu'l— .iulk al-^uaayn, Mu'ayyld u'l-.iulk 'Ubaydn'llah, 'Imddu 
uulk Abu'l-Qdaim, (whoa* descendants lived in Jds), and Amir Hi 
(whosa daaoendanta lived in HajrJ.
BioMmu’ 1-iAulk had also four daughters. One waa married to i 
Uufranmad Furdti, another to Sayyid-Ajal of hay, another to Ami] 
Abu'l-£ason, son of Faqlh AJal, and the fourth to the son of 
'Asia of Jurajn.
It is interesting to note the most unusual fast that all nil 
of ICldhdau'l-i-.ulk'e sons beoame ministers and were most of thai 
Just, upright and humans men.
Among the^Fakhru'l-Uulk, the eldest son,was minister of
Sarkldrud, and of sultia San Jar. Amir Atymad was a prism minis1
of the Khnlif in baghddd, and later on of Sultdn idufraaanBci b.
Mallksh&h; 1Imddu'l-Mulk held ministership under Malik XidriBar
Alp Arsldn and was his favourite, l u'ayyidu'l-.Aulk was minis'
of Sultdn Muhammad. A poet writes in his praise
4 0 minister, son of minister, 
hike pearls on a string.
Holder of offlee high.
Counsellors of ;cing. ’
ihe descendants of Fakhru'l-iiulk were ^adru'd-bin, Amir Is^ i 
SAylru'd-bln iAhir, Amir Abu'l-Hasan 'All and Amir JamAlu'l-iiu: 
Ydadf. Jndru’d-btn was murdered in the year 611 A.H, HAyiru'd< 
Sin |Ahlr was minister for twenty years under SulfAn danJar am 
Sul$An SulaymAn, a faot which I have dealt with in detail in tl 
MashArlbu't-i’ajArlb.
ihe descendants of HA,iru'd-Din I'Ahir were §adru'd-Dln, iw< 
d-Din al-$asan and ShihAbu'd-Qln Ahmad.
UiwAmu'd-Dln al-^aaan b. HAylru'd-Din, who was minister of 
Sul^An SulaymAn and SultAn Uatyndd KhAn, settled in Bayhaq, in tl 
year 693 A.H.
Xhe daaoendanta of Abu'l«QAsim 'Abdu'llah, brother of RidhAo 
iulk were Vaslr ShlhAbu'l-IslAm 'Abdu’r-Hassdq, and Amir Abu'l- 
Hasan I'Ahir, whose daughter was married to Amir 'AlAu'd-bin Abt 
$asan 'All b. al-Husayn al-Jashmi.
ihe descendants of XhwAja Abu Rayr, the brother of HldhAmu'l 
Mulk^tAm®u^tbu<Jia«tis>^*<j*a were Manydr, Abu'l-fasan 'All, 
Badru'd-Dln Muhammad and Abu 'All al-Kusayn, whose descendants 
are unknown. 'Amidu'1-Mulk,'ImAdu*d-bin Abu Sayr Kundurl, 
minister of MallkshAh was suspended from his offioe and then 
murdered in karv. ihereupon BiahAmu'l-feulk was appointed minis 
on the 13th of dllhijJa 466 A.H. He held the ministership for 
aboutthirty years, he too was assassinated a on the 10th of 
RamafrAn 486 A.H. (here our author deseribes his $All').
Mri' ?a£Lawl wrote an elegy on the death of Bidhdmu' 1-hulk,
two verses of whleh run as follows»-
(Xhe good fortune of MdMmu'l-Mulk progressed every da 
Hie ministership earns as a blessing to people.
She pease of the world was due to him.
How shall the day of Uesurreetion come.’
Sulfdn Malikshdh did not live long after him.. He was poison
1
through a servant in the month of ShawwAl 486 A.H* Hldhdmu'l-
anlk was assassinated only forty days before the death of Malik
She Court poet BArl' Jfajlawl wrote an elegy on the death of bot
of them. She following four lines appear In the elegy:*
‘ She King of Kings has died 
His high rank was known to heaven.
He went with Sadar on the journey.
Alas! their departure was too sudden*
1. The poison was that of nShaham*l Aranb". flbn Khal(Vol.II 
p.126) has written that when *allkshdh earns to Baghddd a 
second time, In the beginning of 486 A.H* he went hunting 
owing to eating the flesh of the wild animal was taken 11 
went bask to Baghddd, dying the next day. J Amab B&feri, 
according to Qaswlnl, Is an animal that has the head of a 
rabbit and the body of a fish; but Avleenna said 'It was 
small animal and poisonous; If one ate of it, one died*1 
(^ayatu'l-^ayaw&n, printed In Jtgypt>133u A.H. Vol.I, p.4C
t
Jfekhru'l-ttolk, was assassinated on tbo 10th of J»u$arram 000 j 
I remember the event for 1 waa In tho oohool of Hlahdpdr, at th« 
tlmo. Abu’l- Aaim 'Abd'ullah b. 'All b.'Iyhdq died in Sarakha j 
tho month of ^l'l-qa'da 499 A.H., whoroao hia son Shihdbu'1-1814 
waa Imprisoned in tho fortroas of Xirmif.
Khwdja Amlrak NatlabAdi, whose &enealoe>y has already boon gii 
died in Safar 448 A.H. Ho waa tho &rand-parent of BahAu'd-Dln 
Fakhru'l-Isldm 'All b. Abi'l-wAsim al-^usavnl al-f'arly&madl, anti 
ofAmir vhahAru'd-Eln 'Abdu'l-dalik b. ShihAbu’l-Ialam, also of
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^afiu'd-Dln al-Kaean b. 'All b. danydr b. ukhtayu'd-Dln. atenyfi] 
died in fiajab 003 a .H., and hia brother Shay khv^r-Ma'1aehAh, in 
Zi'l-Qa'da 4T9 A.H.; and Abn'l-^aaan 'All b. Manydr in KamndAn 
019 a.H. t Hadru'd-Dln Mohammad died on hia way to HaJJ, in 080 i
In fds from tho doaoendanta of of HidhAmu'1-Aulk wer> haylru' 
Din Aba'l-Za^l and Hayr b. Atymad; in Baghddd Hidhdmu'd-Hln Abu'] 
Hasan 'All, and ShlhAbu'd-ifn Aba 0ayr Antyammad b. Atymad; in 
lyfahdn wars Ohahlru'd-Oln Abu'l-^aaan 'All b. 'Uthmdn; and aom 
of Sadru-'d-flln Abu'l-Hasan 'All b. kakhru'l-knlk, who wars 
kutyaamad, Abu Bakr, 'Uthmdn, 'AlAu'd-Hln Ahmad, and Kamdlu'd-Sli 
Ydauf. in Hirdt lived 'AlAu'd-Eln Abu 'All al-^aaan b. **aa'4d b. 
Mu'ayyldu'l-Mulk.
In Juwayn, Has'dd, Mohammad, and sons of Ibrdhlm b. JamAlu'l- 
Mulk. One of tho sons of JamAlu'1-Uulk was Abu Sa'd b« A^mad, 
who loft no ohildron, dying in tho town of SabswAr on tho 18th i
Sha'bdn 549 a .H. from Jamdlu'l-kulkpln Shadiydkh and Kalyan> 
ware daaoandad Madaru'd-Dln Mas'dd and hia brother Idju'd-Dln 
Mahmdd. doth of then oame from good families on both sides, and 
their mother was a daughter of QA^.lu'l-Qu^At Muhammad b* Ahmad 
b. Sa'ld. i’heir grandmother was a daughter of Abi ’All'al-^usey 
b. al-Mudhaffar ha'is of Hayhaq.
Descendants of Qlwdmu'd-Dln Abu Baler da'is of Ahurdsdn were 
Ruknu'd-Bln al-Haaan, 'Aldu'd-Dln ’Uthmdn, Bahdu'd-Dln Mas'da, 
i'.u'ayyilu1 d-Dln Ydsdf, Sadar'u'd-Bln Id'qdb, 'Umadat'u'd-Dln 
'All, 'Isu'd-Dln Abu'1-Fafh Muhammad, HAslru'd-Din Muhammad, 
iiu'lnu'd-Dln Abu'1-Qdslm, 'Abdu'l-Mallk, < iwdmu’d-Dln Ha'lsu'l- 
Mashrlq. Muhammad b. Idhlr b. Abdu'llah died in Jaahm^in HamaflJ 
006 A.H., Qiwdmu'd-Dln in 607 a.h», and Kuknu'd-Dln in Hlsbdpdi 
in the year 660 A.H.
How we some to the history and atory. 
hen Ishdq, the father of Hidhdmu'l-Mulk, was on his death-1 
he brought forth five thousand Diram -i-M&hmddi (a ooin of the 
time of the Sultdn MahmudJ,all he could save during his life.
He delivered the money into the hands of KhwAja Abu'l-Hasan an 
appointed him guardian of his sons, later on Abu'l-hasan 
entered the servloe of the ohief of Khurdsdn, Abu'l-Fayi Sdrl 
b. al-Hu'tar, serving him with suoh honesty/ end fidelity and 
straightforwardness that he was raised to the position of a 
colle0tor of revenue for *'ds, which he held for many years. He
married there, and there Hidhdmu'l-Mulk wee born. A poet writes 
'fivery minister, man of learning, poet bora in 1'ds 
Is a HidhAmu11-Mulk, Ohasdll or Pirdawsl
how the Saljuqs oaused great dlsturbanoes during the reign o:
/
Ma^mddx kings, whloh was nearing its end. the wealth of the 
oountry was exhausted; taxes were held in abeyance, but never- 
the less Sdrl forced XhwAja Abu'l-^asan to pay the sum of fifty 
thousand dirams for the deficit in the revenue of ids. The Khwd, 
raised upon his property and office a sum amounting to thirty 
thousand dlraras, and for the remaining amount he gave his wrltt< 
undertaking to pay.
Afterwards sdrl fled to Uhasnl, and the Khwdja, with Kldhaam 
Mulk, came to Bayhaq. though HidhAmu'1-Mulk waa yet a young bo; 
he was wise beyond his years, and even in youth beoame a great 
statesman.
My grandfather Shaykh u'l-lslAm Amlrak related to me the 
following:- 1 At this period the governor of |ds was Ha'is Hamsi 
b. Muhammad; and where now stands a tavern of his father Abu Ab< 
ullah Muhammad, stood the government building of Xhuerawjlrd.
I had at this time resigned from the post of ddlship, and arrl1 
at Bayhaq.
One day.when I was going to pay my eeapllaonte to 8a'Is tfamsi 
I beheld Abu'l-Hasan, who was sitting in a shop in the marketM i 
the young BldhAmu'l-Mulk wctewith him. KhwAja Abu'l-Hasan said
me that ha had been waiting for me a long tine, and eould not g 
permission to enter the Amir's residence. I then went to see t 
Amir, and during our talk 1 told hia that once Khwdja Abu'l-^aa 
bad been a wealthy men and an official, but that now, on aeooun 
of misfortune, he had become poor, and was suffering aoeordingl 
and it was not worthy of his generosity to prevent the Khwdja f 
entering his house, espeelally when he had come such a long 
distanoe - from Hael4bad. I also told him as hell is the plaee 
the sinner, it is also for one who oloses his door upon another 
and refuses his reasonable requests,
iia'is Hamea replied that 1 was right, 'but', he eontinued, ' 
notioe that Khwdja Abu'l-fiasan's son looks haughty and poses 
himself like a great man although he has not attained a high 
position. It is not neoessary to question a man about the seere 
of his heart; his face itself will tell them. Therefore I do no 
wish to see him; but if the Khwdja oomes alone he is welcome.'
Abu'l-Hasan entered alone, and after paying his oompllments 
to the Amir, said that he was going to Uhasni because he was a 
friend of Wasir A$mad b. Abdu'p-gomad al-'Abbdsl, and he was 
afraid that he (the Amir) would be greatly displeased if he wen 
ajray without seeing him. He then left for Ghasnl.
At ttbasni, after having visited a bath oourt, he came out, 
when Jdri passed the door of the oourt and seeing the Khwdja, 
he reeognised him and oried out (Oh, you have yourself oome here
At
Now oar task la easy; and. than ha ordered hia man to arraat 
Khwdja Abu'1-^nsan, whloh waa dona aooordlngly.
It waa tha month of HamatjAn, aftar tho lffdr dlnnar waa 
served,and tha Khwdja waa praaantad bafora ?dri. xha Khwdja aat 
down gloomily, evidently distressed, unable to aat or drink; §dr: 
happened to aaa him, and exelalmed 'Oh, Khwdja, In tha month of 
itaaadAn everybody should join In tha dinner aftar tha Iff dr. i'h 
Khwdja replied ' **hen there la no paaea of mind; whan one'a heart 
burns, sorrow spoils hia appetite. Moreover 1 require no food; 
there la but a short time remaining between myaelf and tha Jny o: 
Judgement; food la not neoeasary In the Other World, where tha 
provisions oonalst of piety, good deeds and repentanee. whatever 
■ 1 had, you have forolbly taken from me, and still you ask for 
fifty thousand dirams, whloh la utterly beyond my power to presei 
to you. God only oan bring things Into existence from nothlngnesi 
X'hoae who are wise; those above others; the great authority, wll] 
pardon me for not partaking at the dinner*•
sdrl, upon his harsh and bold speeoh, waa moved, and ordered 
a servant to bring pen and Ink. 1'hese were forthcoming, and §di-J 
wrote a draft for twenty thousand dirams and threw It before the 
Khwdja, saying 'i’hls la nothing compered with the boldness you hi 
exhibited before me. As you are not tasting food, 1 shall not ha' 
the honour of dining with you'. Abu* 1-liasan then fcoSbtfwfcdm 'Oh 
Chief of Khurdsdn, you have beoome greater by your generous deed
A
f
and have thus raised your position higher by your great qualities 
and notions and,
lour gift has mads me glad,
Such qualities in heaven would glow like stars'.
'Ihe Khwaja further said to me' (our author's grandfather says) 
'I cannot express the Joy I felt that night; it was a night of '!< 
to me. She other day also I presented myself at the Court of the 
Amir, who looked at me for a moment, and then lowered hia head.
I waa about to leave, when a servant of the Amir same and
asked me to aeoompany hia to the residenoe of the Amir, who, afte; 
the oonelusion of his oourt duties oaae to see me there, and 
treated me with every oourtesy. i’he Amir then told me to sail 
on him the next day, when he said he would bestow more fabours ant 
honours upon as, and he asked am to write a message of thanks, in 
beautiful language, saying that thanks eaused a benefactor to 
Increase his favours. Moreover, he eos****^ that these were th< 
last days of that government1, and such a message should not be 
addressed in anythin^ like terms of reprobation.
this command 1 obeyed instantly, expressing my thanks in poetii 
form though tho gift bad not then been bestowed upon me. the Ami] 
then said tame 'the favours are not yet bestowed upon you, and 
you are presenting your thanks for nothing. What a strange man 
you are'•
1. Saljuq.
How for tho thirty thousand dirams I had boon forcibly deprived 
of, the Aifcir wrote aa order on the treasury. Thus the ineident 
ended amicably >' ”
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Oar author says "I have given a detailed description of Khwdja 
Abu'l-$asan because he sane from the district of Bayhaq.,"
The Arrangement of the Work and Contents of the Chapters.
The work has been divided by the author into six parts 
containing a good many ohaptere; soma of them whloh eoneera un­
important persons and events we have thought best to wait; othej
are as followst-
Polii
Preface.
Doxology. lb
Cenealogy. 2a
lamentation on the deollne of seienees in the author's 
time, especially those that were the epeeial glory of 
the Arabs; suoh as hadith and ansdb. 8b
ooienoes peculiar to different countries. 3a
Charms, importance and advantages of the study of 3b
history.
Prlnolpal countries of the world. 11a
standard works of history. U t
Histories of countries, cities. 181
Part Peculiarities of Bayhaq. 131
Chapter "Companions" who came to Bayhaq. 14t
" Muslim Conquest of Bayhaq by Abdu'llah b. '/mfr in
13U A.H. = 650 A.P. IS*
Part The climate of Bayhaq. 161
Chapter Characteristics of verlous countries. 17i
" Diseases peculiar to each country. 17
” Capitals of various eountrles. 18
Part
Chapter
Part
Chapter
ft
l«
It
Part
Chapter
It
It
Dependence of climate upon the elements.
ktymology of Bayhaq; its limits and its divisions 
into twelve parts sailed Rah*.
foundation of Sahswdr, and memorable events which 
took plaee there from the time of Bahman b. Isfan- 
dlydr to 466 A.H.
The great mosque of Sabswdr in the time of Bamsa b 
-Asarak al-KhdrlJl.
Announcement of the name of Sultdn Alp Areldn 
ittyammad b. Chaghar Beg.in the Khufba, in 485 A.H.
Ancient families of Sayyids in Bayhaq.
|dhlrld Kings.
Saffdrld Kings.
sdmdnids.
Ma^mddia.
Saljaqkds.
The House of XidhAmu'l-Mulk.
Various families of Bayhaq, as hereunderi- 
liuhallabls.
Pawladvand; the noblest family of Bayldmls.
Hdkimis; the author's family 
Bayhaqis; the author's family on his mother's side. 
Hukhtdrls.
Ddris.
Ulkdlls.
Huatawfls.
'Aslsls.
/f
Fol
'Ambdrls. 69a,
Hdtimls. 71a,
cidldris. 72a,
*Anmdrls. 72a <
ohaacLddla, 72b,
Arujdti®. 73a,
Ma^miyyls 73a,
^$ls. 73b,
Bazzdzls. 74a,
Hil<iandla. 74b,
Zayyddls. 74b,
Ueseen&ants of Kdnahe 76a,
Amir Mairu’d^Hafla Abu'l»$asan Muhammad b.Ibrdhim 
b» Saymjdr. * 77a,
Badllls. 78a,
'Amldle. 78b,
Part* •Ulamd1 f Iadma and other learned men who were bora
in Baybas or dwelt there* 79a,
House of .Dilshddls. 121a,
/7 Heaoendants of Kisd'i. 133a,
Hamels e 142b,
*u jdhldis • 142b,
Khatlbis. 143b,
Sayyids of Hayhagte 148b,
Writers of Persian verses in Bayhaq. 160a,
Men learned in Arabia and Persian literature* 
imminent men of Bayhaq*
Memorable events in Bayhaq. from the Ineureion of 
Hamsah Afarah £13 A.H. to the author's time*
moient events which occurred in Bayhaq.*
Kemartable things peculiar to Bayhaq*
Fol.
153b*
154b.
156a. 
158b* 
!6£a *
Story of the winter resorts of Kishmar and Fariyumad.l64b*
Siege of Sabswdr by Mu'ayyidu'd^IAwla Mali*u,l- 
Mashriq 561 A.H*
Moral preoepts and anecdotes*
The end*
166a.
166b*
170b.
Tlnalpal Countries of tho World.*
—    .... ,,
Our author mentions in the following tho prinoipal oountrls
of tho worlu., as they were known to hie time.
1 ’■ ' *
1. i'hs country of ianj is also known as klanjlbdr. Aftor th 
name of this great country a oity is named, Skfdlatu'f-Zanj.
2. iiudan is in tho far west of Persia. Its capital is 'And
3. Yaman: its great cities are, ban'&, ’Adaa, and Oahran. 
f. Hind (India). In this country thors aro many great
oltleox; one of thorn being Mrsi, which was destroyed by Sulfd 
Mahmdd, with one hundred thousand artillery, between the early 
morning and the first prayer bofoie daybreak. Another oity is
'••V *?, • .T ,r •> ; V  ' t’ "* , * r i W  ' ;r; »*- k  f - ‘ •' hr.
Saharwala.
A* Chin or ^ahdehin; the oapltal is bonqd.
6. Zsknndariya. ie. «Irdq.
7. Egypt. 17. Ahw&z.
8. Bawirlh.a 18. Paris.
9. Sind. 19. Klrradn.
10. iurkistdn. 20. •  ^  mA
11. hasbar. 21. Jabaldn.
12. ifrloa. 22. j^ aylamdn.
18. lrdan.
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23* Shlrwdn.
14. M b 24. Tabaristdn•
18. 'Arab and TihAma. 26. UasandarAn
1. iheso oitles may hare been well-knbwn and treat at that 
time, but are small town now.
SC. cornua. 39. Karaj.
£7. Quhistdn. 40. Home.
£8. KAbul. 41. Xsarbayjdn.
£9. lust. 43. Haras.
30. Chur and Charsa. 43. Rds and Alan (perhaps
Alman - Uermany J.
31. Sljlstdn and Hlards. 44. Saq.ldb.
32. Khwdraam. 43. Takhdrlatdn.•
33. Khdraadn. 46. Blur.
34. Sagans and Bulghar* 47. Qasmlr.
33. Farghana. 48. 1'llddu'th-thalj.
36. JriAwarau1 n-Hahr. 49. Su'dd.
37. Bu'dr-l-iidm. 30. SaghaYbdn. "
38, Arman.
After this hs mentions the "country of destruotlon’'• (l’erhaps 
he meant to say that all these oltles would he destroyed)* he 
farther stated that fifty of them were famous at that time, and 
eaob country had many districts and eaoh district many towns.
Capitals of various ooimtrles.
The names of several other oapital olties of various oountrl<
ft
are given as follows
"The capital of Arabia is iaooa; of 1 Ird<i was Bafrah but is m  
Baghddd, which is also known as i/dru's-Salda; of Kdbul, uhasna; 
of hdwsurAu'n-Hnhr, Samarkand; of Khnrdsdn, Uarv; of Yaaan, san'd 
in the west (of Fersla) Sub and iartaba; of Shdm, £imash<i; 
aooordlnt, to some, Jerusalem; of Rome, Constantinople* ofcpfwfcwri*
Divisions of Bayhaq
Our author describes the twelve divisions of Bayhaq, oalle 
"Hub114 fctew? during the reign of Abdufllah b. Jdhir, and thi 
shows the geographical situation of the villages and towns 
existing at that period* Some of the towns exist no longer. 
In the following are mentioned a few towns and villages unde: 
each division
1 • A'la'r-Has&q.i under this division are:~
Sanqaridar, Amn&bdd Bayhaq, Ahmaddbdd, XEmaM., Ma'dddb* 
Kur&sdd, Nazldbdd, Azdd-lilkhar, Ziyydddbdd, Hdritha, 
#alln, Husayndbdd, Bsgheat, Dilqand, 1*1 f Bargdbdd, AnJo 
and ^bdu1 llahdbdd, (some people include Saldhdbdd) an< 
the village of Sidl is also said to be under Dilqand; 
some say that Sanjaridar is under the division of hlwa: 
£• Sabzwdr: under this division are:-
1Abdur-Rahlmi, Kdq, Kuhndb, Rdzqan, amanw&n , Safanslk 
the new and old; A^maddbdd, Baghan and others.
3. labas: (meaning the spring of hot water), under this divi
are:-
Afjank, lidrithdbdd, Qdrzl, Bazqdn, Gurddbdd, Pe&hudbd 
Sayfdbdd, Shirfn, Dirandar, §uha, Kallmdbdd, and othe
4. Zaabah: (meaning the land that produces fruits and provis
dhen Bahram b. Yazdgurd also oalled Bahrdmgdr arrived 
that place, he ordered fruit trees and grain to be oul 
vated there, and the town was oalled Zambah aoeordingl
///<•
t
Under this division are:-
Anjumad, uunbad, Kaizqan, Bhashtamad, Bdrdrlg, lishtur, 
Kanidar, Badakh, Tarzaq, 'Alldbdd, Sabah, Huh, Abl'l- 
Aewad, Jddik, Kaldbisk, Bid, Khasldar, Sfcdlawldbdd, 
Jdbirdbdd, Jalldrkardn, Plzden, ‘i’drisk, Bldastdna^ 
Zarindar, Shadidkh, and others*
5* Khwashad: under this division are;*
Bargan, Sataj, Daren i&sin, Kdmubdd, high and low, anti 
Mus limbbad.
6* Khusrawjird; under this division are:-
Abdrl, 'Uthmdndbdd, Sadlr, Hafir, Kaskan, Karrdb, Das) 
rah, Baytu'n-Mr, Fasangar, Bazzah, fla^ db, Bldshdbdd, 
Shdrah, Darbdr, and others*
7* Bashtin: Hainan, hewd, Dastjird, Mmin, Uurddbdd, Shi'rdn,
Baldjird, Bdfrah, Sdrdgh, and Bashtanag, and others.
8* Dewrah: there are many villages under this division; and 
it is also known as ’’Hilly division’. A few villages 
for Instanoe are;*
Mil&n, Burdn, Dumln, Wirabdd and 1 Abdu'l-iAalikl, and 
others.
9. Kdhz under this division are;*
Jashm, Mrughan, Mughltha, Sanfarlz, Yahyd-dbdd, ManzJ 
Farydb, Shaquqdn and Khusraw'dbdd, and others.
/ M
10. Atuslnan: under this division are:-
i&ydn, Makurdd, Ddw&rsan, Sadkharu, i’firz, BahmandM 
Mihrga, iuaehdan, S&wez, and others.
11. Farlyuaads under this division are:-
r  * * • • /  .
Ishaqabdd, FlrdsAbdd, Bahardan, and others.
IE. Basfikdh: this division has very few villages under 11 
merely heshln, Naman and others.
At first Khuwdr and ’Jabardn were under the district t 
Qfunus, now they are in the distrlot of Bayhaq. Khuwdr it 
oalled Khuwdr of Bayhaq , and its taxes are oolleoted by 
revenue authority of Bayhaq.* The distrlot extends from 1 
village of Saba, which is on the border of the country ol 
Tarthlt 7 to the village Budeh Khalja ? Amir Abdu'llah b. 
said that the distrlot of Bayhaq was 'the finest distriol 
Khurdsdn.'
During the-reign of Abdu'llah b. |Ahir, there were thr< 
hundred and ninety-five villages in the distrlot of Bayhi 
the revenue of three hundred and twenty-one villages was 
178,796 dirams. Its "tenth'' from seventy-four villages i 
37,800 dirama.”
PSCUIIAH THIHG3 Of SAYKAQ.
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^eHPgedanttglcfltSg&r^BE^^ Bayhaq. in olden da;
on account of Its men of letters^ was oalled Tlhdm&tuv$-Sughrt 
Kven at the present day (the author's time), when learning ii 
not taken as seriously as it used to he, and seholars are ra] 
there are yet many learned men in Bayhaq,
It is unusual that a oaligraphist^wwifce naakh; the greatei 
writer of this kind is 'All b# Iamd'il al-Kdtih*
Learned men were horn in Bayhaq, highly qualified in dlff< 
ent branches of learning; unfortunately so long as they resi< 
in Bayhaq no-one took muoh notice of them; hut when they lef* 
that place, wherever they visited, they were reoelved with h: 
regard, and often were given great positions.
In the villages of Halln and Bawqdrls there is a kind of 
pine-tree, which is not to he found in any other district*
In Baghin and iizi there are to he seen strange poultry, ai 
enormously fat eookrels, whose like are not to he found else< 
where*
In Sahzwdr there are thirteen subterraneous canals, most i 
them running through the town*
See also Mu1 Jamu'l-Buldan of Ydqdt, (Egyptian edition, Vol*I 
pp. 346 and 347*), where he states that numerous learned men 
and authors were horn in Bayhaq.
Cf* K*tu translation, p* 148*
In the distrlot the Friday prayer is offered in 
fifteen villager, and tonne.
Shore is a village oalled Kurdzdd, in Khurdsdn, in 
which the water is very light and pleasant.
It is strange that the water in 3&bzw£r and 'Abd^r- 
iia^ iml eomes from sulphurous soil, which usually causes 
diseases, but here it apparently does not.
Shore are shoemalcers in Daywar, who make beautiful eu 
broldered shoes which are unrivalled elsewhere.
Shore is a kind of water in Shashtamdd, which can be 
kept for a considerable period, without changing its 
qualities. Shore are grown there figs, both white and 
yellow, which never become dry.
In K&nldar there are pomegranates which have very th: 
skins, are very juicy, and have small seeds.
In Ushtur and Shashtamdd, there are green grapes oal! 
Saruetdni, delicious and sweet, and with fine skins.
In Kuhnab, milk is to be seen which is even whiter t! 
the snow at the Poles.
In Tabas grow sweet pears whose like are not to be f 
in any other place. There is also a kind of walnut to 
found, of which Abuvl~'Abbds Qutni said that he obtalne 
five hundred man oil in one year from the one tree only 
There is also a kind of fruit oalled Bilak which ha6 ma
oxoellont qualities, and is r.,ot to te root with elsewhex 
In the mountains of Tabas there is a large coal-mine 
unrivallelin the surrounding districts.
Khusrawjird and */b4ri produce certain hinds of frui 
red and white, resembling the apricot, oalled Bulbuli, 
Sa'idi and by other names.
In Kundqan there are to be seen plums as big as the 
peaehes of iterv.
In Mihr and Shashtamad is grown a certain hind of r< 
from which excellent pens are made.
In Khusrawab&L is produced a hind of tapestry which 
not made elsewhere.
In Dumln and its suburbs a certain fine grass is 
grown, which is extremely useful.
in rarlyumad grow yellow and rea figs, which possesi 
the best medicinal qualities mentioned in the j^dnun of 
AYicenna*
In Sadir are grown very fine melons, which are call 
Suhmanl.
In ha'ghan and Dilqand are grown melons of India; in 
Kaz and huhnab melons of Buhhara • "
Ureat men who were born In Bayhaq*
In the district of Bayhaq numerous great men were born, 
such as Amir Abu i’al^a Sarkah, Ibrahim b. Sarkab, who at first 
were yeomen, or land-1ordsf of Ispand, afterwards becoming rul 
Barhang Sawtigin came from Haster, Qjdb&s, the King of Syria 
and of Borne, came from the village of Saluwa, in the distrlot 
of Haf, and from there came also the famous Imdm Sufydn Thawri 
During i’hawri'a lifetime, in Bishak, a great battle took place 
between Manuohihr and Afrasiydb*
Blash b. Firdz, who founded Blashabad, in the district of 
Bayhaq, waged war with his brother Qubdd b. Flr&z, the father 
of Bawshirwdn, seized the country, and defeated his brother* 
i?rom the district of Bayhaq came also al wazir Abufl-*Abbds 
tfa'far b. Muhammad Kharga, the minister of the Samanid kings* 
Others were Khwdja Abu'l-Hasan llnddr, Amir Abu'l-Fa^l, Amir 
Abu Ja'far, Amir &ayydd, Abu Be'id al-Fdrydbi, who was the 
first ambassador of the King (?), Mu'inu'l-Mulk Abu'l-Qjdsim 
'All, who was<*deputy o&m minister in the time of Buljdn Sanje 
Also in Bayhaq was born Khwdja Amirak, Dabir (of Sultdn 
and his brother Khwdja Abu Na$r Dabir, who was a oolleotor of 
revenue of Hay and a minister of Sultan Mas*Ad, Mju'd-Ddwla 
Abu'l-^Asim Ahmad b* Abdu'llah al-Bayhaqi, who held the 
ministership of the Khwdrazmshdhs. Another wazir was Sharafu 
Din Dhahlru'1-Mulk, who has already been described in detail,
?and there were many other treat men*
pu&t&b* An account of the Sayyids of Bayhaq.
Our author says that he desoribed the Sayyids of i
* . • - .** v * * •* • ’ V » ’ * +. . *
and their descendants in his book name* Lubabu’l-Anod 
the i’drikh-i-Bayhaq should not be deprived of • desox 
of the venerable people. After showing great respect 
praising the dynasty, the author mentions the name ol 
Ajal-Kuknu'd-Dln Abu i&ns&r and his sons Jalalu'd-Di 
'Aziz and 'Imddu'd-Dln *a£ya, who were the originatox 
family in Bayhaq. iheir genealogy is given*«$.f.148bj.
One of their ancestors -iuljammad b. Zabdrah was Ami 
Madina, and his son was Abu Ja'far A^ unad Amir of Mut^ 
l’abnristdn in the reign of ad-Dd'l ila'llah, the 2tede 
Afcya&kdn*v inhabitants of £abarlstdn accepted him as tl 
4tr Khalif. Disturbances taking place in the town, he 
for fiishdpdr and settled down there. His son Abu'l-gi 
b. A^mad az-Zabdrah was born.and grew up. in Mshdptiu 
on he too was accepted as Khalif by the inhabitants < 
The fact is ohronioled by al-^akim Abu 'Abdu'llah 
Tdrikh-i-Niehdpdr, who wrote that Abu'l-Hasan's name 
announced in the Khu^ba as Khalif of Khurdsdn. ktfia.
HI a soj^ -^ tlH^ iveMiaseeMHweneri^ itfVwse^ tfrw mm 
m m 1 «a i WwnfnVgwwfa. ^ .bu'l-Mmid was also accepted as a Khal: 
his name being repeated In the Khufba. Abu'l-^draid was a 
hdfidh of the Cu'rdn, a traditionist, a poet; he also posses 
a great knowledge of history. He was aooepted as Khalif dor 
the reign of Amir Abu'1-Hasan Hayr b. A^mad; being pressed t 
visit Bukhdrd, he stayed there for some time.
Abu'l-lfdmid was the first 'Alawl who was granted an allow 
anoe by the eourt of the King of Khurdsdn, and so he was kno 
as "^ahibu'l-Arzdq". Abu'l-Hdmid lived to be more than 100 
years old." (Here our author mentions the names of differs 
members of the family 1.149a.)
Hotabls sharaotsrlstlos of people of various countries.
In the following are described the characteristics of poop] 
of different countries, as known at that tins. For example,
• ’4 * •* ‘v* -* * "v ; ‘ ^  * % . *• wv- •ill *- f'■ > 1 , „ 4. ’: *  ’'-V 'I-'' A j aV.* v • V- ^
philosophers of Greeoe; goldsmiths of Heran; olothmakers of Jt 
writers of Baghd&d; paper makers of Samarkand; dyers of Sijisi 
talented men of |df ; oharming complexions of Bukhara; palnteri 
Chins; arohers of turkey; respectable people of Ghasnl; wizard 
and jugglers of India; delloate people of Klrmdn{ wrestlers el 
Pars; warriors of ^dnia and Angdra; gladiators of Home; mystic 
of Binds; thdeves and burglars of Bay; gluttons and pious peoj 
of Khwdrasm, and learned men ef Bayhaq*
the origin and etymology of Bayhaq.
About the etymology ef Bayhaq different geographers have s1 
different things, but the>*eat eSPdtom is the one given in the 
tdrikh-i-Bayhaq, the book also gives the names of the founder 
Bayhaq, and of the founders of other towns.
About the origin of Bayhaq our author writes,"It was founcu 
by Bahmanu'l-Mulk b. Isfandiydr, in those reign Bayhaq greatlj 
flourished.
About the etymology of Bayhaq he quotes different opinions!
First: "It was derived from 'beh', shloh in original Persii 
was ’behin' (the best). Being the best suburb of Hishdpdr it 
was oalled by that name/
f
Second: "It was 'peh1 meaning foot* The land of this plaee 
being measured by the feet/’
t<
Third; Some people say that there was a man in the time of 
Bahmanu’l-Mulk called 'Bah* who founded a village close by 
Amina bddf and from hie name the village was oalled Bayhaq; ad 
Husaynabdd was oalled after fAli-$usayn Mz; HArithabAd and 
tta’AdabAd were oalled after $Arith and Ma'&d*
The origin and foundation of SabswAr•
About the origin and foundation of SabzwAr, our author wrltei
C*\4U<d haajL
"Ifce orlglrJfyH SabswAr was^SAsAnabdd, wteach was founded by 
Sds&ba, who was governor of KlshApdr during the reign of Khusra 
the founder of the towns of XhusrawabAd* of Bayhaq and KhusrawJ 
SAsdba left long-lived sons, who were also governors of Kish 
pdr. They did all they could to improve the town, by introduoin 
all sorts of Improvements, planting fruit trees and many other 
kinds of trees* In course of time SabzwAr became a great city, 
noted for its beauty and fertility. At first the town was call 
SanswAr and SazwAr, as filshapur was called BinAi-ShApdr Malik a 
was afterwards changed to KlshApdr.”
The author of Mir1 Atu11-BuldAn/lays that 1 SabzwAr was the 
capital of Bayhaq, and was a great and ancient city abounding v 
fruit trees; was of fertile soil, and the inhabitants were chie 
authors and learned men, the majority of them being Shi'ite 
extremists}
1. See Mir'Atu'l Buldan, p. translation, p.184.
/2'*
Xhs foundation and origin of HlshAp&r.» "^ si«is» i i mm "W m m \m*** - — • —  —  n  n mrw t " A >  ■ ■
Btsh&pAr was founded by 3hap&r Malik. The original name of tt 
town was Blnei-Shap&r; afterwards ’be' and 'ye' were omitted, an 
'allf ohanged into 'ye', and in the lahlawl language 'nai' near 
'binn' (foundation), so 'Balshapdr' means that whioh was founded 
by Shap&r.
The Muslim Conaueat of Bayhaq.
About the Muslim conquest of Bayhaq, our author relates that 
'Abdullah b. 'AmIr entered Bayhaq with his array In tha year 30 i 
(-660 AeOe) f by m y  of KirmAn and J)fwra; and from the latter pie 
he entered liayhaq* Phe inbabitents of 3ayhaq did not wa^e war^j 
wfetfe him, and coolly said that they would ombreoe lelAm if the 
inhabitants of Bishdpdr^Ald the same. On hearing this;'Abdu'llal 
left for BiehApAr.
i'rom there he sent Kabl'Hdrithl towards 31Jletdn, and Atyoaf t 
,.ays to auhistdn. i'ho winter having begun he himself left for 
Sarakhs, and upon reaching the town of H I  i’Am, he eneountered « 
great fall of snow, lie thereupon ’stumed to ahapur, and on 1 
way conquered Shdrlstdn, and ahandar. He afterwards sent many ( 
his offioers to various plaoes, and Aswad b. KulthAm al-'Adwl t< 
the dietriot of Bayhaq. Aswad was killed in Bayhaq and his dept 
continued the war with the Inhabitants. After a short time the]
made peaoe with him.
is a description of a battle which took piece
/2
in  Bayhaq i.n the year 66a; a*H« in  whioh catapults were employe 
and the year is the la s t  mentioned in  the ildrikh-i-}3ayhaq*
*l£uayyidu1a-iiewla wa’d - l ln  Ahusraw* of Khurdadn came to 
liayhaq with a great army on the 10th of *uharrem 561 a*H.
There was a severe battle# the southern ramparts of the city 
being destroyed by the stones hurled from the catapults* Very 
many were killed*
Isfahbud Fakhru'd^&awla Karsdf served the part of a media­
tor, and the war was brought to an end*
Ualiku,l~ite8hriq then oonquered Hahd'in* The nobility and 
their families were transferred to Hlshdpdr, and he himself 
returned there on the 5th of $afar 561 a.H*
Again, in Jumddd II 662 a * H *  , there was a battle on the west 
side of which lasted two months*
A party of great men of Khwdrsm, among whom were Amir Peghu 
Jlajmu’l-Mulk, and Bdrl Basmall intervened, and peace was restor 
Here our author remarks "Kings and learned men are like rain 
and the green things of the earth* If the green la supported b 
rain it grows and develops; if not it fades away; and it is in 
this way that religion is strengthened by the support of kings*
PART III.
OTHSR WORKS OF THJ£ AUTHOR.
CHAPTER VI.
A 0QMPLBTJ8 ALPHABETICAL LI3T OP TEE ACJTHOR' 3 WQBra.
The following is a complete liet of our author's works given 
in the IrshAd and al-wAfl bi'l-wafAyAt of Safadlj other authors 
also have mentioned some of the hooks to which we have referred 
in the foot-notesi-
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CHAPTffi VII.
ih* Author's other existing work, 
the Idrikh-i-ltukomAu'l-IslAm.
A pity it is that of our author's ranny books almost ell o
them exist no longer.
But I think Professor Barthold, in his ertiale in the
Mnoyolopaodia of Islam, is not right when he says "of his (o
author's) works there has only survived the Tdrikh-l-Boyhaq.
Perhaps it esoaped the Professor's notioe that our author's
other msta&tai; work xs&t&slxx- the :Mrikh-i-lJtakamfiu'l-IolAm is
mentioned by Brockelraann, anciTin^he Berlin state library on 
l ib r a r ie s
other nsafanHrpraB, to whieh we have already referred, but we 
shall deal with these in detail later on in this chapter.
;1. ^ney. Isl&m, V o l.I , p .69£ .
1 . Irehad, Vol.V, p .592.
Brock, V o l.I , p .324.
Ber.Cat.Ar .M33. Mo.10052, pm.737.
hozy, Cat.Leyden, V o l.II, p .292. Cod. 133d, S o l.
Bashfr Agha and Mu 11a Murad L ibraries a t Constantinople 
Mos .494, 1408.
"Muntakbab min /Calim A b i'l-?ad l e tc ."  Cat.Ar.M33.Ber. 
Lib. nO.8205, p » t. 600, f .3 3 a .
¥m s  book, written in Arable, Is In many way* Tory Impor­
tant, for It discloses, and adds, valuable literary inform­
ation about poets and authors, and so renders former 
information of little importance, end in any ease neoessary 
of amendment,
Ihe ldrfkh-1-^ukamdu'l-lslda was oompleted sometime 
before the year £49 A«H« « 1164 A.D, as the author mention! 
it in the list of his works under the name of Xatima-1- 
Slwdnu'l-^ikmal hut there is an event mentioned as ooourrl 
in the year 566 a .H. • 1168 a .D.*
I have gone through the book very minutely, and found the 
the years mentioned la it ara successively from 546 to 
649 a.H. other dates before that not being susoessive.
She year 666 a ,I
1. Irahdd, Vol.?, p.212, ?afhdl. Vol.II, p.69a.
S. Tdr.^uk.lslAa, p.80b.
is written only IN one place* In my opinion, it seems Juet 
carelessness on the part of the oopyist1, and I think the 
number wrongly written A instead of 4. This ean also be 
affirmed by the &ap of 3 years after the description of suooi 
si vs years, as though nothing noteworthy had happened in tha< 
period* The most Important reason is, If the author had not 
oompleted the book before the year 649 a .H. he would not hav« 
mentioned Id in the list, as he did with his two other books, 
Lubdbu'l-Ansdb and the TdriHh-i*»Boyhaq.
He are also sure that our author did not writs any other 
book oalled the T^rlkh-l-yuknmdtt'l-Isldm. Therefore, Tatiomc 
l-olwdnu'l-Hikma or the Mrikh-l-HokamAu’l-Ialdm Is one book,
a point whloh our author also mains olear In the preface of 1
2
Tdrlkh-i-liukamdu'l-Xsldm. This book reveals some lnterestlx 
M kI M s m v  information.
Firstly, it has so far been held that Chnbdr Uaqdla oontal
ed the earliest aooount of 'Umar Khayyam. This beln£ stated
*
by Prof. Browne in his literary History of Persia, and by 
'Alldma i Xrzd Puhaaraud eswlnl, who asserted that the aooount
1. The oopylst has oommltted a similar mistake in stating th 
year of completion of the book.
’S. Tdr.yuk.Isldm, f.2a.
3. Lit.Ills.Per. 7ol.lI, p.214.
f1
formed one of the prlnoipal feature* of the Chahdr ifaqdlo. 
But it ha* now been dleooverod that the Xd rlkh-i-llukamdu'1- 
Isldm of our author oontaln* the earliest aooount of 'Umar 
Khayydm.2
Cur author was oontemporary with the poet, had mot him an
diaouseed with him poetry and geometry, a* we have mentioned
previously in chapter xr. . 'i'he aooount Is also the most
lengthy one aonoomlng the poet*
Seoondiy, it shows beyoiuushadow of a doubt that the Tdr£:
l-Hukamdu’l-Ieldm wCmraa* awdktHr Is the book from which the
famous author ahahrasdrl reproduced the seoond part of his
wsdl-joaown work aushatu* l-/jrwAh wa linwjatu' 1-Afrdh fi Xaw&rf
Kukamd-l'l-Mhtaqaddimin wb ' 1 - i l i ta 'akhichirln." this book Is
4
divided Into two parts j In the first part the author
1. Chahdr Maqdla, pp. , 219.
2. Tdr.Huk.Islda, f.GGa. Ihls Is also stated In an artlole 
the Bollstin of the Sohool of Oriental Studies, London, 1 
V, pert 111, p.47 , by iqy esteemed lrof. Sir L.Benlson Ri 
and Prof. H.A.K.Glbb.
a. Cat.Ar.M3S, Ber.Lib.Mo.10085, Mo.217.
4. Masbat, J *  1-141*.
has described "the ancient philosophers , for instance, Thai 
Pythagoras, Socrates and others, and ends with Galen; In the 
eeoond part^ho has mostly described, "modern authors rather 
than "philosophers** He begins with $unayn b* ishdq, a 
Christian author, and ends with Abu’l-Pdtta Yahyd* It simply 
amounts to this that the whole part dealing with the "modern 
philosophers" of the Bu*hatu#l-Arwah is reproduced from the 
T&rikh-i-Hukamdu^IslAm, but Shahrazdri gives not the sllgh 
eat Indication that he is in any way Indebted to any other 
author at all*
This plagiarism is of a similar nature to that committed 
In the TArifch-l-Vabaristtoywhioh plagiarises from the ChafhA 
Maqdla2; so too does Basm fir£ from the Lubdbull-Aldb3t as 
also does al-'Ur&^a fl’l-UlfcAydtl's Saljuqiyyd from the 
K&fcatu1 e-Judur*4
shahrazuri did not even name our author among the learned 
men of Bayhaq, whom he desoribes in his ftushat, although oux 
author was one of the greatest men of his time, a native of
1* flushat, p*141n-195.
2* Chahdr MaqAla, preface, p*xiv.
3* Lubdb, Vol.I, p«6«
4* i»a^ at, preface, pp* xxxlv, m v .
/ -
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Bayhaq, and had produosd a great number of works* It la 
obvious that he deliberately avoided mention of our author; 
had he mentioned him he muat have mentioned hla books as well 
and so the real origin of the Hushat would have been dlsoover 
danger being the more likely In that he lived well within a 
century of our author's time*
tie have compared both books and found only very slight 
variations In the text here and there * our author's arrangeme 
and the very words he uses are reproduced almost throughout t 
work* ihe only difference being that In places,Shahrazdrl 
omits and sometimes cuts short the long and repeated titles,
which our author Is accustomed to set forth In full. In some
places we find not only verbal changes, but changes In the 
cons traction of sentences, and. in some sentences -*huhraztiri 
introduces here and there a few words and some tines a few 
sentenoes of his own.
His plagiarism is quite clear where our author mentions 
either himself or his book and says, for instance, "I have se 
a certain book”, ”1 have written a faot in my book", "I heard
from So-and-so", or "So-and so told me"; here Shahrazfiri omit
these things, or substitutes "a certain historian relates', 
or some similar phrase of his own, then rigidly keeps to the 
text.
In support of this statement I may quote here a few
/3<
parallel passages from different parts of the books
n i W j M  #> *1maa mmm vrn\ words and phrasoa
whloh are at variance:*
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If the rdrf kh-i-^ufcamdu’l-lsldm had not bean In existence
of oourse nobody would have suspected otherwise than that it 
an original work, t e think >hahrasdri was not at all Justifi* 
In presenting the Huahat as his original wotk). It was reall; 
the ease up till now, and the original being very rare it 
enjoyed popularity, and had been utilised by later authors.
After comparing the "modern philosophers'* part of the 
Hushat, it created a doubt in my mind about the "ancient 
philosophers" part of it* though it is removed from the subj< 
in hand we briefly refer to the fact, to make myself sure on 
the point 1 searched other books and found that that part wa 
also taken from other books, and here 1 may quote parallel 
passages from the Kushat and I bn Abi Upaybi'aj-
Xhe Hushatu* 1-Arwdfc.
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So important was tbs Hushat considered that it was trans­
lated into Persian, the title being the fArikh-i-tftthamd-i-Sa 
Although al-Ma'r&fl had. also borrowed the life of Avioenna f 
the r4rlkh>i~Uakaadu,l-lsl<m, he acknowledged the indebtedne 
of its author.
It is also noteworthy that not only -hahrezdri and al-*a' 
hare copied from the fArikh-i-gukamAu'l-IslAsi, but the great 
author al-Qlft£ has also borrowed from the i'drfkh-i-Hukamdu' 
Isldm in the A'lrikhu'l^ukamd^ the biography of Avioenna in 
particular, and forgotten to mention the souroe.
4f quote hereunder a few parallel lines from both the boo 
She Mrikh-i-^uknmdu' l-lsldtj. The i’Arikhu'l-Hukamd
Shaff of Lahore has published in the Oriental College 2a* 
sin*^°Je8. 1929, Vol.V, p.109, sons part of another Pereli 
translation of the i’Ar ikh- 1-yukBmdu' 1-lslAm, named Purrati 
Akhbdr wa Lam'atu’l-Anw&r. But the Professor does not say 
anything as to where the i*S» was found, or where it is no
2. Cat.Ar.MSS. Ber.Lib.Ho.10063, *&$» 493, f.l63b.
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Thirdly, the Tdrlkh-i-Uukaodu'l-lsldm gives aketohoe of
^-1, -  /  -  I <40^
Sfce*<y*f'tlheL-thri»£tearaotfa»«r^nd^phlJ<oetapken&^tf>Hfee-merdr
i*fl^&(t#edM4to6«i<$esw*4»e«A<after<w#dLetS»aiu whioh irketche* w« 
have translated into English, and give later on in this ohapl 
using to the value and importance of the Tdrfkh-l-£ukandu' 
Isldm, a photographic facsimile hac been made from the Berliz 
VS. by order of ny irofessor Sir S.Danieon Hoes, the Plrectoz 
of the School of oriental studio*, London, and ie now presen 
in the Sohool Library. The work is undoubtedly of great impc 
anae and Z hope to edit it with a preface, end an English trc 
latlon.
MSB. of the i'&rfMi-l-lfakaaidu^-Isldnu 
So far aa we know there exist four JiSS. of the Idrflch-i-
4
^uknodu*1*1sldm; one in the Berlin Library, whioh is a oonplc 
one, writ ton in a neat thulth. with golden lines in the m&rgl 
folios 99. It begins with the biography of ^unayn b. IeljAq., 
and ends with the aooount of Zaynu’d-Dln Jurjdni.
The second one, in the Leydop Library, oomprises an abrldg 
aent from the ttfrlkh-i-Hukamdu'l-Islda by Abu IsJ/dq al-Ghadazi 
nl-Tabrfzl, as he himself states:-2 .
1. far the references on this page see Chapter I.
2. See ttftl, $>
Bashir 
L  hd
Library
MS*
After the abridgement he adds a supplement to the booh, in 
whioht so as to enhance its beauty, he has added some more 
biographical sketches of learned mcn9 and quoted some of their 
verses, to which he refers as follows:-1 _ _
- (J ^  f irUL*)-> *\i±\Oo\y 6*^ IS
i’he i’atirnma-i-Siwdnu'i-Hihmandfi^fth the biography of Laynu’
i>in JurJ&ni, and the author has completed his supplement with
biographical notice of Shib&bu'd-Lin Suharwardi9 and quoted
some of his verses 9 to i&ich he refers thus:-2
* /  . M
Further9 we learn that the book was transcribed in the yeas
092 A*H. by the copyist Ibnu'l-Uhulda, which is stated in thei
words;-3 „ .lt. ,
4 Ajj IJ ^ I ^  I U W  1 U-bJ
- \ ijj | t jr ■ ■* (j w  C u \jJmJj
One of these two MSS. of the i'drfkh-l-^ukamdu'l-IslAm in ti
Constantinople libraries, which we have referred to before, ii
the MS. in the library of Jfeshlr AJghd, which was transcribed 1
689 a .H. In this MS. sssm ether author (whose name is not
tlTen, but think it is AbA IsfcAq, uha^anf ar, whose name appi
in the eatalofM of seyden library, and who has written a sup]
went to the iatiaaa-i-JiwAnu'l-Hitaai, mentions the MS. in thi
1. See X*
a* oozy, Cat.Ar.mss. Vol.II, p.£92, Cod.133d, Ual.
/f
. -s' .
} > tjU> jI)\4/V<Jo^If -
-A» fy \j^  ) u>
The other MS* in the library of Mulld *iurdd was tr&naorib
p
In €49 A.H., the author mentioning it thus:-
following words i-1..
> > ^ 4 1 ™  S '  ffl1 r " $ v
v \ 4 p  ^ir y c~s~j> *1 W * > 1 ^
1* See Chapter If £+ 
E• oe n. i«
I*f£
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We have, hereunder given a tran sla tion  of biographical 
sketches of the eminent Muslim and C hristian authors and p h ilo s ­
ophers mentioned in  the Tdrlkh-i-Hukamdu'l-Isldm, om itting  
unimportant parts of those sketches.
Abu 1A ll Sina or Avicenna.
Our author g ives in  the Tdrlkh-i-?ukamdu'l-Isldm a biographical 
sketch of Avicenna, whioh runs to 31 pages of the book, and 
inoludes the story he quoted about Abu Na?r Fdrdbis' book of 
metaphysics* Moreover he had h im self seen a few of Avioenna's 
books , such as al-Muq^ta^idt, Hayyb. ^aq^dn,whioh are unmentioned 
in  the Encyclopaedia of Isldm and in  Brookelmann.
We give in  the follow ing a tran sla tion  of certa in  parts o f the 
sketchy whioh include a l i s t  of h is  works.
w Al-Hakim al-W azlr Sharafu’l-Mulk Abu1A ll al-§usayn Abdu'llah 
b* Sina-al-Bukhdri' s father was a properous native of Balkh, and 
an o f f i c i a l .  He removed to Bukhdrd during the reign of al-Amlr 
Maliku'l-Mashriq. Hdh b* Man§dr, by whom he was appointed a 
c o lle c to r  of revenue for  the town Kharmatayn in  Bukhdrd, at one 
time a great c i ty .  Hear th is  c i ty  there was a v il la g e  ca lled  
Afshana, where Avicenna's father married a lady named Sitdra (star  
and where Avicenna was born in  the year 370 A.H. - 980 A.D. (Here 
our author describes Avicenna's b irth  a s tr o lo g ic a l ly , f* 2 3 b .)
Five years a fte r  Avicenna's b irth  h is  brother Mafcmdd was born. 
I t  was a fte r  Ma^mdd's b irth  that h is  parents l e f t  the v illa g e  for
Bukhdrd, where Avicenna was placed under a tutor, from whom he 
learned the Qu'rdn and studied literature* When he reached his 
tenth year he committed to memory the main principles of compo- 
sltlon* His father being very anxious for the education of the 
youth, he himself Undertook the task of teaching him Hasa&d'il'^- 
Ikhwdnu's-gafA and mathematics, including algebra, later on he 
met $aklm Abu Abdu'llah an-Mtill al-Bukhdral. The boy learnt 
fiqh with Ismd'll az-Zdhid and used to debate with him oh various 
problems* First he read the book Isdghdjl with HAtlli, and aequir 
a sound knowledge of logic* He then statted on Euclid and Majlsfl 
when Hdtill had finished with the teaching of the boy, he (Hdtill 
entered into the court of Khwdrazmshdh Mmdn b* Muhammad, and 
Avicenna devoted himself to the study of ph|L8les, metaphysics, and 
various other works, gradually becoming proficient*
He was then attracted to medicine, beoame devoted to it, 
mastered it in a very short time, and later on became unequalled 1 
that science* Great physicians visited him, availed themselves ol 
his extraordinary knowledge, and discussed with him their experi­
ments. When he had passed his twelfth year, he spent eighteen 
months in the further study of logic and philosophy and by this 
time he was so whole-heartedly attached to study that he never 
slept a whole night through, and did nothing during the day-time
except read*
During this period he not only studied but extracted many 
subletles from his learning* when sometimes he feared he might
t I'ill! • ^ ‘■'"if
fall asleep he would, drink a oup of nabiz (a kind of drink made 
of dates and raisins). Contrary to Plato and other philosophers, 
Aba 'All was in the habit of taking drink and satisfying his 
physical appetites, sometimes to exoess. This affected his studie 
very much, and somewhat retarded progress with his work, yet it dl 
not undermine his rast knowledge. He wished to study mathematics, 
but on aooount of a taste for the more interesting metaphysios, h< 
decided upon the latter, studying a certain book and re-reading 11 
some forty times till he knew it by heart. About this very work ) 
related a story. He said that 'Ane day, passing a market of book* 
sellers, a salesman mmt proffered to sell him the
manusorlpt of the book in question, whioh he refused harshly to 
buy, deeming the subjeot hardly worth his while. But the salesma: 
persisted, and Abu 'All bought that book for the nominal sum of 
three dirams, in order to rid himself of the attentions of the 
salesman and to help the owner of the book. He found the hook - 
on metaphysics - to have been written by Abu Hayr FArdbl, the 
"Second Teacher". When he had finished reading it, he was so de­
lighted to have oome across it that as a mark of his great gratll 
cation he distributed a considerable amount of money among the po 
Onoe Amir Hanyfar b. Hfcfc was taken ill, the great physloians 
the time were unable to oure him. At this period Abu 'All was fs 
becoming famous. The Amir's physician, knowing this, called him 
in to take part in a consultation and then to assist in the trea1
raent of the Amir. It was in this way that he entered the servi<
of Amir Manpdr as one of his physicians.
Onoe Abu ’All having asked permission of the Amir to use his 
library - a permission whioh was at onoe granted • he had a looi
through the catalogue of the books it contained, and he found rc
books by Abu H&ftri FdrAbl, and others of whioh he had never hee 
He began to read the books and greatly profited by them. Unforti 
nately later on the library was somehow set on fire and all the 
books were utterly destroyed. Some people are of the opinion t!
enemies of Abu ’All perpetrated the act, assuming that Abu ’All(
.
with his knowledge of the books, would reproduoe their ideas as 
their own.
By this time Abu ’All had reached his eighteenth year and he 
completed his studies upon all the subjects that he had attempt'
Onoe a man named Abu’l-^&san al-Ard^l, living in hie neighbor 
hood, requested him to write a comprehensive book for him on 
poiody. Abu ’All complied with his request and mentioned him ii
A
the book, exhibiting in the volume his own profound knowledge 
of the subject.
Abu Bakr al-Barql al-Khwrirazmi, a faqlh, muffaslr and zdhid, 
another neighbour of his, requested Abu ’All to write commentary 
on flqh, tafslr and other subjects, which he did; among them 
being al-HAsil wa’l-Ba^pdl in twenty volumes, whioh were to be 
seen in the library of JurjAn, but were afterwards lost. Abu ’j
Iwrote also another booh for Abu Baler upon ethics, that bore the 
title of al-Birr-i wa'l-Ithm, a volume 1 had the opportunity of 
seeing in the possession of l&aframmad al-Hdrithm al-Sarakhsi, in 
Abu 'All's own ha&dwriting.
In his twenty-second year Abu 'All's eireumstanoes changed; 
the power of AmlrManydr began to decline and the Samanid were 
causing inconvenience. Abu 'All was obliged to leave Bukhdrd 
to be present at the court of Khwdrazmashdh 'All b« Mdmdn. His 
waclr Abu*1-Hasan Suhayll was a great patron of learning, who 
helped scholars by granting them allowances, and otherwise 
supplying their needs. This patron of learning looked after 
Abu 'All for some time. Again he had to leave Khwar&zm and trai 
visiting such places as Bulqansa and Ahward, Jds, and Jajwrm, 
the boundary of Khurdsdn, and then to Jurjdn. For some time he 
reoeived support from Amir Qdbds,.who before long was imprisoned 
in a fortress, where he died. After this event Abu 'All 
travelled to Dihistdn where he whs takentseriously ill; from 
there he returned to Jurjdn.
In Jurjdn he was reoeived by Abu 'Ubayd Jurjdni. who later 
on used to visit Abu 'All every day to read Majisfl, Basmala'l 
-Mantiq. and al-ilukhtafaru'l-Awsa$ fi'l-Manfiq; and this last 
caused him to be known as "al-Awyat al-Jurjdnif
There was another man in Jurjdn called Abu Muhammad ash* 
Shlrdsl, who was a great supporter of Abu 'All and for whom Abu 
'All wrote two books, entitled al-Mabda1 wa'l-Ma'dd, and al­
f T o
*
Irfd d u 'l-K u lliya . He composed many books in  Jurjdn, such as the
beginning of al-Qdndn, al-Mukhta^ar min a l - t t a j i s f i ,  and many
books and small works*
The fo llow ing i s  a complete l i s t  of h is  worksj-
Kitdb al-Majmd', one volume; a l-§ d $ il wa'l-M ahjdl, two volumes
a l-B irr  wa’l-Ithm , two volumes; ash-Shifd , one volume; al-Qdndn,
four volumes; Kitdbu'n-Hajat; al-Hiddya; a l-Ish d rd t; al-Awsdt;
a l- 'A ld 'l*  Lisdn-u’l-'A rab , two volumes; a l-A d w iya 'l-Q allta ;
al-M djiz; al-Hikmatu'l-Q.udsiyyali; Bayan-i-D awdta'l-Jiha; al-Mabda
wa'l-Ma'dd; al-Ma'dd; al-MuqLta$.iat * Among h is  r a sd il arer-
Risdla fi'l-Q ad a  wa'1-Qadar; al-Ajrdm a l-'U law iyya; a l- 'A ld tu 'r -
Rasadiyya; 'Arad Fd^ifdrb^s; al-Mantiq. b i'sh -S h 'r ; al-Tufcfa;
Risdla f i'l-H u rd f; a l-M aw afi'u 'l-Jad a lliyya; Mukhta§ar TTqlaydis;
R asd 'il fi'l-2Iab(J.; f i  'fc-Jadwal; Aqsdm 'Hldmu'l-gikma; fi'n-Jfihdya
u
w a'l-'In h d ya; §ayy bin Yaq.$dn; Ab'dd al-J ism  Ghayr Jdtiyya^
Abu Nagr Fdrdbi.
An account of "the Greatest Philosopher of Isldm" i s  as 
follow s
" Ash-Shaykh Abu Na$r al-F drdbi, i . e  .Muhammad b. Muhammad b. 
Tarkhan came from Fdrdb in  Turkistan. Abu Hapr i s  e n t it le d !fthe 
Second Teacher", and i t  i s  held that as regards h is  learning ther 
had been no man born to e^ual him in  Isldm. I t  v is  said that ther 
were four &reat learned men and philosophers in  the world; two
kin  the pre-Isldm ic age, those were A riB totle and Alexander the Gr< 
and two in  the Isldm ic age, those being Abu B&sr and Abu 'All. 
There was an in terv a l of th ir ty  years between the date of the dea 
of Abu Hasr Fdrdbi and the b irth  of Abu ’A ll. Abu 'A ll ava iled  
him self grea tly  of the works of Abu Ha§r, a fa o t whioh he h im self 
adm its, saying that he had an incomplete knowledge of metaphysios 
u n til he had thoroughly studied the books of Fdrdbi on the subjeo 
(Here our author thanked God for the knowledge he had of th is  
su b ject. )
Abu Hear had produced numerous works, and most of them are to  
be found in  Syria; some in  Khurdsdn. Among h is  works may be 
mentioned:- al-Mukhtasaru'l-Awsa^ f i 11-Man^iq.; al-U ukhta^aru'l- 
M u'jiz; al-Burhdn, Jawdmi' Kutubi'l-ManjJiq.; I r d 'u 'l  M adlnatu'l- 
F d sila , at-Ta’l lq d t ; Sharfc Kutub Aras^d, • and Sharh Uqlaydis; four 
volumes of music; Kitdbu'n-Hafs; Kitdbu1t -T a f s lr ; Kitdb Tahmand 
ds, and many a small work.
I have seen in  the lib rary  ca lled  the Treasury of the Uaqibu'i] 
Nuqdbd in  Ray, some of the rarest books by Abu Na$r, and most of 
them, I saw; were e ith er  in  h is  own handwriting or in  that of h is  
pupil Abi Zakariyd Yahyd1 b. 'Adi .
I have come across in  the Akhldq.u'l-^ukamd, that Ism a'll b.
'Abbdd presented g i f t s  to Abu Ha$r and disp layed  a great desire  
for h is  fr ien d sh ip , saying: "Who ever w il l  take roe to Abu Nasr 
or bring him to me, I w ill  bestow favours upon him, and make him
a wealthy man. Abu Ua§r, in  turn, had refused to accept h is
g i f t s ,  or to meet him.
Afterwards Abu Hapr condescended to v i s i t  the house of 'AbbAd 
but re lu c ta n tly , and to the great astonishment of h is  h o st. At 
that time i t  happened that 'AbbAd was in  the company of h is  
fam iliar fr ie n d s , among whom were humoiyLsts and merry makers.
I t  seems that he was quite taken by surprise and not a l i t t l e  
ahsamed at th is  unexpeeted v i s i t  of Abu Ha$r, p articu lar ly  at
sueh a con v iv ia l moment. He flew  into a great rage with the
%
door-keeper for  not informing him of hiB v is i t o r 's  arriva l 
in s ta n tly . Those present a t the moment were a lso  ashamed, and 
apologised to AIjjbl Ha§r, who assured them profusely that he was 
not in  the s l ig h te s t  degree d isp leased  with them* and sson they 
were s a t is f ie d  that th is  was so . He thereupon, auite pleasantl; 
made one of the company, joined in  the conversation h e a r tily ,  
talked of wine, of r ich es , p leasures, and a l l  sorts of th ings. 
Some people say that when Abu Ha$r v is ite d  'AbbAd he had a 
musical instrument with him, l ik e  a harp, upon which was in so r i 
"Abu Na*r FArAbi has come." Further, he played m asterfully  up 
the instrument for  a w hile, and afterw ards^left the place for  
BAghdAd. 'AbbAd and h is  friends were grea tly  astonished a t Abu 
H air's profio iency in  music, were sorry that h is  stay was so 
short, and 'AbbAd ordered the instrument, which Abu Ha§r had le  
with them, to be kept ca re fu lly , hoping that he might return tc 
the town some day. 'When 'AbbAd's musician took hold of i t ,  he
ft*
exclaim ed: ”0 S&hib you were thinking that the instrument was in  
perfect condition , hut look what has happened to i t ."  'Abbdd saw 
that Abu Jfa§r had already^ the instrument u s e le s s , and he was so 
much upset by the whole incident that he i s  sa id  to hare forsaken 
a l l  pleasures for the r e s t  of h is  l i f e ,  and expressed h is  sorrow 
for having wasted h is  time in  the company of mere pleasure seekeri 
thus n eg lectin g  the cu ltiv a tio n  of h is  own ego. Alas! Where are 
admirers such as 'Abbdd to be found!
I r e c a ll  my tutor t e l l in g  me, that onoe Abu Hafr, while 
tra v e llin g  from Dimasha to ’Asqaldn, was attacked by a gang of 
robbers* R ealising  the danger of the s itu a tio n  Abu Hajr offered  
them a l l  the anim als, arms, d o  thing that he and h is  party had 
with them* These the robbers lo s t  no time in  se iz in g  and yet 
were not sa tis fied *  To le sse n  the r isk  of d iscovery, the gang 
decided to k i l l  Abu Hasr and a l l  those with him. Thereupon a 
f ig h t  took p la c e , but Abu Nasr and a l l  h is  companions were 
eventually  k illed *  When the people of Syria learned of the horri 
outrage they proceeded to arrest the gang* They buried the body 
Abu Jfesr and cru c ified  a l l  the robbers near h is  grave.
Some people who had no knowledge of how Abu Na§r came by h is  
death say that he was attacked by in sa n ity , su ffer in g  from th is  
he weht to the bank of the T igris and there spoke to a man who wa 
s e l l in g  d ates. Me asked him -  curtly  perhaps -  how he was s e l l in  
them. The words angered the man and he answered rudely and then 
began to thrash him, crying "How dare you ask me the question? an
/ H
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ao he heat Abu Hapr to death.
Among the sayings of Abu Napr a r e :1 He who wishes to learn  
philosophy should be young, healthy, possessing  a l l  good 
q u a lit ie s ;  he must f i r s t  have knowledge of the Qu'rdn, then of 
lexicography, o f fiqh ; he should a lso  be modest, learned, a good 
speaker, and an abstainer from e v i l .  He should moreover be a 
man of some means, should perform r e lig io u s  d u ties a t th e ir  prope: 
time and p la ces , and should respect men of learn in g , and learning  
i t s e l f  should be above a l l  earth ly  th in g s .1
Abu Ha$r also  says 1 the philospher should a tta in  knowledge 
f i r s t ,  then d iscu ss i t  with s p e c ia l is t s ,  and then pxxt i t  in to  
p ra ctice , otherwise that knowledge is  l ik e ly  to remain incomplete 
I f  the foregoing q u a lit ie s  are not to be found in  a certa in  man, 
he is  not to be reckoned a p h ilosop h er.1
Abu Basr further says ' i f  learning i s  not adorned with e th ic s ,  
the possessor w il l  have no reward in  the world to come. One's 
q u a lit ie s  are completed by e th ic s , ju st as a tree i s  crowned with  
f r u i t . 1 He a lso  remarks 'when one considers on ese lf above one's 
p o s itio n , one i s  not l ik e ly  jto Improve that p o iit io n .*
As we have already sa id  the Tdrikh-i-Hukamdu’l-Isld m  Contains 
the e a r l ie s t  and the lon gest account of 'Umar Khayydm,j>we^would 
have tran slated  M  into English - as we have the accounts of 
Avicenna, Abu Ua^r Fdrdbi and others - but as
J3feyy4sf^ras tran sla ted  and published recen tly  in  the B u lle tin  of
r
of the Sohool o f O riental S tud ies, London, I think I can not do 
b etter  than reproduce the tra n sla tio n , whioh i s  given hereunder
The Master and Philosopher, the Proof of the People,
*Umar ibn Ibrdhlm al-Xhayydm.
He was a Hlshdpdrl by b ir th , as a lso  were h is  father and h is  
ancestors. He was the d isc ip le  o f Abti ’A ll in  the various tranche 
of philosophic s tu d ie s , but was w ithal a man of disagreeable  
character and peevish temper. Having studied a certa in  book in  
Isfahdn seven times and memorized i t ,  he returned to Hlshdpdr and 
there d icta ted  i t .  I t  was afterwards compared with a copy of the 
o r ig in a l, and very l i t t l e  d ifference was found between them. His 
horoscope was Gemini, the sun and Mercury being in the ascendant^  
He was niggardly in  both composing and teach ing, and wrote nothing 
but a compendium on p h ysics, a tr e a t ise  on A xistence, and another 
on Being and O bligation , though he had a wide knowledge of ph ilo li 
Jurisprudence,and h isto ry .
The story i s  to ld  that the Imdm ’Vmar one day entered the pres 
of the wazir Shihdb a l-Isld m , i.e .'A b d  ar-Razzdq., son of the grea 
ju riscon su lt Abu’l-Qdsim 'Abdalldh ibn ’A ll ibn Akh Haijzdm. Aith 
the la t t e r  was the Imdm of the Koran-readers, Abu’l-Haean a l-  
Ghazzdl, and the two of them were d iscussing  the d ifferen t readin  
of a certa in  verse of the Koran. Shihdb a l-Isld m  said  Jow we ha 
lig h ted  on the expert* , and questioned the Imdm ’Umar on the poin 
Thereupon ’Umar not only enumerated the c o n flic t in g  readings of
J  t ^  ^ ; i f  * f ?  * 4^ 7  • *
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of the readers w ith the objections to each one, but a lso  related  
the unsupported tra d itio n s and exposed th e ir  fa u lt s ,  and then 
proceeded to argue for the su periority  of one reading over a l l  the 
other readings. The Imdm of the Headers, Abu'l-#asan al-Ghazzdl, 
exclaimed, "May God m ultiply such men as you among the learned! 
Make me one of the fam iliars of your house and grant me your favou 
I never thought that anyone in  the world, not even aifiEy'of the 
readers, could memorize and master the whole o f th a t, l e t  alone 
one of the p h ilo sp h ers.w
1’n the mathematical and metaphysical branches of philosophy 
he was a thorough master. One day the Imdm, the Proof Of Isldm, 
Muhammad el-G h azzd li, v is ite d  him and questioned him on the greate: 
prominence of one of the polar section s o f the c e le s t ia l  sphere 
than of the other se c tio n s , although the sphere I t s e l f  i s  sym­
m etrica l. (I have d iscussed  th is  point in  my own book , Ard, i s  an- 
Uafd’i s . )  The Imam !Umdr made.a discourse o f inordinate length , 
beginning with the statement that movement belonged to such and 
suoh a category, but d ea lt very meagrely w ith the point under 
d iscu ssion  - for  such was the usual way of th is  much-revered shayk] 
k% length  the mosque attendant whose duty i t  was to give the signal 
(to the Mu'adhdhin) a t midday rose to h is  ta sk , and the mu'adhdhin 
issued  the o a ll  to prayer, whereupon the Imdm al-H hazzdll quoted 
"The truth has come and falsehood has passed away", and went o f f .
The Imdm 'Umar one day v is ite d  the Great Sultan Sinjar during
during h is  boyhood, when he was su ffering  from an attack  of small- 
pox. When he came out the wazir Mujir ad-Dawlah sa id  to him, "Whi 
do you think of him and how have you treated  him?" The Imdm fUmar 
rep lied  to him, ’’The boy i s  dangerous." The words were caught by 
a negro eunuch, who brought them to the ears of the Sultan. When 
the Sultdn recovered he entertained a secret fe e lin g  of hatred fo] 
the Imdm1 Umar and d is lik e d  him. whereas the Sultan Malikshdh used
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to number him amongst h is  boon companions and the Khdqdn Shams al« 
Muldk at Bukhdrd used to  show him the g rea test honour, so much so 
that he would seat the Imdm 'Umar beside him on h is  divan.
The Imdm 'Umar once to ld  the follow ing story  to my fa th er .
One day, he sa id , I was with the Sultan Malikshdh when a boy came
in , one of the children of the amirs, and did homage to him most
g ra ce fu lly . I marvelled a t the elegance of the sa lu ta tio n  in  one
so young as he was, but the Sultan said  to me, "Do not be surprise
ata young chicken, when i t s  egg i s  broken, s e ts  about pecking graini 
without being taught, but i t  cannot find i t s  own way to i t s  n e st , 
while a young pigeon doss not peck at grains u n t il  i t  has been 
taught through being fed from the b i l l ,  but in  sp ite  of that i t  
grows in to a pigeon which can d irect i t s e l f  and w il l  f ly  from Mec< 
to Baghddd." The Sultan's words impressed me g rea tly , and I sa id  
"Every one of greatness i s  guided by in s t in c t ."
I m yself onoe v is ite d  the Imdm on behalf of my fath er (may God 
have mercy upon him) in  the year 507, and he asked me to explain
w
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a verse In the famdsah whioh runs:
Nor do they pasture, when they alight, on the flanks of quletuc 
nor in the grove of meekness*
I said "al-huwaynd is a diminutive with no corresponding form 
of magnitude, just like ath-thurayyd and al-humayyd. The poet 
intends to indicate the might and invincibility of this tribe; 
his expression means 'when they encamp at any place, they do not 
stoop to weakness or ignominy, but aim at ever more glorious deed! 
Then he asked me how many kinds of segments there are. I replied 
"Four kinds, including the circumference of the circle, and a 
segment greater than a half-circle.*' Turning to my father he sai 
"A chip of the old block."
His son-in-law, the Imdm Muhammad al-Baghdddl, told me that he 
used to use a golden toothpick. He was studying the metaphysios 
in (Avicenna's) Shifd, and when he came to the chapter on "The 
One and the Many", he placed the toothpick btween the two pages 
and said, "Summon the righteous ones that I may make my tentament 
He then made his testament, arose and prayed, and neither ate noi 
drank. When he prayed the last evening prayer he prostrated him­
self, saying as he did so, "0 God, Thou knowest that I have sougl 
to know Thee to the measure of my powers. Forgive my sins, for mj 
knowledge of Thee is my means of approach to Thee," and died.
Our author gives hereunder an account of the famous author 
Sharist&ni, and mentions his boohsf^ o2iy the Kit&bu9l-Milal 
wdjn-Nihal being mentioned by Brochelmann2 and by Hdjl Khal: 
on the authority of Shahrazdrl*, who came to know of the booh
5
through the Tdrfhh-i-Hukam&u'l-Isl&m.,*
" Al-Iradm Muhammad ash-Shdrist&nl produced many worhs, amo; 
them being Kitdbu'l-Milal wafn Nihal, Kitdbu’l-'Uydn wa'l'-Anh 
/he Story of Mdsd and Khidr, and Kitdbu’l-Mandhij wafl-fAydt* 
From the last mentioned booh he read a chapter, discussed it 1 
me;and wished to discuss the vhole, but before he could do th 
he died* His boohs exceeded twenty volumes* I saw one volume 
in whioh he had recorded philosophical discussions whioh tooh 
place between him and other learned men, for instance IMdm 
Abu91-HaBan b* Hamawiyya and others* I was astonished that h 
included me among these learned men* (Here our author desor 
philosophical discussions whioh tooh plaoe between them9 ff*7 
ahd b*)* Shdrist&ni was also a courtier of Sult&n Sanjar and 
his confidant* He died in Sh^ristdn in the year 548 A*H*"
%•. The same booh is referred to in Prof* Brownevs Literary
6 7History of Persia, and by Dr.Nidhamu'd-Dln.
1. Tdr.Huk.Isldm, f.78b.
2. Brook. 2.'
3. gdj.Khal. '/o S*r'
•/// a- "
4. Huzhat.
5. Sdrlguk.Isldm, i- y 9 ^  '
6. lit.His.Per. ff ? 299*
7. JawdmlJ.
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The following are sektohes of a few Christian philosophers 
and authors from the Tdrikh-i-^ukamdu’l-Isldm.
Hunayn b. lehdq al-Mutarjim.
"$unayn was the first man to translate a Greek lexicon into 
Syriac and Arabic# He was said to have compiled the most learned 
Arabic-Ureek lexicon since the time of Alexander the Great, gunay 
was born in Baghddd, grew up and was educated in Syria. He lived 
in the reign of the Khalifa al-&dm&n and al-Mu’ta^im. A Christie 
one day he observed a picture of Christ in the interior of a ohur 
and said "Why should it be allowed to exhibit piotures in that 
holy plaoe, where only God ought to be worshipped, God himself ca 
not be represented in any picture."
Hearing of this utterance of his, Jdthaliq, the reigning Kingj 
had Hunayn confined within his own house. Under this form of 
imprisonment he is said to have solved medical problems, and to 
have written commentaries on the books of Aristotle and Plato. 
Later on the King apologised to him, but Hunayn appears not to ha 
forgiven him, and spent the remainder of his life in disseminati 
knowledge•
Among Hunayn1s sayings are:- 1 Whosoever stops eating after 
intoxication, or before already eaten food is digested, will not 
be in need of any physician. rI‘o eat the meat of a dead animal is 
poisonous.,#l
I
al-§aklm iSatd b* Ydnus al-liutarjim
"Alatd b* Ydnus was a great Christian author; he wrote commen­
taries on the books of Aristotle, composed books on logio and 
other subjects* Among his sayings are;-
’There are three good qualities; one of self, one of body, am 
one of externals. The good quality of self is to realize the 
reality of things, oultiYate good morals and live accordingly*
The bodily requisites is physical culture; the fitness of the 
different parts of the body. The external quality is towards 
gaining worldly things in a just manner and to expend it in a 
proper way1,"
Yahyd an-Hahwi, known as Bitrlq,
"Yahyd an-Ha£w£ ad-Daylaml was another Chris tian author, a 
preacher and one of the leading learned men of ancient times. 
Hearing that one of the governors of vAll ibn Abi f{dlib, the 
Khalif, threatened to exile him from Persia and destroy his 
church, Yajjyd informed the Khalit of the threat and requested 
his protection, which was readily granted. I have myself seen th 
letter of protection (f*15a) in the possession of al-Haklm Abi'l- 
Futuh al-Mustawli, who was a Christian also, Xa£yd wrote several 
books which contained adverse criticism of Aristotle and Plato, 
from the point of view of Christianity.
Avicenna used to say of Yafcyd that 'he was a gilded pillar 
of Christianity.1 Imdm Ghazdll used to extol him for the
painstaking oare he took in acquiring knowledge, for his care­
fulness in transcribing, and his brilliance in discussing 
logical and philosophical problems. Ya^ iyd wrote many books 
(but is not given the name of any of them}.
A pupil of Yedjyd's was Khdlid b. Yazld b. &a'dwiya, who 
acquired his medical knowledge from him. Ya£ydfs sayings 
are: fEe who does not practice the good that is in his heart 
and disbelieves in the Other World is not of us. The worst 
thing for a King is for him to entreat, and to battle with 
cowards. i?or the rich it is abominable to be miserly; for the 
poor to be proud; it is ridiculous for the old to jest; wicked 
for the young to be lazy; absurd for people to be envious, and 
distressing to see them quarrel. Poverty is the greatest of 
evils. He who recognises the superiority of learned men, is 
well on the road to learning himself1. n
Ya'qub b. Is^dq al-Kundl Ya'qdb.
ffYa!qdb, yet another Christian, was a great mathematician.
He wrote many books. In some of his books he brought together 
Muhammadan jurisprudence and philosophy. I have seen a few of 
his rare books. The Khalif al-Mu’ta^im had great regard for hj
al Hakim Abu Sahal al-Ma^l^l.1
"Abu Sahal, another Christian author, was greatly learned ij 
medicine, and wrote books upon the subject at the command of
1. See also Chahdr Maqdla, p.235, for some facts of his life.
of Khwdrdzmshdh Mdmdn b. Muhammad. Abu Sahal was born and grew
up in Jurjdn, and was eduoated in JBagh&dd. He wrote a great wori 
dealing with finance for the Treasury of Khawdrazmshdh Mdmdn. 
Among his sayings are:- 'The well-born is always to be resp ected 1 
- a rather surprising opinion to come across in these days - 'The 
wisest is the one who is ever contented; the worst and most ignoi 
ant is the one who is afraid at all times. Men without wisdom ax 
knowledge are like pictures - without life.' Abu Sahal wrote a 
book about mind, in which he attempted to explain it. In that boc 
he states that 'when one i3 not contented with what he possesses, 
no increase of his possessions would satisfy him1."
'Ind al-Yaad'b.Yuhanna al-Mutatayyib.
" 'Ind al-Yasd* was a C hristian philosopher and a doctor of 
medioine. Among h is  sayings a re :- ' I f  one does not know onesel: 
how can one be sure of knowing anything? Self,when i t  i s  devote* 
sp ir itu a l a f f a ir s ,  becomes god lik e , and when i t  i s  d irected  eart] 
wards i t  becomes b e s t ia l ' ."
CHAPTER XI.
Some details of/hte non-existent works. x---------------------------
Some of our author's books are mentioned in other works as w 
as in catalogues. The list of the works given by the author in 
the MashAribu'-t-TajArib is quoted in the IrshAd, and in al-Waf 
1-WafayAt, some of the books being mentioned in works suoh as K 
fudh-lhundn of the Turkish bibliographer ?Ajl Khalifa, WafAyAtu 
A'yAn of Ibn-i-KhallikAn, Brockelmann and others; and in the li 
catalogues of the British Museum, Berlin State library, leyden a 
Constantinople. Though none of them is in existence, something 
be said about them.
MashAribu't-lajArib wa GhwAribu'1-GharA'ib.^
This book, a universal history, written in Arabic in four 
volumes, 2 was a continuation of the TArlkh-i-Yaminl of al-'Utb 
and we have dealt with it in Chapter III. It was one of the mo 
important of our author's 4o0ks, and mentioned most by other 
authors in their historical ltotks.
1. IrshAd, Vol.V, ju212. TAr.Huk.IslAm, p.94b.
|afadl, Vol.II, f.68b. T.G. preface, p.8. Barthold, pp
Haj .Khal. Vol.V, p.544, No. 12043. JahAn-gusha. Vol.II, p. 
5uppl.Cat.Per.MSS. Br.Mus. p.61.
Ber.Cat.Per.MSS. p.516, No.535. Sprenger 207,208.
B.Kahl. Cat.Per.Ar.Tur.MSS. te Tashkent lib. No.9a, p.8.
2. **b b  fthe author refers to the fourth volume of this book ir
T Ar i kh- i -HukamAu11 -1 si Am, f.94b.
The book seems to have survived long after our author, an 
passed into the hands of later authors. So far as we know, : 
was first utilized by YAkdt in his IrshAdu'l-Arib1 (595 A.H/ 
1198 A.I.), who quotes from the book some part of our author 
autobiography, and some faots about Isma'il b. 'Abbad. It is 
also used by YAqdt in Mu'Jamu'l-BuldAn2 (6£6 A.H. = 1224 A.D 
in his reference to the town of UstuwA. ^After this it is 
utilized by Ibnu'l-Athir (628 A.H. = 1230 A.J).), an extract 
from MashAribu1t-TaJArib relating to SultAnshAh of KhwArazm 
is brought down to 595 A . H . 3  
. Then Juwayni (658 A.H. » 1260 A.I.) used the book in his
TArlkh-i-JahAn-gushA, as a source for the account of BalMktA
gin, an official in the reign of the Seljuq kings, and for
the Khawarzmshahi period.4
Later on Hamdu'llah Mustawfi (730 A.H. - 1330 A.L.) 
included MashArlb among the list of sources of the TArikh-i- 
Gruzld4t° about the KhwArazmshAhi period.
It is also drawn upon by Professor Barthold in his Turkes
1. IrshAd, Vol.V, p. 208-218; Vol.II ,/fp?314.
2. Mu'Jam. &gypt, Vol.I, p .225.
3. KAmil, Vol.XI, p.249; Vol.I, p.243. Barthold in his Tui
tan gives the year 568 A.H. p.31, n.6.
4. JahAn-gushA, Vol.II,pp. 21,1.
5. T.Gr. p.8.
6. Barthold, p.31.
(1900 A.D.), and by Mirza Muhammad in his edition oftff a^hAr
(1910), both of them correcting the mistake contained 
in the JahAn-gushA concerning MashAribu1t-TaJArib, but neither 
of these gentlemen ever saw the book.
WushAhu-Dumyatu1 lHjja^r.2
This work comprises memoirs of poets contemporary with our 
author who wrote it as a continuation of Bumyatu'l-Qa^r of 
BAkharz$, which is a continuation of Yatimatu'd-Dahr of ath- 
Tha'Alibi. Our author was so much interested in WushAfc that 
he added another continuation to it entitle^ Durratu'l-WushA^/
About WushA£, fImAd writes in**harida that the book existed
in KhurAsAn, and quotes some verses from it.4
About the same book, YAqdt writes that°his first arrival
in Hishapur in ZJ^ LQaddakr 613 A.H. he oame to know about WushAh 
d-DumyaJf, in which our author wrote that Abu11-oAsim al-BAkhar 
completed Dumyajftu'l-Qa^r in JumAdA II 466 A.H. and he himself
JahAn-gushA, Vol.II," pp. 1, n*3; 21, n*5.
2. ^aj.Khal. Vol.VI, p.442. No.14242; p.510, No.14452.
Ibn Khal. Vol.I, p.74.
KharIda, Vol.II, ff. 244b, 190a.
IrshAd, Vol.V, pp. 211-214.
§afadi} Vol.XII, f.68b.
Supp. Cat.Per.MSS. Br.Mus. p.61. T.B. f.56a.
TAr.guk.IslAm, f.89a.
3. TAr.Huk.IslAm, f.95b; IrshAd, Vol.V, p.212.
4. Kharida, Vol.II, ff.244b, 190a.
began writing Wushih on the 1st of Jornada 528 A.H. completing 
in Rama^dn 555 A.H.1 Ydqdt also gives some verses which our 
author had composed in praise of Muhhli^u1 d-Dln Abufl-Fadl
Muhammad b. 1 A^lm, who was a chief of a literary department in
2the Court of Sultdn Sanjar.
In another place Ydqdt’s opinion differs from that of 1 Imdd 
about some facts of the booh/ wive says that he had him
also copied from the same booh, which was written in the autho
own handwriting; but he found a difference in the date, etc.
Ydqdt has given his own selection of verses from a poem that o 
author composed in eulogy of 1 Azizufd-J)in al-Mustawf i
Lubdbu'l-Ansdb wa al-Qdbuf 1-Af qdb. ^
This booh contains the genealogies of the descendants of th 
Prophet, not of ancient families and dynasties of Bayhaq, as w 
have already explained in Chapter flfc
1. Kharida, Vol.II, ff.244b, 190a. Irshdd, Vol.V, p.213.
2. *Ibid. Vol.V, p.214.
3. Ibid. Vol.V, p.215.
4. See n*3.
5. Irshdd, Vol.Vf p.213; Safadi, Vol.All, f.68b.
Rieu^a Suppl.Cat.Per.MSS. Br.Mus. p.60.
E.Kahl. Cat.^er.Ar.Tur.MSS. Tashhent, Ho.9a, p.8-9.
T.B. ff.30b, 148b.
'ArAisu'n-HafA'is.1
This book seems to have contained the logical and philosophic 
discussions and correspondence which took place between the auth 
and his contemporaries* He refers to this in different places i 
the TArlkh-i-EukamAu'l-IslAm. for example, he describes the ooz
g
respondenoe between himself and 'Abdufc-EazzAqt Turk! thus:*
In another place, in a description of al-Hakim Dhahlrufl-Ha<i 
Muhammad b* Mas'ud, he refers to idas'ud's great learning, and 
mentions the philosophical discussion that took place between tb 
in the following sentences:-
Similarly,he mentions the book when he sets down the biograpb 
of 'All b* Shahak al-Qagarl al-Bayhaql, and a discussion with. 
Dhahlru*d-Dln,in this way:-4 ^  ^
AzhAru' 1-Ashj Ar • ®
In this book our author discussed the beauties and defects oJ 
poetry. He himself has referred to this when he mentioned the
1. TAr.Huk.IslAm, f.67a. IrshAd, Vol.V, p.212. Safadl, Vol.x:
f.68b.
2. ■ Ibid. f*72b.
3. Ibid. f.83a,
4. Ibid. f.96b.
5. IrshAd^ Vol.V, p.212) mentions it as AzhAru AshjArin11-Ash!i
Safadl, Vol. XII, f.69. T.B. f.90a.
the poetry and verses of Ibrdhim b. 'Abddsh al-Bayhaql; after 
describing his verses, he alludes to his own booh as follows:-
' ^U> ss c . Jawdmi'u A^hdmu'n-Hujdm.
It seems probable that Hdjl Khalifa had. seen the boohs 
mentioned herounder• It is the oustom of Hdjl Khalifa tc descri 
in detail only those books whloh he had personally seen. With 
regard to other books he merely mentions the name and passes on?
About the above-named bookcwe learn that fc-t was written in 
Persian, divided into ten ohapters, and its material was collect 
from two hundred and fifty books, as Hdjl Khalifa himself states
Mandhiju'd-Darajdt fl Sharfc-i-Kltdbu'n-Hajdt.5
This book was a commentary upon the philosophical work of 
Avicenna, called Kitdbu'n-Najdt, and this we learn from our autt
who, in his discussion with Imdm Muhammad Sarakhal, happened to
6mention the book in this way.- _ . % 'J
( 7)
1. 'i.B. f.88a.
2. Irshdd mentions it as Jawdmi'u'l-Ahkdm, Vol.V, p.212.
Safadl, Vol.XII, f.69; Jj&J .Khal. Vol. II, p. 6 36,Ho. 4244.
3. Chahdr Maqdla, preface, p.xv.
4. See n.
5. Irshdd, Vol.V, p.212; §afadl, Vol.XII, f.69b.
Tdr.Huk.Isldm, f.89b.
6. Ibid. f.90a.
7. Ibid. f.90a. Probably the word £y^is left here, because the 
book is Avicenna's, and our author had written a commentary < 
it for it is mentioned inUIrshdd, Vol.V, p.212 and §afadif Vo
p.6
/7i
Gruraru11-Amthdl wa Durarp11-Aqwdl .1
About this book, Hdjl Khalifa writes that our author had
arranged the proverbs on the basis of letters. From every lette
he made a proverb, giving his reasons? explaining how to read
it? what it meant, and how to solve it. £djl Khalifa further
stated the book to have been the souroe of Mayddnl, though we
think it more likely that the opposite was the case, as Mayddnl
was our author’s tutor, and a celebrated author, whose work
2
Majma'u11-Amthdl is well-known. Hdjl Khalifa mentions the book
3 jas follows;-
yd,)oj- \ oi v* i ^ 1 u >-»
Hajf iQialifa mentions a book Qiw6m-i-'Ultimu't-Tib4as having
been written by our author, but this book is neither included
1. Irshdd, Vol.V, p•211•
§afadl, Vol.XII, f.69b.
HdJ. Khal. Vol.IV, p.318, Ho.8585.
2. Suppl. Ar.MSS. Br.Mus.Ho.997. Or.3086.
3. See &.l.
4. HaJ.Khal. Yol.Y, p.116. ffo.-A03Q5.
la the list of the author1* worics, aor is it mentioned 
ia bis ewn existing bootee.
Another boo* fefdflu1 t-Xetfil •sla ^a^n-i-Tufnylu1
• • •
'Ar^'ia la not mantlonad bjr any othar author axoapt 
by the author hloaalf In tba Tsrfxh-i-B’iyhaq .1
1. T.%. f .135s.
